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Résumé
Actuellement le projet le plus ambitieux en matière de Fusion thermonucléaire Contrôlée est
le projet ITER (International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor). Tous les aimants du
système magnétique seront supraconducteurs, car des densités de courants élevées sont
nécessaires, à des champs magnétiques compris entre 6 et 13 T.
Ces dernières années ont vu, particulièrement pour les applications concernant la fusion, le
développement d'une configuration particulière de conducteur supraconducteur : le "Cable in
Conduit Conductor" ("CICC"). Les CICCs du projet ITER sont faits d'un grand nombre de
brins supraconducteurs torsadés (NbTi ou Nb^Sn), gainés de manière serrée dans un conduit
de métal. Celui ci fournit la rigidité mécanique nécessaire pour tenir les forces magnétiques.
L'hélium supercritique pressurisé est aspiré à travers les interstices du câble. Comme ces
interstices ont un diamètre hydraulique très petit (< 1 mm), la quantité d'hélium circulant
dans le conducteur est limitée. Donc, en cas de charge thermique continue substantielle,
comme par exemple la charge neutronique sur l'aimant d'un réacteur de fusion, la capacité
d'évacuation de cette chaleur par circulation forcée de l'hélium supercritique, est elle même
limitée. Dans le cas des aimants d'ITER ce problème a été résolu en introduisant un second
canal de refroidissement au centre du câble, pourvu d'un diamètre hydraulique plus grand.
Le contact direct entre le câble et le fluide de refroidissement, lui procure une bonne stabilité
thermique vis a vis des dépôts soudains d'énergie. Ces perturbations peuvent causer une
transition à l'état normal ("quench") si l'énergie déposée est assez grande pour porter le
supraconducteur à une température plus grande que sa température critique et si cette
énergie ne peut être absorbée de manière efficace par l'hélium environnant. La stabilité des
supraconducteurs vis a vis des quenchs, est une des questions les plus importantes de la
Supraconductivité appliquée.
Il y a toujours une limitation à la stabilité d'un CICC, parce que l'hélium du conduit ne peut
être renouvelé instantanément. Etant donnée la quantité d'énergie qui peut être absorbée par
l'hélium environnant, on trouvera toujours une perturbation assez importante pour quencher
le conducteur. La capacité de récupération d'un CICC après une perturbation thermique est
gouvernée par le transfert de chaleur des brins à l'hélium. Ce transfert de chaleur est
grandement affecté par la vitesse du réfrigérant. Certains auteurs ont fait la démonstration
théorique, qu'une perturbation thermique dans un CICC peut induire une forte circulation
transitoire additionnelle d'hélium, ce qui améliore le transfert de chaleur et donc la stabilité.
On pense que cet effet auto stabilisant joue un rôle important dans la capacité de
récupération d'un CICC.
Durant le développement industriel des CICC à deux canaux, la question des perforations du
canal central et de leur taille éventuelle, a été soulevée. Les perforations ont l'avantage de
relâcher la pression dangereuse qui peut apparaître dans le câble, si une grande longueur de
conducteur "quenche". D'un autre côté, dans le cas de nombreuse perforations, l'hélium des
interstices du câble est expulsé radialement vers le canal central, diminuant du coup la
circulation axiale induite par la chaleur. La marge de stabilité en est donc réduite.
Le champ d'investigation de ce travail est d'établir expérimentalement, vis à vis du quench et
la stabilité, le comportement de CICCs à base de NbTi, à deux canaux de refroidissement, et

a Vechelle 1 par rapport a ITER. On etudie experimentalement I 'influence des perforations du
canal central, sur la marge de stabilite des grands CICCs. 4 CICCs a base de NbTi ont ete
utilises, de 3.6 m de long, possedant la geometrie d'lTER, mais avec des porosites differentes.
La porosite va de 50 % environ, dans le cas d'une spirale comme canal central - solution
envisagee pour les conducteurs d'lTER- , a des porosites de I'ordre de 10''' % pour deux tubes
perfores, jusqu'a zero dans le cas d'un tube lisse. Tous les tests de quench et de stabilite ont
ete realises dans la station d'essais SULTAN.
Dans cette these un modele analytique a zero dimension, est developpe pour evaluer
I'influence des differentes porosites de canal central sur la marge de stabilite. Ces estimations
sont comparees aux resultats experimentaux. Les essais jusqu'a 4.5 T, n'ont pas montre de
differences significatives pour des courants jusqu'a 50 kA, ce qui est en bon accord avec les
calculs du modele. A60kA cependant, la marge de stabilite apparaitplus importante pour le
conducteur avec le tube lisse que pour le conducteur avec la spirale, comme prevu par le
modele. Ce resultat suggere que, pour le type de perturbations produit dans notre essai, et
pour des courants depassant 50 kA, la circulation d'helium induite par la chaleur, commence
a etre efficace. Les essais n 'ont pas donne d'indication que lafuite d'helium vers le canal
central, causait une decroissance significative de la quantite d'helium disponible pour la
stabilite.
Les essais de quenchs ont donne des resultats plutot inattendus : des quenchs prematures ont
ete observes dans laplupart des cas, aussi bienpour les mesures de courant critique que pour
les mesures de temperature de transition. On observe un decollage brutal de la tension bien
en deqa des courants critiques attendus, sans trace de regime de portage de courant. Les
courants de quench semblent etre determines par le courant limite, qui decrit lafrontiere au
dessus de laquelle seule la chaleur specifique des brins peut etre utilisee. Ces resultats sont
interpretes comme une indication que des perturbations thermiques sont creees en
permanence dans les processus de redistribution de courant entre les brins, provoques par
des distributions de courant largement inhomogenes dans la section du cable. Des que le
courant atteint le courant limite pour lequel Veffet stabilisant de helium ne peut plus jouer
son role, le conducteur devient instable et quenche. En raison de ces quenchs prematures,
aucun test de stabilite n'est possible au dessus de 60kA. La distribution inhomogene de
courant peut s 'expliquer par la qualite des joints et par la haute valeur des resistances de
contact entre brins. Des mesures de resistance de contact entre brins sont presentees,
confirmant des valeurs anormalement grandes, dues probablement a une couche epaisse
d'oxyde decouverte a la surface du brin.
La these decrit egalement des mesures de pertes en champ alternatif effectuees sur des
elements de conducteurs de 40 cm de long. Les resultats sont analyses et indiquent que la
contribution du dernier etage de cdblage est dominante dans les pertes en champ alternatif.
Le comportement hydraulique en transitoire du conducteur d'lTER est etudie a trovers la
propagation de segments d'helium chauffes. Un modele a quasi une dimension est developpe
decrivant les processus d'echange de chaleur et de conduction de chaleur qui gouvernent le
systeme de circulation des deux fluides. Les calculs sont en tres bon accord avec les resultats
experimentaux, indiquant que le modele est bien adapte pour decrire les processus
thermohydrauliques principaux impliques dans le CICC a deux canaux de refroidissement.

Summary
Presently, the most ambitious experimental project towards controlled thermonuclear fusion is
the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor ITER. All coils of its magnet system
will be superconducting since for magnetic fields in the range between 6 - 13 T high current
densities are required.
During recent years, in particular for fusion applications, a special configuration of
superconductor was favoured: the so-called Cable-In-Conduit Conductor (CICC). The CICCs
for ITER consist of a superconducting cable made of a large number of twisted
superconducting wires (NbTi or NbaSn), which are tightly jacketed in a metal conduit,
providing the desired mechanical stiflhess of the conductor against magnetic forces.
Pressurized supercritical helium is pumped through the cable interstices. Since the interstices
have very small hydraulic diameters (< 1 mm), the amount of helium flowing through the
conductor is restricted. Therefore, if there is a substantial steady heat load, such as nuclear
heating in a fusion reactor magnet, the heat removal capabilities of forced-flow supercritical
helium are limited. For the ITER magnets this problem has been solved by introducing a
second, separate cooling channel into the center of the cable, which has a larger hydraulic
diameter.
The direct contact between the coolant and the cable provides good thermal stability of the
conductor against sudden energy inputs. These disturbances can lead to a transition into the
normal state ('quench') if the released energy is sufficiently high, so that the temperature of the
superconductor exceeds locally its critical temperature and if the energy cannot be absorbed
efficiently by the surrounding helium. Stability of superconductors against quenches is one of
the most important issues in applied superconductivity.
The stability of a CICC is always limited because the helium inside the conduit cannot be
replenished fast enough, so a sufficiently large perturbation will eventually quench the conductor, depending on how much energy can be absorbed by the surrounding supercritical helium.
The recovery capabilities of a CICC after thermal disturbances are governed by the heat
transfer rate from the strands to the helium. The heat transfer is greatly affected by the flow
velocity of the coolant. Some authors have shown theoretically that a temporal thermal
disturbance in a CICC can induce an additional strong helium flow, which enhances the heat
transfer rate and, hence, the stability. This self-stabilizing effect is believed to play an important
role for the recovery capabilities of a CICC.
A question which arose during the development of dual cooling channel CICCs for ITER is
whether the central flow channel should be perforated and if so, to what extend. Perforations
have the advantage of releasing the potentially dangerous pressure build-up in the cable space
if a long length of conductor quenches. On the other hand, when there are many perforations,
the helium from inside the cable interstices is expelled radially into the central channel, thus
diminishing the axial heating-induced flow. Hence, the stability margin might be reduced.
The scope of this work is the experimental assessment of the quench and stability behaviour of
dual cooling channel NbTi CICCs with full-size ITER geometry. The influence of the central
channel perforations on the stability margin of large CICCs is investigated experimentally. Four
identical 3.6m long pieces of NbTi CICC with ITER geometry but central channels with
different porosities are used. The porosity ranges from about 50% with a spiral as central

channel - like foreseen for the ITER conductors - over two differently perforated tubes with
porosities of the order of 10"2 %, to zero in the case of a smooth tube. All quench and stability
tests have been performed in the SULTAN facility.
In this thesis a zero-dimensional analytical model is developed in order to estimate the
influence of the different central channel porosities on the stability margin. These predictions
are compared with the experimental results. The experiments at 4.5 T show no significant
differences in stability between the conductor samples for currents up to 50 kA which is in fair
agreement with the model calculations. At 60 kA, however, a larger stability margin seems to
appear for the conductor with the smooth central tube than the conductor with the spiral, as
expected by our model. This result suggests that for the kind of disturbances applied in our
experiment and currents exceeding 50kA the heating induced helium flow starts to become
effective. The experiments show no indication that the helium depletion into the central channel
caused a significant decrease of the amount of helium available for stabilization.
The quench experiments yield rather unexpected results as premature quenching is observed in
most cases, independent whether critical current or current sharing temperature measurements
are performed. Sudden voltage take-offs far below the expected critical current are observed
without displaying any current sharing regime. The quench currents seem to be determined by
the limiting current, which describes the boundary above which only the marginal heat capacity
of the strands can be utilized. These results are interpreted as an indication that thermal
disturbances are continuously created by current redistribution processes among the strands
due to a largely inhomogeneous current distribution over the cable cross section. As soon as
the operating current approaches the limiting current where the stabilizing effect of helium
cannot be utilized anymore, the conductor becomes unstable and quenches. Due to the
premature quenching no stability test are possible at currents above 60 kA. The
inhomogeneous current distribution can be explained by the quality of the joints and by large
interstrand contact resistances. Interstrand contact resistance measurements are presented
confirming an unusual large resistance, probably due to a thick oxide layer found on the strand
surface.
The thesis also describes AC loss measurements performed on a 40 cm long piece of
conductor. The results are discussed indicating that the twist pitch of the last cabling stage
dominates the AC losses.
The transient thermohydraulic performance of the ITER conductor is investigated by means of
heat slug measurements. A quasi one-dimensional model is developed describing the heat
exchange and heat conduction processes governing a two-fluid flow system. The predictions
are in very good agreement with the experimental results, indicating that the model is well
suited to describe the main thermohydraulic processes involved in a dual cooling channel
CICC.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction
1.1 Superconductivity and its Applications
From a practical point of view the most striking effect of all superconductors is their ability to
carry an electrical current (DC) without ohmic losses. Based on this perfect conductivity, it is
possible to describe the superconducting state as the state in which the material exhibits zero
resistance. For any superconductor, this state is achieved abruptly below a certain temperature,
called the critical temperature Tc. The critical temperature of all superconducting materials
found up to now is far below room temperature, thus imposing special cooling requirements to
all superconducting applications. For 'classical' or 'low-7y superconductors (various metals,
alloys and intermetallic compounds) the transition temperature is below 30 K.
For a complete characterization of the superconducting state there is a second criterion
required, beside the disappearance of the resistance below Tc, namely the perfect
diamagnetism. This so-called Meissner effect shows that not only a magnetic field is excluded
from entering a superconductor, but also that a field in an originally normal sample is expelled
as it is cooled below Tc. As a consequence of this behaviour, the laws of thermodynamics can
be applied to describe the superconducting state. Persistent screening currents are induced in
the surface layer of the superconductor generating a magnetic flux density exactly opposite to
that of the applied magnetic field, so that the flux is zero everywhere inside the
superconductor. The magnetic flux density B drops to zero over a distance X (typically 1O
7
m), called the penetration depth, at the surface of the specimen.
The existence of the Meissner effect implies that superconductivity will be destroyed by a
critical magnetic field Hc, which is related thermodynamically to the free energy difference
between the normal and superconducting states in zero field, the so-called condensation
energy of the superconducting state. At H<HC penetration of a homogeneous magnetic field
in a superconductor is thermodynamically unfavourable resulting in a complete expulsion of
magnetic flux from a superconducting specimen, whereas at H> Hc the superconducting state
is unstable and a transition to a normal state with finite resistance occurs. The dependence of
Hc on temperature T is well approximated by the parabolic relation

4
Tc2

(1.1)

which is shown schematically in Fig. 1.1. This figure is in fact the H-T phase diagram of an
ideal superconductor.
In 1986, new, cuprate based superconducting materials were discovered, now commonly
called high-r c superconductors. These ceramic oxides exhibit critical temperatures of up to
135 K (at ambient pressure) and in the future even higher transition temperatures might be
possible. However, for large scale applications, and in particular for large magnets, low-r c
superconducting materials are almost the only choice so far, mainly because the technology of
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Figure 1.1 : Phase diagram of an ideal superconductor (type I superconductor),
showing the temperature dependence of the critical magnetic field
producing wires, cables and coils is much more advanced. In addition, high-T^
superconductors are extremely brittle, thus making handling difficult, and generally exhibit
highly anisotropic properties, so that the orientation of superconductor texture plays an
important role with respect to the current flow direction and magnetic field orientation.
Therefore, within the frame of this thesis only low-r c superconductors are considered.
An important characteristic of a superconductor is the maximum possible transport current
density which can flow without dissipation. This maximum current density is called the
critical current density j c . The value of j c depends on the sample quality. A superconductor
loses its perfect conductivity when at any point on the surface the total magnetic field
strength, due to the self field produced by the transport current and the applied magnetic field,
exceeds the critical field strength Hc. This quantity j c is called the thermodynamic critical
current density and depends on the external magnetic field [1].
In most practical superconductors magnetic flux starts to penetrate the superconducting
material at magnetic fields much lower than Hc. For that reason superconductors are classified
into two kinds, type I and type II superconductors. Only type I superconductors exhibit a
complete flux expulsion up to Hc, whereas type II superconductors are characterized by
incomplete flux expulsion above a lower critical field Hcj (Hcj « Hc). In this state flux
penetrates gradually in a regular lattice of quantized flux tubes, or vortices, each carrying flux
equal to a superconducting flux quantum or fluxoid <&# :
<Z>0= — = 2.07-10~15Wb
2e

(1.2)

where h is Planck's constant, c the speed of light and e the charge of an electron. This state is
called the 'mixed state' or 'Shubnikov state'. At the center of each vortex is a thin normal
conducting core. The total flux penetrating the superconductor in the mixed state is smaller
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than in the normal state. As the external field increases the number of vortices in the
superconductor is increasing. Due to Lorentz forces, magnetic vortices start to move under
external current, and, as a result, an electric field is generated. Thus, a truly zero-resistance
state does not generally occur in a sample due to the motion of the magnetic vortices.
However, the zero-resistive state can be sustained in these materials, by artificially preventing
the vortices from moving. This effect is called vortex or flux pinning and is very important for
all technical superconductors. Flux pinning is achieved by deliberately introducing certain
inhomogeneities in the crystal structure of the superconducting material, which are then
interacting with the normal cores of the vortices. As long as the Lorentz force created by a
finite current does not exceed the pinning force, vortex movement is prevented and, thus, the
superconductor exhibits essentially no DC resistance. All technical superconductors are type II
superconductors.
For magnetic fields exceeding an upper critical field HC2, the specimen becomes finally normal
conducting. The transition at H=HC2 is a second order phase transition. The upper critical field
HC2 is much greater than Hc and can be very high (depending on the material up to 60 T [2]).
HC] and HC2 vary with temperature. Fig. 1.2 shows a typical H-T phase diagram for a type II
superconductor. The curves Hcj(T) and HC2(T) are the boundaries of the three domains:
for H<HC] :

Superconducting state (or perfect Meissner state)

for Hc]< H< HC2 :

Mixed state (or Vortex state)

for H>Hc2:

Normal state

The three quantities, the critical temperature, the critical magnetic field and the critical current
density are related by a function, which is characteristic of the material in question. The threedimensional phase space where the material is in the superconducting state is bordered by the
jc(B,T) surface, also called the critical surface [3]. This surface links the three critical quantities
j c , Bc and Tc with each other. The surface separates two regions in the j-B-T phase space: one,
below the surface, where the material is superconducting everywhere, and the second, outside

Superconducting State
Temperature

Figure 1.2 : Phase diagram of a typical type II superconductor
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the surface, where the material is everywhere normal conducting. Fig. 1.3 [2] shows the
critical surface for the commercial superconducting alloy niobium-titanium (NbTi), the most
commonly used superconducting material for magnet applications. It can be clearly seen from
the shape of the surface, that an increase in any two of the variables will inevitably cause a
decrease in the third. From here on, we will use the magnetic flux density or magnetic
induction B (commonly called magnetic field) instead of the magnetic field strength H (also
called magnetizing field or, sometimes, 'magnetic field'), as they are in vacuum simply related
by B = \io -H, with \IQ = 4TC- 10"7 VsA^m' 1 being the magnetic permeability of vacuum.
At present there are mainly two materials which are technically interesting and, thus, widely
used. These materials are the above mentioned alloy NbTi and the intermetallic compound of
niobium and tin (Nb3Sn). They are particularly attractive, since they combine the highest
values of all three critical parameters and the commercial fabrication of the material is well
established. Although NbTi has lower performance than M>3Sn (NbTi: BC2 ~ 11 T ; M^Sn:
BC2~ 21 -28 T) it is preferred wherever possible due to its ductility, which makes fabrication
and handling much easier, and lower production costs. By contrast, M>3Sn is brittle
demanding extreme care during handling. In addition, it is very sensitive to applied tensile
strain leading to drastically reduced performance (degradation of the current carrying
capabilities of 50 % are observed at an applied tensile strain of 1 % [4]).
In terms of magnet design superconductors offer unique possibilities. Since the magnetic field
produced by a solenoid is proportional to the current in the windings, the created field strength
can be increased by using the higher current carrying capabilities of superconductors. Thus,
one can generate the same field strength with a smaller superconducting electromagnet as
Critical Current
Density (lO 9 A/m 2 )

Figure 1.3 : The critical current surface jc(B,T) for the superconducting alloy
NbTi (type II superconductor) [2]. The material is superconducting inside the
volume bordered by the critical surface.
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compared to a copper-wound equivalent (for illustration, typical overall current densities in
DC magnets are for NbTi of the order of 106 A/cm2 at 4.2 K, whereas for an equivalent water
cooled copper magnet it is only 103A/cm2 [3]). Conversely, it is possible to generate very
large magnetic fields over large volumes by using superconducting magnets. Since
superconductors have zero DC resistance the field can be created with a minimum of electrical
power. In fact energy is only needed to build up the magnetic field and to compensate the
ohmic losses in the normal conducting current leads1. However, in order to cool down the
magnet to cryogenic temperatures and to maintain the temperature of the superconductor
below Tc, helium has to be used as coolant. Helium is usually supplied by a helium
refrigerator or liquifier which needs a considerable amount of electrical energy.
Apart from being one of the few media which are not solid at temperatures below 5 K, helium
has the additional advantage of possessing a relatively large heat capacity at cryogenic
temperatures, so it is able to absorb large quantities of heat while its temperature increment is
small. This fact is important in terms of thermal stabilization of superconducting magnets. But
helium has other unique features as can be seen from the phase diagram of 4 He in Fig. 1.4.
First, the solid state is not obtainable in helium at any temperature unless a pressure in excess
of 25 bar is applied. This characteristic, coming from the quantum nature of helium, is caused
by the large zero point energy of the helium atom. The lowest energy state is that of a special
liquid, superfluid helium II. This is the second exceptional feature of helium: there exist two
different liquid phases with very different properties. He I is the normal liquid with characteristics that are similar to classical fluids, whereas He II is superfluid. In this unique
thermodynamical state helium has vanishing small viscosity and an extremely high thermal
conductivity. The boundary between the two liquid phases is known as the ?i-line. The Xtransition represents a second-order phase transition, which means it has a discontinuous slope
in the temperature dependence of the entropy. There is no latent heat released during
formation of the He II state and the coexistence of He I and He II in equilibrium conditions is
not possible.
There are two main cooling modes which have a large influence on the cable design. In case
of forced-flow cooling, helium flows in a channel which is in good thermal contact with the
superconductor. The amount of heat which can be removed from the magnet depends on the
flow velocity of the coolant. The other cooling principle is the pool-boiling mode, where
cooling is achieved by heat exchange and natural convection from the magnet windings to a
bath of liquid helium. Forced-flow cooling is preferred for large, high performance applications, where one cannot rely on the heat conduction through thick winding packages, but
has to know the operating conditions in detail. In this cooling mode the use of single-phase
helium is preferred in order to avoid vapor-locking within the windings where the heat
transfer capabilities would be reduced. Often supercritical helium is used. The term
'supercritical' refers to the fact that the helium is in a thermodynamic state where its pressure
exceeds the pressure at the critical point. Typical cooling conditions with supercritical helium
are 4.5 K at 10 bar.

1

As an example, the innermost superconducting magnet of the SULTAN test facility [57] has an inner diameter
of 0.6 m and produces a magnetic field of 3T when energized to 6kA. During operation the power
consumption amounts to about 3kW due to the ohmic losses in the current supply lines being at room
temperature. By contrast, an equivalent copper magnet with the same dimensions kept at room temperature
would need a power consumption of 4.5 MW (!) to compensate for the Joule losses in the copper windings.
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Figure 1.4 : Phase diagram of 4He
In order to operate safely a magnet which utilizes the advantages offered by superconducting
materials, it needs some additional components for structural, electric or thermal stability [5]:
• Copper: as an electric stabilizer, which acts as an electric 'bypass' when the
superconductor undergoes a transition to the normal state. In this case the resistance of the
superconducting material becomes much larger than that of copper and the current is
transferred to the neighbouring copper, which is electrically connected in parallel to the
superconductor.
• Stainless Steel: (or equivalent material with similar tensile strength) as structural
reinforcement material. It relieves the remaining components from the stresses due to the
electromagnetic forces acting on the cable when the magnet is energized.
• Electrical Barriers: as internal barriers inserted in the superconductor (high resistance,
metal based material), which helps to interrupt the loops of the eddy currents induced by
any change in the magnetic field (self field or external field), while not interfering with the
axial current carrying capability.
• Subdivision of Superconductor: Superconducting wires are fabricated by subdividing the
superconductor into fine filaments embedded in a low-resistance matrix such as copper (see
above), forming the so-called multifilamentary wire or strand. Typical filament diameters
are of the order of lOjim. Sufficiently small filament diameters prevent sudden energy
releases due to rapid movements of vortex bundles caused by small temperature or field
changes ('flux-jump instabilities') and ensures good heat removal capabilities from the
filaments since the copper has a much better thermal conductivity ('dynamic stability'). In
large magnet systems many wires are bundled together to form multistrand cables, mainly
in order to limit the inductance and the voltage levels. An example of a multifilamentary
strand and a CIC conductor containing a multistrand cable is shown in Fig. 1.5.
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Figure 1.5 : A superconducting cable is made of several twisted strands. Each
strand consists of many superconducting filaments embedded in a copper matrix,
(conductor made by CRPP-FT; strand made by Alsthom (F))
Nowadays superconducting electromagnets have become widely accepted as an essential tool
to produce strong and homogenous magnetic fields in large volumes. The main applications of
superconducting magnets are reviewed here very briefly. More detailed information can be
found, for example, in [3].
• Solenoids: Cylindrical magnets are in use for general research at fields up to about 20 T
and bores up to 200 mm. Small solenoids are made of superconducting wire whereas larger
magnets are wound from cables. Of particular commercial interest are magnets for nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and for the medical diagnostic technique of
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), which both require high field homogeneity and
temporal stability.
• Magnets for High Energy Physics: Superconducting dipole and quadrupole magnets are
part of accelerators and storage rings. They are used to bend and focus the beams of
charged particles. In addition, superconductors are used for huge solenoids installed in the
detectors of the high energy physics experiments (e.g. [6,7]). With large detector magnets
the momentum of charged particles produced in the interaction zone of the detector can be
determined.
• Magnets for Thermonuclear fusion: Power production on the basis of controlled
thermonuclear fusion is a promising approach to tackle the increasing world-wide demand
of electrical power in the future. Magnetic confinement of a hot deuterium-tritium plasma
in a toroidal chamber is the most likely route towards the commercial production of electric
power from nuclear fusion. This approach is feasible only by means of superconducting
magnets since the use of conventional magnets is not economical. There are two different
principle concepts of fusion reactors using magnetic confinement, the 'tokamak' and the
'stellarator' concept. The next generation of experimental devices and reactors for both
concepts will use superconducting magnets [8,9,10]. The most advanced tokamak reactor
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which is currently developed is the ITER (International Thermonuclear Experimental
Reactor) reactor. Its magnet system is described in more detail in the following chapter.
• Superconducting Magnet Energy Storage (SMES): Superconducting magnets can be used
as an inductive energy storage. Large SMES systems (with stored energies in the order of
several hundred MWh [11]) are studied for load-balancing in existing power networks. The
power oscillation in long power lines can be damped by means of pulsed SMES systems.
Finally, small fast-acting SMES devices are already used to compensate short voltage
fluctuations in the electricity supply.
• High Gradient Magnetic Separation: Ferro- and paramagnetic particles can be separated
magnetically from a stream of diamagnetic particles if the suspension passes a magnetic
field with a high field gradient. The field gradient and strength has been greatly improved
by the use of superconducting magnets [11].
• Magnetic Levitation: Magnetically levitated transportation systems can be preferably
realized with superconducting magnets, since they have less weight and can produce
stronger fields than conventional electromagnets. The levitation is achieved by the
repelling force between the superconducting magnets in the vehicle and eddy currents in
the track [12].
• Magnetohydrodynamic Power Generation: Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) generation is a
technique for the direct conversion of thermal energy to electrical energy. An ionized hot
gas, e.g. using hot combustion gas, is passed through a channel with a transversely applied
magnetic field. The corresponding voltage (Hall effect) induced in this moving gaseous
conductor can be extracted from electrodes lining the walls. MHD power generation is
economical only with superconducting magnets, since conventional magnets would
consume more power than they would produce [13].
• DC Motors and AC Generators: The main characteristics of superconducting generators
and motors are the high efficiency, high torque and reduced size compared to conventional
motors. Superconductors can be used as part of the field windings as well as of the
armature windings [11].
• Superconducting Transformers for Current Amplification: Transformers consisting of
two concentrically wound superconducting coils have been built and are successfully
operating [14]. Superconducting transformers are particularly useful if large currents of the
order of lOOkA for low resistive loads, such as superconducting samples, are required.
Instead of using expensive power supplies and large, power-consuming current leads, it is
advantageous to use a superconducting transformer where the high-turn primary coil is
energized by a few hundred amperes which are inducing a large current in the low-turn
secondary circuit which contains the load.
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1.2 The International Thermonuclear Experimental
Reactor ITER
Presently, the most ambitious experimental project towards controlled thermonuclear fusion is
the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor ITER, which is based on the so-called
tokamak concept. ITER is an international collaborative project being undertaken jointly by
Europe (including Switzerland and Canada), represented by EURATOM, Japan, the Russian
Federation and the United States. Its main goal is to demonstrate the scientific and
technological feasibility of thermonuclear fusion energy for peaceful purposes by reaching full
ignition conditions. Under this condition the physics of burning plasmas can be studied and
key fusion technologies for establishing fusion as a practical energy source can be tested.
ITER will be the first fusion reactor to produce thermal energy at the level of a commercial
power station.
The tokamak concept has been developed in the mid-1950s in the former USSR. A deuteriumtritium plasma is confined in a toroidal vessel by means of a helical magnetic field running
along the axis of the torus. Fig. 1.6 sketches the basic tokamak principle of plasma
confinement. The constant toroidal field component Bt is produced by the external toroidal
field coils. The plasma is confined and heated by a huge current / circulating in the plasma
itself. This current is mainly induced by the time varying magnetic field of the central
solenoid, which acts like the primary of a transformer, while the plasma is the single-turn
secondary. The plasma current generates the poloidal magnetic field component Bp. Shaping
and positioning of the plasma is mainly provided by large diameter ring coils, called poloidal
field coils, which produce a vertical field component Bv. The poloidal field magnets are
encasing the plasma vessel.
All coils of the ITER magnet system are superconducting in order to provide the desired field
strength necessary to achieve plasma ignition and controlled burn with a duration of about
1000 s. The ITER magnet system is described in the following chapter2.
The design of the ITER reactor is shown by means of a computer-generated model in Fig. 1.7.
In order to ensure that ignition conditions are reached the volume of the plasma has to be
sufficiently large. ITER will have 2 - 3 times larger linear dimensions than the largest existing
tokamak. It will provide a sufficiently dense and hot plasma for long enough to start fusion of
the deuterium and tritium nuclei. Once the plasma is ignited, most of the power required to
sustain the high plasma temperature (~108K) will be provided by fusion reactions in the
plasma. The nominal plasma major radius is 8.1m, the plasma minor radius 2.8 m and the
elongation will be about 1.6m [15]. A plasma current of 21 MA is envisaged. The energy
generated in the reactions is absorbed by the components lining the inside surface of the
vessel. A so-called blanket absorbs neutron energy radiating out from the plasma and the
'divertor' exhausts the flow of energy from charged particles produced in the fusion reactions
and removes helium 'ash' and other impurities. The main fusion reaction will be:

2

The description of ITER in this thesis refers to the so-called 1998 ITER design, as described in the 'ITER Final
Design Report'. In mid-1998, after approval of the ITER Final Design Report, the ITER parties asked for a
substantial reduction of ITER's detailed technical objectives and a possible decrease of the technical margins
while maintaining the overall programmatic objective of ITER due to financial reasons. The evaluation process
to draw up a revised detailed design is still underway at the time this thesis is being written.
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One hundred MW of auxiliary heating power is required to ensure that the plasma can be
heated to ignition in a high confinement mode. A fusion power of 1 -1.5 GW is expected to be
produced in the plasma during burn.
The main engineering design parameters for the ITER experiment are summarized in Table 1.1
[15].
Table 1.1: Some major design parameters for ITER
Major Plasma Radius

8.1m

Minor Plasma Radius

2.8 m

Nominal Plasma Volume

~ 2000 m3

Nominal Plasma Current

21 MA

Fusion Power (nominal)

1.5 GW
~ 1 MW/m2

Average Neutron Wall Loading
Plasma Burn Duration

>1000s
5.7 T

Toroidal Field (at R = 8.14 m)
Volume-Averaged Temperature

~85-10 6 °C (llkeV)

Auxiliary Heating Power

<100MW

IVloidal Field

\
/
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\
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A

Figure 1.6 : Basic principle of plasma confinement in a tokamak type fusion reactor
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Figure 1.7 : Artist's view of the conceptual design of the ITER tokamak

1.2.1 The Magnet System
All magnets of the ITER magnet system are superconducting. The magnet system comprises
twenty Toroidal Field (TF) coils, nine Poloidal Field (PF) coils, a Central Solenoid (CS),
sixteen correction coils and support structures [16]. The TF and PF coils confine, shape and
control the ITER plasma, as explained in the previous chapter, while the CS coil (and to some
extend also the PF coils) induces the plasma current. An isometric view of a section of the
magnet system is sketched in Fig. 1.8.
The magnets are combined in an integrated overall assembly which simplifies the
equilibration of electromagnetic loads. All coils are cooled by forced-flow supercritical
helium supplied by means of cryogenic circulation pumps. The TF coils and the CS coil use
Nb3Sn superconductors, whereas the PF coils and the correction coils are made with NbTi
superconductors.
In the TF coils the conductors are wound in double 'pancakes'. Each TF coil weighs about
7001, including about 601 of superconductor, and is about 19 m high by 12 m wide. The
nominal peak field at the conductor is 12.5 T when operated at 60 kA nominal current. The
total helium mass flow rate required to cool the TF coils and their current leads is 3200 g/s.
The CS coil weighs about 20001, including 2701 of superconducting cable, and is about 12 m
high and 6 m in diameter. The coil is wound in layers. The maximum operating current is
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Figure 1.8 : Isometric view of a section of the ITER magnet system
42 kA and the maximum field at the conductor is 13T. The CS coil is cooled by 1700g/s
supercritical helium.
The nine double pancake wound PF coils have small cross sectional dimensions compared to
their diameter, which ranges from 8 m to 31 m. Their total masses range accordingly between
110 and 1200t. The operating current is 45 kA. The total coolant flow rate for the PF coils
amounts to 6600 g/s.

1.2.1.1 Layout of the ITER Conductors
The conductors of the all ITER magnets are of the so-called Cable-In-Conduit Conductor
(CICC) type. A photograph of a conductor cross section can be seen in Fig. 1.9. In a CIC
conductor the superconducting material is embedded as very fine filaments in copper wires.
The wires are twisted in subsequent stages to form a multi-stage cable with interstitial voids
which are filled with helium. The void fraction in the annular cable space is about 40 %. The
cable is enclosed in a metal jacket (also called 'conduit'). The coolant flows through the
interstices in the cable and, in parallel, through the central cooling channel which has a much
lower flow impedance as compared to the cable voids. Thus, this type of CICC is usually called
a dual cooling channel CICC, where the second cooling channel is formed by the overall cable
interstices and delimited by the helium tight jacket. Obviously, the contact between strands
and coolant is very good due to a large wetted surface. This is favourable in terms of good
thermal stability, as discussed in detail in Chapter 2. The central channel is formed either by a
helical stainless steel strip or by a perforated stainless steel tube with the intention to allow
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Figure 1.9 : Photograph of the cross section of an ITER prototype cable-inconduit conductor (CS model coil)
coolant exchange between central and annulus cable region. Throughout this thesis, the
annular cable zone is often called 'annulus region', 'bundle region' or just 'cable space'.
All conductors are cooled by forced flow supercritical helium at 4.5 K (except one PF coil,
which will be operated at 3.8 K). All M^Sn based conductors for the high field coils, i.e. the
twenty TF coils and the CS coil, have an Incoloy 908® 3 jacket. All nine PF coils use NbTi
superconductor and stainless steel jackets because they operate at fields not exceeding 6.7 T
[16].
The conductor design for all ITER magnets is rather similar. The superconducting strands are
cabled in five stages, with the first being a triplet and the last a sextuplet, also called a petal.
The different cabling stages and conductor assembly is sketched in Fig. 1.10. Copper strands
are incorporated into the cabling layout for lower field conductors (< 11 T). To reduce induced
coupling currents between the strands, all superconducting and copper strands are either
chrome coated in case of the Nb3Sn conductors or Ni plated for the NbTi conductors with a
2 Jim thick layer. Furthermore, Inconel strips are used to wrap the last but one stage (specified
80 % coverage to allow free helium penetration). The final round cable is wrapped with an
overlapped Inconel or stainless steel strip. The resistive strips around each petal reduce the
coupling currents between the final substages and, hence, the AC losses. The outer wrap
protects the cable during handling and jacketing. Incoloy 908 is selected as jacket material for
the high field magnets because its thermal contraction coefficient matches that of Nb3Sn,
yielding a minimum strain induced critical current degradation caused by thermal contraction
after heat treatment.
The cable for the TF coils is enclosed by a thin tubular conduit since all mechanical loads are
carried by the radial plates. By contrast, the thick CS and PF coil conductor have conduits

1

Incoloy is an iron-nickel based superalloy (Ni 35%, Cr 23%, Fe 39.5%)
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Figure 1.10 : Cabling stages and assembly of the conductor for the ITER CS model coil [17]
with square outer profile in order to enhance the mechanical strength of the winding. Models
of the CS and the TF coils are currently being built to develop the fabrication technology and
to validate the design concept. A 3-dimensional sketch of the CS model coil conductor is
shown in Fig. 1.11. In Fig. 1.12a photograph of the TF model coil conductor can be seen.
Conductor grading is used in the layer wound CS coil and the pancake wound PF coils but not
in the pancake wound TF coils. As well as copper strands in the cable, the jacket size and
thickness in the CS is varied to suit the local electromagnetic load conditions. The main

Cei
\ Insujation Tape
Jacket
\ Cable Wrapping
Sub-Cable Wrapping

Figure 1.11 : Layout of the cable-in-conduit conductor used for the outer
module of the ITER CS model coil. The outer dimensions of the jacket
are 46 mm x 46 mm. The nominal operating current is 46 kA.
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conductor parameters for the CS coil are given in Table 1.2 [18]. The main conductor
parameters for the TF and PF coils are summarized in Table 1.3 [16,18].
Table 1.2: Main conductor parameters for the ITER CS coil
High Field

Medium Field

Low Field

Superconducting Material

Nb3Sn

Nb3Sn

Nb3Sn

Operating Current

42 kA

42 kA

42 k A

13T

11 T

8T

Cable Diameter

39.4 mm

36.8 mm

36.1 mm

Jacket Material

Incoloy 908®

Incoloy 908®

Incoloy 908®

Conductor Outer Dimensions

51 mm x 51 mm

46 mm x 46 mm

46 mm x 46 mm

Diameter of Central Channel

12mmx 15 mm

12mmx 15mm

12mmx 15 mm

Nominal Peak Field

Cable Pattern

((3x3x4+I)x5+l)x (((3x3+l)x4+l)x4
6
+I)x6

Number of SC Strands
Helium Area in Annulus

1080
388.6 mm

2

(((2+l)x3x4+l)x4
+I)x6

864

576

317.9 mm2

296.2 mm 2

Cu:non-Cu Ratio in SC Str.

1.0

2.0

2.0

Residual Resist. Ratio RRR

>100

>100

>100

Table 1.3: Main conductor parameters for the ITER TF and PF coils
Toroidal Field

Poloidal Field

Superconducting Material

Nb3Sn

NbTi

Operating Current

60.2 kA

45 kA

12.5 T

5 T (PF9: 7.3 T)

Cable Diameter

41.5 mm

44.8 mm (PF9: 42.3 mm)

Jacket Material

Incoloy 908®

Stainless Steel (316 LN)

Conductor Outer Dimensions

0 45.7 mm

(53.8 ...65.5 mm)2

Diameter of Central Channel

8mmx 10 mm

12 mm x 15 mm

(((3x3+l)x5+l)x4
+I)x6

(((3x4+l)x4+l)x4+l)x6
PF9: (3x3x5x5+l)x6

1080

1152 (PF9:1350)

Nominal Peak Field

Cable Pattern
Number of SC Strands
Helium Area in Annulus

460.5 mm

2

498.0 mm2 (PF9:458.8mm2)

Cu:non-Cu Ratio in SC Str.

1.75

1.5

Residual Resist. Ratio RRR

>100

>100
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Figure 1.12 : Photograph of the TF model coil conductor (exploded view)

1.3 Motivation and Thesis Objectives
Cable-in-conduit conductors with central cooling channel have been chosen for the conductor
design of the ITER superconducting magnet system, yet there is still much to be understood
with respect to how this particular configuration affects the transient thermohydraulic
behaviour of its supercritical helium coolant.
The direct contact between the coolant and the strands provides good thermal stability of the
conductor against thermal disturbances. These disturbances can become dangerous when the
released energy is so high that the temperature of the superconductor exceeds locally its
critical temperature. If this energy cannot be absorbed sufficiently by the surrounding helium,
the normal conducting zone will grow rapidly, because the resistive heating increases the
temperature at the boundaries of the zone above the critical temperature, driving more and
more parts normal. This sudden break-down of superconductivity in a magnet is called a
quench. One of the top requirements in magnet design is to avoid quenching of the magnet
during operation. A priori, the quench stability of CICCs is limited (metastable), since the
helium inside the conduit cannot be replenished fast enough if a thermal perturbation is
sufficiently large.
However, the stability margin (which is defined as the largest sudden heat input that the
conductor can absorb and still recover the superconducting state) can be as high as several
hundreds of mJ/cm3 of strand volume, and thus higher than any conceivable perturbation to
the superconductor, if the heat capacity of the surrounding helium can be fully utilized. The
recovery capabilities of a CICC after thermal disturbances are governed by the heat transfer
rate from the strands to the helium. The heat transfer is greatly affected by the flow velocity of
the coolant. It has been shown theoretically [19], that a temporal thermal disturbance in a
CICC can induce an additional strong helium flow, which enhances the heat transfer rate and,
hence, the stability. This self-stabilizing effect is believed to play an important role for the
recovery capabilities of a CICC.
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A question which arose with the development of dual cooling channel CICCs for ITER is
whether the central flow channel should be perforated and if so, to what extend. Perforations
have the advantage of releasing the potentially dangerous pressure build-up in the cable space
if a long length of conductor quenches. On the other hand, when there are many perforations,
the helium from the cable interstices is expelled radially into the central channel, thus
diminishing the axial heating-induced flow. This causes a smaller overall flow velocity inside
the cable space resulting in a reduced heat transfer. Thus, the stability margin is expected to be
lower.
Until now there is very little experimental data available of the stability and quench behaviour
of ITER-type dual cooling channel CICCs. In particular the stability behaviour of the
conductor relies so far entirely on results of computer simulations (finite element methods).
The main objective of this thesis is to investigate for the first time experimentally the stability
behaviour of full-size ITER-type CICCs by systematic variation of the hydraulic conditions.
At CRPP-Fusion Technology Division a stability experiment has been set up, whose main
objective is the investigation of the influence of the perforations of the central cooling channel
on the induced flow velocity and thus on the stability margin. Four identical, 3.6 m long pieces
of NbTi CICC with ITER geometry but central channels with different porosities were tested.
Another important part of the thesis is the evaluation of the theoretically expected stability
margins of full-size ITER CIC conductors and the comparison with the experimentally
obtained results.
Furthermore, dual channel CICCs made with NbTi strands of such large size have never been
produced before. Therefore, it was an important task of this thesis to assess for the first time
experimentally whether this kind of conductor design can reach its expected design values, in
particular its expected critical current. This investigation might become particularly important
within the frame of a reduced-technical-objectives/reduced-cost version of ITER - which is
presently in discussion [20] - where it is considered to use mainly NbTi superconductors
instead of the more expensive Nb3Sn.
In terms of the transient thermohydraulic performance, the parameters affecting the transfer of
heat across the annulus-central channel boundary, as well as across the annulus region itself
are of particular interest. However, while both heat transfer processes clearly contribute to the
overall transient thermohydraulic behaviour, it is the thermodynamic coupling across the
annulus-central channel interface which is unique for the dual cooling channel CICC
configuration. Therefore, another focus of this thesis centers on the annulus-central channel
heat transfer. Specifically, the governing heat transfer processes involved in a dual channel
CICC are identified and modelled. Results of heat slug experiments specially devoted to
assess the heat transfer of dual channel CICCs are presented and compared with the
predictions of the model calculations to confirm the modelling assumptions.
Due to the heavily instrumented samples, the stability experiments discussed in this thesis can
provide a valuable data base for validation of elaborated numerical codes for the simulation of
thermohydraulic transients in dual cooling channel CICCs, such as 'Gandalf and 'Mithrandir'
[21,22].
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CHAPTER 2

Cable-in-Conduit Conductors
2.1 The CICC Concept
Historically, cable-in-conduit conductors were developed as a solution to the difficult
problems facing designers of large superconducting magnets for fusion, among whom their
acceptance is now essentially universal. During the past decade, the CICC concept found
application also in areas other than fusion, such as for superconducting magnetic energy
storage (SMES) devices and other large magnets requiring currents in the range of several tens
of kA. As mentioned in the previous chapter a CICC consists of a superconducting cable made
of several hundred twisted superconducting wires, which are tightly jacketed in a metal
conduit (stainless steel, Incoloy, aluminium, titanium, etc.). Pressurized supercritical helium
(single phase) is pumped through the cable interstices. This concept offers a number of
attractive options. Due to the very large wetted surface the wires can be cooled very efficiently
with relatively small amounts of fluid. The very good thermal contact between the coolant and
the cable provides good thermal stability of the conductor against short thermal disturbances,
i.e. sudden local temperature rises due to, for example, wire movements under Lorentz load
producing frictional heat. Helium is the only medium at cryogenic temperatures which still
has a substantial heat capacity. Furthermore, the CICC concept offers large inherent
mechanical strength against Lorentz loads and high fluid pressures if the helium is heated up
(e.g. caused by a quench) as well as high-voltage integrity because the conductor can be well
insulated. In addition, the AC losses in transient fields can be kept sufficiently low due to the
relatively poor electrical contact between the strands. Last but not least fabrication simplicity
and simplified helium containment are also benefits of this design.
There is one major drawback of "conventional" CICCs if long conductor lengths (e.g. for
ITER of the order of 1 km) are needed. Since the conductor interstices are tiny, the hydraulic
diameters of the flow channels are very small (< 1 mm). Thus, the flow impedance is very
large. Since the maximum pressure drop is limited, as it is determined by the cryoplant, the
coolant mass flow is very much restricted. Therefore, if there is a substantial steady heat load,
such as nuclear heating in a fusion reactor magnet, the heat removal capabilities of forcedflow supercritical helium are limited. One solution to this is to provide the conductor with a
separate cooling channel that has a larger hydraulic diameter in parallel with the cable inside
the conduit. Several variations of this parallel channel were proposed: a thick spiral wrap on
the cable bundle to form a spiral channel, a jacketed conductor centered in a larger conduit
forming an annular gap (double conduit conductor) and a central tube or spiral through the
cable. The latter configuration has been chosen for the ITER conductor design, whereas it has
not been decided yet whether a central tube with perforations or a spiral will be used.
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2.2 Quench in CIC Conductors
The term 'quench' is commonly used to describe the irreversible transition from the superconducting to the normal resistive state. A quench can be initiated if one of the three
governing properties of superconductivity, temperature, current or magnetic field, is
exceeding locally its critical value in a strand or cable section. Since normal-state resistivity
and current density are both high, intense Joule heat is generated locally, which - due to
thermal conduction - causes a temperature rise of the surrounding parts above their critical
temperature, so driving more and more parts normal. This 'avalanche' process propagates
through the cable, eventually quenching the entire magnet. In such a case the only possibility
is to turn off the current supply, wait for the magnet to cool down, and then to re-energize the
magnet. Obviously, a quench in a magnet is highly undesirable and even dangerous in terms
of possible overheating of parts of the coil. Therefore, a conductor layout which minimizes the
risk of a quench or, in other words, provides maximum stability against thermal disturbances
is one of the key goals of applied superconductivity. The stability of CICCs is always limited,
they are 'metastable', because the limited helium inventory can not be replenished fast
enough. As soon as the coolant is heated up to the current sharing temperature, the conductor
will inevitably quench. So, a large enough perturbation will eventually quench the conductor.
However, depending on the conductor design, the stability margin can be very high
(> 1000mJ/cm3), higher than any conceivable perturbation.
If a normal zone appears in a CICC, the pressure in the conductor rises (up to several tens of
bar, depending on the length of the heated zone), helium is expelled from its ends, and the
normal zone grows in size. Joule heating of the helium produced by the normal conductor
causes its pressure to rise, but the pressure rise is limited by the expansion of helium. The
expansion of helium is restrained by inertia and by turbulent friction with the wall and the
wires of the conductor. This partially restrained expansion determines the rates of pressure
rise and thermal expulsion. These rates are also determined by the power input to the helium
which in turn depends on the size of the normal zone. The normal zone grows with time, due
to the Joule heat spreading from the normal zone into the part which is still superconducting.
Such heat transfer takes place by conduction through the matrix and by the action of the
expanding warm helium.
There is another phenomenon related to quench propagation in CICC, named ThermalHydraulic Quenchback (THQB). The existence of THQB has been predicted in numerical
simulations of thermal expulsions [23] and recently experimentally confirmed in the QUELL
experiments in SULTAN [24]. Here, the cold fluid far from the normal conducting zone being
driven through the interstices of a CICC by the expansion of the helium in the normal zone
becomes important. Because of the compression of these fluid elements and their friction with
the wires of the cable, the fluid temperatures rises. Under certain conditions, the fluid
temperature can reach the current-sharing threshold, driving the strands resistive which are
wetted by the coolant. Then, quite suddenly, very long segments of conductor become normal,
causing the propagation velocity of the normal front to jump to very large values.
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2.2.1 Disturbance Spectrum
Since the temperature margin between operating temperature and the current sharing threshold
is only of the order of a few Kelvin (for NbTi), there are many possible sources which can in
principle "disturb" the normal operation of superconductors. They are usually distinguished
between transient and continuous disturbances because of their largely different time scale.
Continuous disturbances are caused by quasi steady heat loads like overloads from poor joints,
normal operation AC losses, nuclear or electromagnetic radiation, heat conduction or radiation
from surrounding warm structures, etc. These kinds of disturbances are usually rather
predictable and can be minimized in most cases by careful design of the magnet and,
furthermore, the cable layout can be chosen in such a way to withstand such pertubations.
The transient disturbances on the other hand take place on the time scale of milliseconds and
are far less predictable. Their nature is not fully understood up to now [25]. In CICCs with
sufficiently small filament diameter, which prevents flux jumps, they are generally thought to
be of mechanical origin, i.e. sudden strand movements due to the Lorentz forces acting on the
conductor. These electromagnetic forces can easily amount to several hundred kN/m in large
magnets.
Only recently it has been found that quenches in CICCs can be caused also by non-uniform
current distributions among the strands in coincidence with large interstrand resistances which
prevent an effective re-distribution [26]. Since then, non-uniform current distributions have
become a widely acknowledged phenomenon in multi-strand superconducting cables
comprising a large number of strands and have been observed by several researchers (e.g. [27 30]). The current distribution among the strands is largely determined by the resistance
distribution in the joints, the transverse resistivity of the cable and variations in inductive
coupling between individual strands [31].

2.2.2 Quench Detection and Magnet Protection
If a superconducting magnet quenches, precautions have to be taken to ensure that the stored
magnetic energy is either dissipated outside the coil or distributed as evenly as possible within
the coil to avoid local overheating and possible damage of parts of the coil. The stored energy,
M2LP, in big superconducting magnets can be as large as several Gigajoules. For example,
the stored energy in the ITER CS coil will be 13.3 GJ (at the end of burn). This energy is
sufficient to melt more than 251 of copper. It is therefore essential, that a quench is detected as
soon as possible after an initial normal conducting zone has occurred, in order to switch off
the power supplies and to discharge the magnet as fast as possible to keep the dissipated heat,
i.e. the temperature of the cable and the helium pressure within safe limits. The magnets are
usually discharged by means of large dump resistors, which are able to absorb the stored
magnetic energy. The faster the quench is detected, the more energy can be deposited in the
external dump resistors and, consequently, the less heat is dissipated within the magnet.
The quench propagation velocity is an important issue in terms of quench protection. If the
quench velocity is low, the temperature of the so-called hot spot, i.e. the place of the quench
origin, might rise to dangerous values because the magnetic energy is dissipated in a small
volume. Thus, it is desirable to have a quench velocity as high as possible, once a normal zone
has appeared. For that reason, magnets are sometimes equipped with special quench heaters,
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which are activated if a quench has been detected in order to create 'artificially' normal
conducting zones causing a more uniform heating of the magnet. In addition, large
propagation velocities imply a fast growing resistance in the conductor, which makes quench
detection by means of sudden voltage rises easier and faster.
For the quench detection in large, CICC based superconducting magnets several methods are
used . The most common method is the voltage compensation, where either the voltages
across two half-coils are compared or where the coil voltage is compared with the voltage of a
co-wound wire (either an insulated wire inside the conduit or a wire running parallel to the
conductor). A comparison is necessary to eliminate inductive voltage signals. In both cases a
quench is detected by means of a voltage imbalance, which is caused by an additional voltage
created by the resistive zone.
Non-electrical conventional methods are utilizing the effect, that due to the thermal expansion
of the helium during a quench, the helium pressure inside the conductor is rising and helium is
expelled at the ends. With absolute pressure transducers and Venturi flowmeters both
parameters can be continuously monitored and used as quench criteria. Due to the finite speed
of the pressure wave (= velocity of sound in helium: -280 m/s), the quench detection time
depends on the location of the initial normal zone relative to the location of the sensors, which
might be intolerable for very long lengths of conductor.
Other quench detection systems proposed to be used for the ITER magnet system are:
• Fiberoptic temperature detection: An optical fiber is running in parallel with the strand
bundle inside the conduit. The local change of temperature - due to a quench - produces a
change in the optical path length of light propagating in the fiber. Measurement of the
change in integral optical path length by means of an optical interferometer can be used as
a quench criterion [32].
• Density detection by electromagnetic waves: A super high frequency (37 GHz)
electromagnetic wave is propagating through the helium in the central channel. A local
change of density also alters the dielectric constant of the helium which causes a phase
shift of the electromagnetic wave. By measuring this phase shift, a quench can be detected
[33].
• Acoustic Emission: Acoustic signals in superconducting magnets are emitted principally by
mechanical events such as frictional conductor motion and cracks of the epoxy
impregnation, including those responsible for quench. The combined monitoring of
acoustic emission and voltage signals can be used for quench detection [34].
For the ITER coils it has been shown by simulation [35], that the co-wound voltage tap
appears to be the best suitable quench detection method, as it reliably detects a quench with
detection times <2-3 s without the need for elaborate signal processing.
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2.3 Stability of Cable-in-Conduit Conductors
2.3.1 Energy Margin and Stekly Criterion
The stability margin of a CICC is defined as the largest sudden heat input that the conductor
can absorb and still recover the superconducting state. It is usually written in energy per unit
volume of strands. CICCs have a limited stability margin due to the limitations of the helium
heat capacity available as heat sink during thermal perturbations. Thus, a sufficiently large
perturbation will quench the conductor. However, the stability margin can be as high as
several hundreds of mJ/cm3, if the enthalpy of the surrounding supercritical helium can be
fully utilized. This depends on the effective heat transfer coefficient, which describes the
amount of heat which passes through a unit area of conductor surface per unit time into the
helium. For a conductor cooled by supercritical helium, the heat transfer from the conductor to
helium goes through three stages: at the beginning of the heat pulse it is dominated by Kapitza
resistance [36], followed by transient heat conduction in the helium layer, and finally a
convective steady state heat transfer phase when a low-density boundary layer is fully
developed. In a CICC, the heat transferred to helium causes it to expand and induces a strong
flow. This heating-induced flow enhances the effective heat transfer coefficient in the later
stages of the recovery [19]. Thus, the transient heat transfer curve is composed of a very high
initial value, followed by a rapid fall when the heat deposited in the helium increases and later
rises again due to the induced flow. The effective heat transfer coefficient depends not only on
the helium state (pressure, temperature, flow rate) and cable strand surface condition but also
on the heating condition (length and duration) of the perturbation.
For all kinds of superconductors, the key criterion to assess the stability is the balance between
the generated and the removed power. As a results of experiments and numerical studies
performed on many technical superconductors, it is recognized that the stability margin,
expressed as a function of the operating current, exhibits at least two different regimes. The
first is the so-called well-cooled regime, characterized by high values of the stability margin,
comparable to the heat capacity of the helium and the strands between the operating
temperature Top and the current sharing temperature Tcs. The second is named the ill-cooled
regime, where the energy margin has very low values (at least 100 times lower than in the
well-cooled regime), determined by the heat capacity between Top and Tcs of the strands only.
Based on this phenomenon, a simple criterion has been proposed [37,38] for CICCs, which
assumes a sharp transition from the well-cooled to the ill-cooled regime, occurring at a value
of the operating current called the limiting current 7/;w. According to this model, below //,w it
is assumed that the energy margin equals the overall helium heat capacity between Top and
Tcs, and above Ium the margin is small and is actually neglected.
For bath cooled conductors (dual-phase helium, not forced-flow) the value of the limiting
current //;OT is simply obtained from the power balance at the surface of the strands. We
introduce the Stekly parameter ast [39], as the ratio between the Joule power dissipated in the
normal conducting stabilizer above the critical temperature Tc and the heat removal rate via
the wetted surface area :

Psrhp
PwhAst(Tc-Top)
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where pst and Ast is the stabilizer resistivity and cross section, respectively; lop is the operating
current; h is the heat transfer coefficient and Pw is the wetted perimeter. The limiting current
l\\m can be deduced from the condition
ast=\

(2.2)

i.e. when the heat generation in the strands is equal to the heat removal to the helium. This
yields:
_
him - J
V

PwhAst(Tc-Top)
•

U-J;

Pst

Eq. 2.2 is the Stekly criterion for cryogenic stability (also called 'cryostability' or
'unconditional stability') of pool boiling magnets. For a ^ < l stable operation for any
disturbance independent of amplitude and duration is ensured.
In the case of forced-flow cooled CICCs, however, the amount of helium available for
stabilization is limited, in contrast to the ideally infinite amount of helium available in pool
boiling magnets. As shown in [40] this limitation on the available heat capacity strongly
affects the behaviour of the stability margin as a function of the operating current Iop. In
particular the temperature increase of the helium during a thermal transient changes the heat
transfer conditions (independently of the variation in the heat transfer coefficient) in CICCs.
Thus, the Stekly criterion is not appropriate for the conditions present in a CICC, but is too
optimistic.
A simple model has been developed [41] for CICCs, which is based on a zero-dimensional
representation of strands and helium, which is more suitable to describe the power balances in
a CICC. It is made under the simplifying assumption that the energy deposition process is
instantaneous. As a further simplification, it is also assumed that the heat transfer coefficient
is constant, the heat capacity of the strands is negligible and all materials have constant
thermal properties. If a linear relationship between the critical current Ic and the given
operating temperature Top is assumed, the current sharing temperature Tcs can be written as:
Tcs = (\-i)-Tc+i-Top
where / is the ratio between operating and critical current, i = Iop/Ic(Top),
function of B only.

(2.4)
and Tc is a

In case of a thermal perturbation below the stability margin, the temperatures of both strands
and helium equalize after the recovery. A maximum recovery temperature Trec is defined for a
particular operating point as the common temperature of strands and helium at the end of
recovery from a disturbance smaller as or equal to the stability limit. The recovery temperature
Trec can be deduced as a function of the operating current by utilizing the fact that the
equilibrium condition at Trec will be reached when the heat transferred from the strand in the
normal state is exactly sufficient to remove the generated Joule power. This condition is
expressed by:
°P —

—T
\
1
rec)
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Figure 2.1: Recovery temperature 7Vec and current sharing
temperature Tcs as a function of the normalized operating current
i=IopHc. In addition the Stekly parameter ast is plotted (right scale).
During the recovery process the term on the right hand side of the above equation is always
greater than the left hand term, since Tc is the minimum strand temperature with full Joule
heating and Trec is the maximum helium temperature reached only at the end of the recovery
process. By using the definition of the parameter a# from eq. 2.1, Trec can be expressed as:

Trec=Tc(l-ast)+astTc

op

(2.6)

Trec and Tcs are shown in Fig. 2.1 as a function of the normalized operating current / together
with the dependence of the Stekly parameter ast. The Stekly parameter varies with the square
of the normalized operating current, as we recognize from eq. 2.1. From eq. 2.6 we can easily
derive that the condition ast= 1 corresponds to
J- rp.r. — 11

op

(2.7)

The corresponding operating current is called the upper limiting current 1"^ [41]. The
condition defined in eq. 2.7 shows that at this value of operating current recovery is possible
only if the helium temperature does not increase. This fact implies that the heat capacity of the
helium cannot be utilized for stabilization at and above the upper limiting current 1^. Then,
only the marginal heat capacity of the strands provides a very small energy margin in the
range of a few mJ/cm3. As soon as the thermal disturbance is large enough to rise the strand
temperature above Tcs, the conductor inevitably quenches.
For small i the recovery temperature becomes eventually equal to the current sharing
temperature
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At this operating current, which is called the lower limiting current / / ^ ' , the helium
temperature may rise to Tcs and still provides sufficiently large heat removal capability. Under
this condition the full helium heat capacity can be utilized for stabilization up to Tcs.
Now we can write the conditions from eq.'s 2.7 and 2.8 in terms of I"j^ and iff™:

_

P»hAs,(TcTv)

P

whAst(Tc-Top)

him
Pst •

The upper limiting current criterion for CICCs formally resembles the cryostability limit for
pool boiling magnets which is given in eq.2.3. Therefore, whenever we use the term 'limiting
current' in the following chapters we always mean the upper limiting current.
Because only the maximum Joule power production and the minimum heat transfer are
compared in eq. 2.5, no statement is made about the actual state of the superconductor
between Tcs and Tc or about the initial helium temperature Top. As a consequence, from the
purely mathematical point of view, Trec can reach values above Tcs or below Top, which
happens in Fig. 2.1 below 1^ and above 1"^ , respectively. The meaning of these obviously
unphysical conditions is, that below ijf™ the heat removal capabilities are sufficient for any
energy input which increases the helium temperature to less than (or just equal to) Tcs, and
that above 1"P% no recovery will be possible for any energy input which increases the strand
temperature above Tcs, i.e. the heat removal capabilities are insufficient in any case.
Within the limits of the model, the results outlined above indicate that for CIC conductors
three different regions for the stability margin can be distinguished:
a) Below the lower limiting current iff™, the helium temperature is allowed to increase up to
Tcs, while still maintaining a power balance which is favourable for recovery. This is
basically the well-cooled regime.
b) Between ijf™ and Ij'P^ a rather smooth transition regime exists, where the recovery
temperature Trec falls from Tcs to Top. Here, the power balance is favourable for recovery
only under the condition that the helium temperature does not rise above Trec during the
transient. Since Trec decreases, the energy margin drops accordingly in this transition
regime.
c) Above the upper limiting current I1^ the power balance is always unfavourable for
recovery. This means as soon as the energy input is large enough to increase the strand
temperature above Tcs, i.e. as soon as Joule heating starts, the conductor will inevitably
quench. The stability margin is then given only by the enthalpy of the strand material. This
condition characterizes the ill-cooled regime.
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2.3.2 Analytic Model of Stability
In order to estimate the stability margin of a superconductor and to get an insight in the heat
exchange processes involved when a CICC is subjected to a thermal disturbance, we have
developed a simple analytic model, which enables us to assess directly the temperature
evolution of the strands over time periods relevant for stability. Furthermore, with this model
we are able to estimate the minimum disturbance energies necessary to quench the conductor,
i.e. to estimate the energy margin, for a given heat transfer coefficient. The advantage of
analytic solutions is, that one has full insight in the physics involved and the guaranteed
absence of any numerically induced effects (which might have an considerable influence on
the results of stability simulations, as pointed out in [42]). On the other hand, for the sake of
analytical solvability, we have to make some simplifying assumptions, which must be as
realistic as possible, in order to assure that the results are still applicable to the original
problem.
We consider a cable-in-conduit conductor, where the strands are in direct contact with the
surrounding helium. For simplicity we assume that the temperature is uniform throughout the
cable cross section and that the problem is invariant for any translation along the cable axis
(zero-dimensional stability model). The conductor is operated at a constant current /. In this
model we consider a volume of strands which is in thermal contact with a certain helium
volume. The ratio of the two volumes is determined by the conductor void fraction. A certain
amount of thermal power Qpis deposited homogeneously in the strands rising the strand
temperature Tst. Since the specific heat of the strands is very small, the strand temperature
increases easily above Tcs, so that additional Joule heating is generated producing additional
heat. Some of this heat is transferred to the helium, causing also the helium temperature Tne to
rise. The amount of exchanged heat depends on the wetted strand surface, the heat transfer
coefficient and the temperature gradient. The model is sketched schematically in Fig. 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of a simple stability model (parameters are mentioned in the text)
Since the heat capacity of the strands is very small as compared to that of the helium, the
strand temperature Tst drops during the equilibration process to a much larger extent than the
helium temperature T}je rises. Therefore, the question whether a conductor is stable or not
against a certain energy input - for a given heat transfer coefficient - can be answered by
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investigating whether the strand temperature drops below Tcs before the helium temperature
rises to Tcs or not. If Tst decreases below Tcs, then the Joule heating stops and eventually
strand and helium temperature will equalize. In this case the conductor has recovered from the
original disturbance. Both situations are displayed qualitatively in Fig. 2.3 by Tst versus 7//e
trajectories. The initial temperature of both helium and strands is assumed to be at 4.5 K. Then
thermal disturbances raise the strand temperature up to U K and 14K, respectively, i.e. far
above Tcs. In case of recovery the trajectory returns to about 5 K, i.e. below Tcs. However, for
a somewhat larger disturbance the helium temperature increases up to Tcs before the strand
temperature can fall below Tcs. In this case thermal equilibrium is never reached but this
situation is leading to a thermal run-away or quench.
For the model described here, some simplifying assumptions have been made. These
assumptions can be summarized as follows:
a) Justified by the small strand diameter and the very small hydraulic diameter of the helium
paths it is assumed that the temperature of the solid and the fluid is spatially uniform at any
instant during the transient process (lumped capacitance method). This assumption implies
that temperature gradients within each material are negligible. In particular no longitudinal
heat conduction effects either in strands or helium are taken into account for the short time
intervals considered here. Thus, the model is zero- dimensional with only one independent
variable, the time t. Due to this simplification we have to deal with ordinary differential
equations only.
b) No imposed helium flow is assumed. For the short times considered here (~ 100 ms), the
helium moves only by a few millimeters, which is negligible as compared to the 40 cm long
heated region. Hence, only a limited helium inventory is available, given by the voids in
the cable.
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Figure 2.3 : Temperature evolution (qualitatively) in strands and helium in
a CICC during and just after a disturbance. One trajectory shows a recovery,
the other one represents the case where the conductor is not stable against
the applied disturbance.
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c) It is assumed that all materials have constant thermal properties over the temperature range
relevant for our considerations (AT< 10 K). For the properties the average value over the
relevant temperature range is chosen.
d) The contact area between strands and helium is assumed to be 5/6 of the strand surface
area, since not all strands are completely wetted by the coolant due to the relatively high
grade of compaction.
e) As a first, conservative approach, it is assumed that, as soon as the strand temperature
exceeds the current sharing temperature Tcs, the strand becomes fully normal conducting,
generating constant Joule heat, R I2, where R is the copper resistance of the heated zone.
This assumption is justified by the fact that for the magnetic field and operating current
range considered here, the difference between Tc and Tcs is below 0.7 K. Because Tc-Tcs is
very small, the conductor is only for a very short time in this regime (order of lms), so that
the additional amount of heat transferred to the helium during this time is negligible.
f) Only the surrounding helium, which is in direct contact with the strands is considered as a
coolant reservoir. In a later stage of our considerations we will discuss the effect of the
central channel in terms of a mass sink, in which some of the helium from the annulus
region is expelled.
g) The process is considered as being isobaric. This simplification is justified by the fact that
for disturbance lengths as used in our experiment (see chapter 3), the expected pressure rise
is in the range of several hundred millibars, whereas the operating pressure is 10 bar. As
pointed out in [43] the error is not very large and, furthermore, we are on the conservative
side, i.e. we slightly underestimate the stability margin.
The model can be described mathematically in a rather simple way. The amount of heat per
unit time, Qcooung, transferred from the strands to the helium depends on the wetted surface
area of the strands A, the heat transfer coefficient h and the temperature gradient between
strands and ambient helium:
Qcooling {t)=A-h\Tst

(0 - THe (t))

(2.11)

This heat is absorbed by the surrounding helium leading to a temperature rise
m

He ' cp,He

T

~ Qcooling ( 0

(2-12)

where m#e is the mass of the heated helium volume and cPijje its heat capacity at constant
pressure averaged over the relevant temperature range.
As soon as the strand temperature Tst exceeds Tcs, two competing heat transfer processes are
determining the power balance in the strands: the heat removal by the helium and the Joule
heat generation Q;ou]e = RI in the normal conducting strands
Qst ~ zcp

zljoule ~~ Qcooling

or
(2.13)
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where mst and cPiSt are the strands'mass and heat capacity, respectively. When the heat pulse
has finished, Qp becomes zero. If the strand temperature drops below Tcs then also RP
becomes zero. Eq.'s 2.11, 2.12 and 2.13 are forming a system of three coupled, linear, first
order ordinary differential equations which are sufficient to describe the model. By inserting
eq. 2.11 in eq.'s 2.12 and 2.13 and defining
RI2

c

a=

;

A-h

b=

;

.
c=

A-h

.....
(2.14)

we get
tHe=c\Tst-THe)

(2.15)

tst=a-b-{Tst-THe)

(2.16)

and

with the initial conditions Tst (t = 0) = T\ and 7//e (t = 0) = Top. In the case strands and
surrounding helium are initially in equilibrium, then 7} = Top. This coupled, linear system of
first order differential equations with constant coefficients a, b and c can be solved by the
Laplace transform. By applying the Laplace transform to the two differential equations, two
algebraic equations with one new independent variable are obtained. These linear equations
can be solved much easier than the original problem. Then, by performing the inverse
transform, using a partial fraction decomposition, the following solution of the original system
of differential equations is obtained:
For the strand temperature Tst
Tst(t) = A + B-t + C-e~St

with

A-

a + b-TTnn +
c-T;t
+cT
b+c

(2.17)

nc.

a — -rr

b+c

cJiT*:T<*)-\
and

(b + cf

S= b + 6 .

And for the helium temperature 7//e
()D

+ E-t + F-e~lt

(2.18)
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The whole temperature evolution process can be split in three or four phases where only the
coefficient a is altered:
1. Phase:

the heat pulse is applied to the strands, the strands are still superconducting
a=

m

st ' cp,st

for Tst{t)<Tcs and Qp*0

where Qp is the heat pulse power
2. Phase:

the heat pulse is applied to the strands, the strand temperature is above T(cs
for Tst(t)>Tcs and

Qp*0

m

st'cp,st

where RP is the Joule heat power
3. Phase:

the heat pulse has finished, but the strand temperature is still above Tcs
T>T2

a=
4. Phase:

m

st ' cp,st

for Tst(t)>Tcs and

Qp=0

(if applicable) the strand temperature has decreased below Tcs
a=0

for Tst(t)< Tcs and Qp = 0

Fig. 2.4 shows two typical examples for the temperature evolution in the strands (solid line)
and in the helium (dashed line) as calculated with the analytic stability model described above.
Thermal disturbances of 10 ms duration and with energy densities of 300mJ/cm3 and
500mJ/cm3, respectively, are applied to the strands causing a rapid temperature increase far
above the current sharing temperature, so that joule heat is generated. Over this short period of
time, the helium temperature has hardly changed due to limited heat exchange between strands
and helium. In case of the smaller disturbance energy the strands can be recooled below Tcs by
the helium, i.e. the strands are recovering their superconducting state. By contrast, for the
larger disturbance energy the Joule heating cannot be balanced by the heat removal capabilities
of the helium leading to a thermal runaway resulting in a quench of the conductor.
Another example of the results gained with the analytic model is shown in Fig. 2.5. Here, the
temperature evolution is calculated for two scenarios, which differ only by the assumed heat
transfer coefficient h, whereas pulse energy and operating current are the same. For
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Figure 2.4: Typical temperature evolution in a CICC as calculated by the
analytic stability model. Depending on the energy of the initial disturbance
the transient is either followed by recovery of the superconducting state or
by a thermal runaway (quench).
h= lSOOWm^K"1 recovery is obtained. However, if h is decreased to 1000Wm- 2 K 4 , the
conductor is not able to recover, but a thermal runaway will develop, eventually leading to a
quench.
Obviously the heat transfer coefficient plays an important role for stability as it governs the
heat removal capabilities of the helium. The heat transfer coefficient is dependent on the flow
velocity of the coolant. Giarratano et al. [44] have proposed the following, now widely used
correlation between the steady state heat transfer coefficient h and the flow velocity v of
supercritical helium (based on the well-known Dittus Boelter equation, e.g. in [45]):
N 0.716

h = 0.0259 •

08

V • pHe (THe f

8

•

kHe (THe,0.6
f6

• cpMe (T
He

(T

\-0.4

(2.19)

He

where D^ is the hydraulic diameter (= 4 x He cross sectional area / wetted perimeter); p# e the
helium density; ktfe the thermal conductivity of helium; cpHe the specific heat of helium; |LL//e
the dynamic viscosity of helium, 7//e the helium temperature and Tst the strand temperature.
Eq. 2.19 indicate, that the heat transfer coefficient is proportional to the 0.8th power of the
flow velocity.
It has been argued [46,47], that the presence of a transient disturbance causes a local increase
in coolant pressure, which consequently induces a coolant flow outwards from the center of
the disturbance. This heating induced flow can improve stability significantly since the heat
transfer is enhanced by higher flow velocities , i.e. the heat capacity of the coolant is better
utilized. The heating induced flow can even promote stability when there is no externally
imposed flow [47].
The following chapter deals with an analytic approach to estimate the induced flow velocity
and its influence on the stability behaviour of CICCs.
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Figure 2.5: A diagram showing two examples obtained with the analytic
model displaying the dependence of the temperature evolution in a CICC
when the heat transfer coefficient is changed. All other conditions are the
same. The curves exhibiting a recovery correspond to a larger heat transfer
coefficient than the curves displaying a thermal runaway.

2.3.3 Heating Induced Flow
In order to estimate the heating induced flow in a CICC caused by a fast thermal disturbance,
we have to solve the one-dimensional equations of compressible flow in a tube: the continuity,
the momentum (Euler) and the energy equation. These three coupled time- and spacedependent partial differential equations have to be supplemented by the equation of state of
the fluid. An analytic solution is attainable only if some simplifying assumptions can be made
and if we restrict ourselves to the limiting case of the earliest stage of induced flow, where any
frictional interactions between fluid and walls can be neglected. The following approach of
solving the one-dimensional hydrodynamic equations analytically, describing heating-induced
flow in CICCs, follows closely a technique developed by Dresner [19,48,49], who applied
Riemann's method of characteristics to the linearized equations of compressible flow.
Let us consider a cable-in-conduit conductor of infinite length where a section of length / is
heated up instantaneously, as drawn schematically in Fig. 2.6. Since the heat causes a pressure
increase in the helium, fluid is accelerated axially towards both ends. Any transverse effects
are neglected, in order to restrict the process to a one-dimensional problem.
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Figure 2.6: A conceptual model for analyzing the heating induced flow in
an infinitely long CICC caused by a heated zone of length/
The continuity equation for a one-dimensional compressible fluid is given by
^

Dt

+

p ^ =0

(2.20)

dx

where p is the density of the fluid and v its velocity. The operator — =

h v • V , or in the

one-dimensional case — =
vv
, is called the hydrodynamic derivative.
y
y
Dt dt
dx
The general momentum equation for a fluid is [50]
p—

= dtvcr +p - F

•

(2.21)

where p is the density; v the fluid velocity; cr the stress tensor and F the force per unit mass
acting on the fluid. The momentum equation of compressible flow in a tube can be written for
one dimension (x-direction) as [43]:

If

2

with F = -^— v , where/is the friction factor and Dh the hydraulic diameter of the channel.
The energy balance over a control volume^- dx can be written (in terms of power)
d

(2.23)

where e = u + v2/2 is the specific energy [J/kg] with u [J/kg] being the specific internal energy
and q is the heating power per unit volume of helium. The term on the left hand side of the
equation describes the change of energy in a control mass pAdx of the fluid. The first term
on the right is the convective term and the second term is the power done by the unbalanced
pressure in the longitudinal direction. Division by A-dx and <&—> 0 yields
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By using the continuity equation (eq.2.20) the energy equation can be written as
De

d ,

v
(225)

If we multiply eq. 2.22 with v, subtract it from eq. 2.25 and use the continuity equation, we get
Du_pDp _ ^ _ 2 / . v 3
Dt p Dt H Dh

y

0
H

Substituting the density p by the specific volume T = p~l, eq. 2.26 becomes
p
y

Dt

+ p p
F y

V :
Dt

v

3
Dh

p

y

+

q

(2.27)

Making use of the second law of thermodynamics,
T-Ds

(2.28)

where Tis the temperature of the fluid and s the specific entropy, eq. 2.27 becomes
T.Ei=lL.v3+i

Dt

{229)

p

Dh

This equation implies that the increase in entropy is caused by the conversion of kinetic
energy into heat (dissipation term 2/V/D/,) and heat input into the fluid (term q/p).
Using standard differential calculus and some basic thermodynamic relations, the
hydrodynamic derivative of the fluid density p can be written as:
Dt

c2 Dt

cp

Dt

where c is the velocity of sound, cp is the fluid heat capacity at constant pressure and (3 [K"1]
the volume coefficient of thermal expansion. Together with eq. 2.29, eq. 2.30 is used to
eliminate Dp from eq. 2.20 yielding

Dt

dx

cp CDh

x

)

Together with the momentum equation (eq. 2.22),
Dv_ }_dp___y_ 2
Dt p dx~
Dh
we have two partial differential equations in p and v for the determination of the pressure and
the flow velocity of the fluid.
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2.3.3.1 Shock Tube Approximation
In the very early stages of heating induced flow - in which the question of stability is decided
(typical ~10ms) - the frictional retarding force, F = 2f-v2/D^, can be neglected because the
dominant restraint is the inertia of the fluid mass . Then the motion can be treated by the same
techniques used to analyze motion in a shock tube ('shock tube approximation') (e.g. [51]).
Accordingly we setF=0. This yields
Dt

(2.32)

p dx

and
Dp
Dt

dv
dx

2

Be2
c

(2.33)

For simplification the two equations above will be linearized by dropping second-order terms
in p and v. Linearization is permitted if the parameters do not change very much as compared
to the unperturbed fluid. Then any thermodynamic quantity h, can be written as ^ = ^o + A^
where t,o is the zeroth order and A£, the first order term. Dropping all second-order terms of
eq.'s 2.32 and 2.33 inp and v results in:

dp

(2.34)

dx

dt

fie

2

(2.35)

dx

The quantities v and p have now to be interpreted as the velocity change and the pressure
change, respectively. Since pressure and temperature dependence of c, /3 and cp are ignored
(linearization) and by introducing special units, so that
o«2

M

M

with M being mass, L being length and T being time, the above equations are reduced to
dt
dp
dt

dx
{

dv
dx

Adding and subtracting the two equations yields:

(2.36)
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<Z37>

These equations can be treated by Riemann's method of characteristics (e.g. [52]; see
Appendix A for a brief introduction to the method of characteristics). The characteristic
equations can be interpreted as: The quantity v±p increases by ±dt as we transverse a
segment of a linear characteristic dx = ± dt. In absence of a heat source (outside the heated
region) the partial differential equations become:

^

?

0

This means, the quantity v±p is constant along a linear characteristic

(2.38)
dx-±dt.

These statements can be used to find the velocity v and the pressure rise p a s a function of
position x and elapsed time t by geometric means using a so-called wave diagram (in gas
dynamics). Fig. 2.7 shows a wave diagram for a uniformly heated zone of length / in the
interior of an infinitely long pipe (so that no end effects play a role). The characteristics
dx = ±dt are lines of slope of ± 1. The one with positive slope are called positive
characteristics, those with negative slope are negative characteristics. According to the
statements above, we know how the quantity u+ = v +p varies along a positive characteristic
and how the quantity u~ = v-p varies along a negative characteristic. The quantities u+ and w,
called the Riemann invariants in gas dynamics, can be used to find v andp at any point (x,f).
If we consider, for example, a location Q in the heated zone for any time t>l (special units!),
then the positive and negative characteristics through Q intersect the x-axis (/ = 0) at points
outside the heated zone. Since v=p = 0 for / = 0, we get by considering the positive
characteristic SQ (u+(x,t) = t) through Q
U+Q=VQ+PQ=-

+ JP = -

From the negative characteristic QS' (ur(x,t)=-t) through Q we get
UQ = v0-p0=

-BR = -QR

By adding UQ and UQ we find

ttS+«5 = 2 v o = - + PQ-QR = - + P Q - f - - P Q | = 2-PQ
-

2

2

Hence,

This means, that the flow velocity VQ is proportional to x for times t>l, rising linearly from
zero at the center of the heated region to 1/2 at the edge.
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If we subtract UQ from UQ we get
+

so that
PQ
Thus, if t > I, the pressure rise in the heated zone is uniform and constant.

unheated
zone

heated zone
unheated
zone

Figure 2.7: Wave diagram for a location Q within the heated zone of length
/ in an infinitely long tube (after [43])
Similarly, the velocity and pressure distributions can be derived graphically for times t<l as
well as for locations XQ>1/2 or xg<-//2. The results for the velocity profiles are shown in
Fig. 2.8 with all quantities transformed back to ordinary units. The plotted time intervals are
VA

He.

The maximum flow velocity of

fi
2cpp

•q-l

(2.39)

is attained first at the edge of the heated zone after time Ijc. For a heated zone of 10 m length
and supercritical helium at 10 bar and 4.5 K this corresponds to 36 ms. The velocity with
which the perturbation is propagating along the conductor is the velocity of sound in helium,
i.e. about 280 m/s. It should be noted, that the maximum flow velocity is proportional to the
heated length / and the heating power q.
In Fig. 2.9 the profiles for the pressure increase are plotted. Again, the same time intervals of
l
A l/c are used. The maximum pressure rise of
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(2.40)

is reached first in the middle of the heated zone after time Vi lie, i.e. in our example used
above after about 18 ms.

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

v(x,t=l/4*l/c)
v(x,t=l/2*l/c)
v(x,t=3/4*l/c)
v(x,t=l/c)
v(x,t=5/4*l/c)
v(x,t=3/2*l/c)

Figure 2.8: Flow velocity profile evolution in a CICC of infinite length with heated section of
length /. JC = 0 corresponds to the middle of the heated zone.

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

p(x,t=l/4*l/c)
p(x,t=l/2*Vc)
p(x,t=3/4*l/c)
p(x,t=Vc)
p(x,t=5/4*l/c)
p(x,t=3/2*l/c)

Figure 2.9: Pressure rise profile evolution in a CICC of infinite length with heated section of
length /. x = 0 corresponds to the middle of the heated zone.
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If we assume a Joule heating power density of 11 W/m3 (as produced in a normal conducting
zone of an ITER CS1 cable carrying a transport current of 60 kA) in a heated length of 10 m,
then the maximum heating induced flow velocity in supercritical helium of 10 bar and 4.5 K
amounts to
Av

max = 7 —

This number has to compared with the imposed flow velocity. Assuming a total mass flow of
30g/s the imposed flow velocity in the bundle region of an ITER CS1 conductor is about
21 cm/s. So the heating induced flow velocity is more than thirty times larger than the
imposed flow velocity. According to the Dittus-Boelter-Giarratano equation, see eq. 2.19, the
heat transfer coefficient varies with the 0.8th power of the flow velocity. Therefore, due to the
heating induced flow, we expect the heat transfer coefficient to increase by a factor of 16.5 at
maximum. Since the induced flow velocity profile in the heated region is linear and constant
after //c = 36ms we can approximate the average induced flow velocity as the mean value
between 0 and 7 m/s, i.e. 3.5 m/s. Averaged over the heated zone, this yields an increase of the
heat transfer coefficient by a factor of 9.5.
Using the same conditions as mentioned above, the pressure increase in the middle of the
heated zone can be evaluated by means of eq. 2.40 yielding

It should be emphasized, that these considerations are only valid for short periods of time
where friction can be neglected. The relevant time periods are in the order of 10 ms. This is
the time scale in which the question of transient stability is decided. Once the conductors
starts to quench and the normal conducting zone grows, the situation becomes largely
different, where much higher pressure rises and flow velocities are achieved.

2.3.3.2 Effect of Central Channel Perforations
The present concept of dual cooling channel CICCs, like the ITER conductor design, is to
have a perforated central channel, in order to relieve the pressure in the annulus region during
a quench. As shown in the previous chapter, a strong heating induced flow can greatly
enhance the heat transfer from the strands to the helium resulting in an increase of the stability
of the conductor against thermal disturbances in case of conventional CICCs. Due to the
perforations some of the helium in the heated zone is expelled radially from the annulus
region into the central channel causing a substantial reduction of the axial induced flow,
which will diminish the stability margin for CICCs with central channel [49]. This predicted
behaviour has not been assessed experimentally yet and is part of this work.
In addition to the reduced heating induced flow, the heat capacity of the helium which is
expelled into the central channel might not be utilized for cooling. If it does not contribute to
the cooling process, then the utilized helium mass recognized in the differential equation has
to be reduced accordingly.
The porosity of the central channel, K, is defined as the ratio of the perforation area to the total
lateral area. For the case where the central channel consists of a spiral, the porosity is typical
of the order of 20 % or even higher. Due to the large porosity, the heating induced flow is
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negligible and no significant pressure difference between cable space and central channel
occurs, i.e. the pressure in the cable space remains at pg. The helium temperature in the
annulus space, however, rises to a certain temperature Trec. If recovery is achieved, then
Trec<Tcs. Since the helium recovery temperature Trec governs the helium density p# e , we
approximate for the spiral case the helium mass loss Am in the bundle region, which is not
available for cooling, by:

Am ~ VHe • [pHe(Top,Po)-pHe(Trec(l),pQ)]

(2.41)

where F//e is the helium volume in the heated zone.
For a central channel with only a few, small perforations, i.e. with very low porosity K , the
situation is different. Here a pressure increase Ap(K,7) can establish, which forces some of the
helium from the annulus region into the central channel causing a mass loss Am. In order to
estimate the mass loss through the perforated walls of the central channel we need to know
how much helium can leave the annulus region through the perforations.
Let us assume a perforated wall of thickness d, where the perforations are circular holes of
diameter D. Helium of density p//e is flowing with flow velocity v through the perforations.
Then the mass flow §m per unit area and per unit time is:
"kg
m2s

= pffe-v

(2.42)

The sink strength ji is defined as the mass flow per unit annulus volume (strands and
coolant):

^^LAL
A

(2 .43)

I

where A^ is the total area of all perforations along the conductor length / an Aan is the cross
sectional area of the annulus region. For a central channel with outer perimeter P the sink
strength can be written as
A

an

where K -Ah/(Pl) is the porosity.
For a smooth tube of diameter D and length d (= one perforation) the pressure drop Ap can be
expressed as a function of the flow velocity v:
P 2 - d
ID

(2.44)

where/is the dimensionless friction factor. Now the sink strength can be written as a function
of the pressure drop:
v>

h n

I A™

(2.45)
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For a CICC with perforated central channel the expression for the maximum pressure rise, as
given by eq. 2.40, has to be modified due to the presence of the mass sink. According to
Dresner [49]:

^c_Afi_
2

[a/

Combining eq.'s 2.45 and 2.46 yields:
C

. /, . v-

P
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This quadratic equation can be solved with respect to Apmcvc. Only one of the two
mathematical possible solutions is a physical meaningful solution. Thus, the maximum
pressure increase, which is reduced due to a thermal disturbance in presence of a distributed
mass sink can be written as a function of the porosity K:

\c2DpHeP2l2

K 2 +
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(248)

' "

For example, for a perforation diameter of D = 0.2 mm and pressure drops of typically a few
tens of millibars, the Reynolds number lies in the range between MO 5 and 3.5-105 for
porosities K= 10"6—10"4. According to the implicit Karman-Prandtl equation [50] for a fully
developed turbulent flow this Reynolds number range corresponds to a friction factor of about
/=0.0l5.
Now we are able to estimate the mass loss Am in the bundle region for the low porosity case
by:
(2.49)
where trec is the recovery time, which is defined as the time after the occurrence of a thermal
disturbance, when the strand temperature comes back again below the current sharing
temperature Tcs.
The average induced flow velocity v for an infinite long dual channel CICC with a heated
section of length I and a perforated central channel is given by [49]:
1

\ & -

-'I

(2.50)

This leads to a limiting sink strength, jurjm, above which no induced flow is possible: v = 0.
For a given operating current /the limiting sink strength becomes:
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Mlim= — -4
C

P

(2.51)
Pa'?
•A

He

where pfj and AQU are the resistivity and cross section of the stabilizing copper, respectively,
and A He the helium cross section in the annulus region. With the relationship between sink
strength and porosity, as given by eq. 2.45, we can determine a limiting porosity K#m, above
which no heating induced flow is possible:
,) =

P

df

A,Lan

2Dp 'He

P

]

ACu

(2.52)

Where A/?(K) is given by eq. 2.48. Since eq. 2.52 is an implicit function with respect to K//,K, it
has to be solved numerically. In Fig. 2.10 the limiting porosity of an ITER-type dual channel
CICC being operated at 4.5 K and 10 bar is plotted as a function of the operating current /.
One curve shows the limiting porosity for the case where the perforations have a diameter of
0.2 mm whereas the lower curve shows it for D - 1 mm. Due to the larger Reynolds number
the limiting porosity is roughly one order of magnitude smaller in the latter case. With this
results we see, why it is justified to assume that no heating induced flow occurs for porosities
of 1 % or more as in case of the spiral.
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Figure 2.10: Limiting porosities for two different perforation diameters D
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2.3.3.3 Modelling the Heat Transfer
The heat transfer from the strands to the helium is described by means of the heat transfer
coefficient h. Since several different heat removal processes with different time scales are
involved (e.g. transient conduction heat transfer, nucleate boiling, film boiling) the heat
transfer process is very complicated. Most of the experimental data for the transient heat
transfer has been obtained with boiling helium and adopted for supercritical helium since the
normal operating conditions are not very far from the critical point. Because several processes
are involved, the heat transfer coefficient h is not constant for short times (range of ras) but
starts at very high values and then drops to lower values when steady state conditions are
approached. The time when the heat transfer coefficient drops rather sharply to lower values is
called the take-off time tf. This time can roughly be assigned to be the time when the transient
regime has ended and steady state heat transfer starts. The take-off time tf is not a constant but
depends on the heat flux Q [W/m2] which is transferred from the solid to the helium [53].
Thus, the total heat transfer coefficient h is not only dependent on the fluid flow velocity, but
also time dependent, h is commonly modelled by three terms [54], which are combined with
respect to their stationary or transient characteristics:
h(y>t)=hs+J*h-

(2.53)

h +h
where hk is the Kapitza value, ht the transient heat transfer coefficient and hs the steady state
heat transfer coefficient.
The Kapitza conductance is known to dominate the heat transfer characteristics for very short
times. It is expressed by
hk = 200 • (Tst +THe)- (T* + T2He ) • -^-j
v
' mK

(2.54)

with Tst being the strand temperature and Tfje the helium temperature. In the time range of ms
the heat diffusion into the helium boundary layer can be approximated to diffusion into a
semi-infinite body with a step in the boundary temperature. The solution of the heat diffusion
equation gives the transient heat transfer coefficient
(2.55)

where k, p# e and cp are the helium thermal conductivity, density and specific heat at constant
pressure, respectively and tf, the heating time. The steady state component, hs, is commonly
described by the well-known Dittus-Boelter-Giarratano correlation [44], as expressed before
in eq. 2.19 of chapter 2.3.2. The Dittus-Boelter equation is, strictly speaking, valid only for
fully developed turbulent flows, i.e. for Reynolds numbers Re > 2500. The total heat transfer
coefficient is plotted in Fig. 2.11 as a function of time for example-parameters indicated in the
plot. For comparison, the steady state heat transfer coefficient hs is also plotted. For long times
the total heat transfer coefficient approaches the steady state value.
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Figure 2.11: Time dependence of the heat transfer coefficient h describing the
heat transfer from a solid to supercritical helium. For comparison, also the steady
state heat transfer coefficient hs, according to the Dittus-Boelter-Giarratano
correlation [44], is plotted.
For an accurate modelling of the stabilization process in a CICC, the heat transfer coefficient
has to take into account both the steady state and the transient heat transfer. For our purpose,
however, in order to avoid numerical calculations, an effective heat transfer coefficient heff,
defined as the average value of h{t,v) between t = 0 and the recovery time trec, is used:
h h

kt

Kff = K

dt
(2.56)

+ V ind )
Vec

Only the steady state term hs depends on the flow velocity, which consists of the sum of the
imposed flow velocity Vjmp and the heating induced flow velocity v,n^. For the example shown
in Fig. 2.11, the effective heat transfer coefficient is indicated at the right ordinate, assuming a
recovery time of trec= 100ms. Since the recovery time trec is itself dependent on the heat
transfer coefficient, /zejrhas to be found iteratively.

2.3.4 Stability Estimations
Based on the model described in chapter 2.3.2 the maximum thermal disturbance (in terms of
an energy density) can be evaluated, up to which the cable-in-conduit conductor is able to
recover the superconducting state without quench. This maximum energy is usually called the
energy margin or stability margin.
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The model has been applied to the test conductor investigated in this work in order to assess
the stability margin not only experimentally but also from a theoretical point of view. The
geometry of our full-size dual channel CIC test conductor is identical to those of the present
ITER design. The layout of the CICC samples is described in detail in the following chapter.
The model has also been used to evaluate the porosities of the central channels of two samples
in such a way that the expected stability margins lie in between the two extremes constituted
by one sample with a spiral and one with a smooth tube as central channel. For the sample
with the smooth tube we expect the largest stability margin because no helium can be expelled
radially into the central channel, hence the maximum heating induced flow is generated. By
contrast, the conductor specimen with the spiral has a porosity of 47 %, which rules out any
significant heating induced flow. Thus, for this sample we assume that the coolant flow
velocity is given explicitly by the imposed flow, i.e. we expect the smallest energy margin.
In order to estimate the stability margin for different operating currents, the maximum energy
density, Aemax, is found iteratively, where the conductor temperature just drops below Tcs, i.e.
where the conductor recovers. The time when this happens is the recovery time trec, which is
used to calculate the average value of the transient contribution to the effective heat transfer
coefficient. The steady state term of heff is governed by the total helium flow velocity, which
is the sum of the imposed flow velocity and the average value of the heating induced flow
velocity as given by eq. 2.50. In case of the smooth tube the sink strength fi is zero, in case of
the spiral the induced velocity is zero. For a conductor with a sufficiently small perforated
central channel the flow velocity is reduced according to the magnitude of porosity.
Fig. 2.12 shows the expected stability margins as calculated by our stability model for four
conductors with different central channel porosities. Up to 7Op = 30kA no differences in the
stability margin are expected, because the heating induced flow is insignificant due to the
relatively small Joule heating when the conductor is above Tcs. For larger currents the

— • — spiral ( K = 47%)
— • — perf. tube with K = 0.033%
—A—perf. tube with K = 0.0083%
—•—smooth tube (K = 0%)
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Figure 2.12: Calculated energy margins for dual channel CICCs with
different central channel porosities.
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conductor with the smooth tube maintains a larger stability margin as the conductor with the
spiral because now the heating induced flow becomes more and more dominant. The porosity
of the two samples with perforated tubes has been chosen in such a way that their expected
energy margin lies almost symmetrically between the two extremes. The two curves in the
middle correspond to a porosity of 0.33 %o and 0.083 %o, respectively. These porosities are
equivalent to one perforation of D = 0.2ram in diameter every 2.5 mm and every 10 mm,
respectively. In this calculation it has been assumed that all helium is able to take part in the
heat exchange process before it is expelled through the perforations. For comparison the
helium enthalpy between Top and Tcs is also plotted (dashed line), which represents the
maximum absorbable energy density if the heat capacity of the whole helium inventory could
be fully utilized.
If some of the radially expelled helium leaves the annulus region at the initial operating
temperature (as 'cold' helium), then the helium inventory available for absorbing heat
decreases and so will the energy margin. This has to be considered accordingly in the model.
Eq. 2.41 is an approach to account for the helium depletion in case of a very large central
channel porosity, where no pressure difference can establish between annulus and central
channel. If the perforations are small a reduced pressure gradient will occur between annulus
and central channel which expels helium into the central channel at a constant rate as long as
heat is generated in the strands. This situation is described by eq. 2.49.
In Fig.2.13 the results of calculations are presented, which take into account the effect of
helium depletion. The same porosities are used as in the calculations shown in Fig. 2.12. The
modelling of the helium mass reduction is done for the conductor with the spiral according to
eq. 2.41, whereas for the central tubes with small perforations eq. 2.49 has been used. By
comparing Fig.'s 2.12 and 2.13 it can be noticed that a significant impact on the stability

— spiral (K- =
pcrf. tube with \- = 0.033%
—A— perf. tube with \- = O.O083tf
—•—smooth tube (K = 0%)
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Figure 2.13: Calculated energy margins for dual channel CICCs with
different central channel porosities. For these calculations a coolant mass
reduction has been assumed, caused by the radial expulsion of 'cold' helium
into the central channel.
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margin can be found only for the conductor with the central spiral and only for operating
currents less or equal than 60 kA. Here, the effect becomes the stronger the lower the
operating current, because at low current levels more and more of the helium enthalpy can be
utilized, so making the stability margin sensitive to a helium reduction. At lOkA the reduction
in stability margin amounts to 21%. In case of the conductors with the perforated tubes the
porosity is so small that no significant depletion effect is expected. The effect of 'cold' helium
expulsion has to be confirmed by experiment.
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Experimental Procedures
3.1 Conductor Description
3.1.1 The Strand
All four samples were made with the same strand produced by Europa Metalli (Italy). The
strands are standard composite wires with a diameter of 0.81 mm containing 396 continuous
Niobium Titanium filaments embedded in a highly conductive copper matrix. Fig. 3.1 shows a
microscopic picture of the cross section of a single strand. The filaments (gray shaded areas)
have a diameter of 20 (Lim. They are arranged rather homogeneously in an annular zone with an
outer diameter of 0.75 mm and an inner diameter of 0.39 mm. All white areas are copper. The
copper to superconductor area ratio is 2.41:1. Unlike other commercially available NbTi
strands, the strand surface was neither chemically treated nor coated but strongly oxidized.
There were also no copper nickel barriers present, which are sometimes introduced to reduce
the AC losses when the conductor is going to be operated with AC currents or in time-varying
fields.

Figure 3.1 : Cross section of the NbTi/Cu multifilamentary strand produced
by Europa Metalli (I). The gray shaded areas represent the filaments. The
strand has a diameter of 0.81 mm.
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Since the electrical resistivity of the copper matrix plays an important role for the stability of a
superconducting composite, it has been measured on several strand samples which were
extracted from the completed conductor. In technical specifications this parameter is usually
given in terms of the residual resistivity ratio (RRR), which is defined as the ratio of the
resistance of the matrix at room temperature to the resistance at cryogenic temperatures in
zero magnetic field. The RRR was found to be -155, which is a typical value for high purity
copper. The main strand parameters are listed in Table 3.1. Unless otherwise stated, all data
are provided by the manufacturer.

Table 3.1: Main strand parameters
Non copper critical current
density at 5T, 4.2K

3163 A/mm2*

Strand diameter

0.81mm*

Filamentary zone diameter

0.746 mm *

Cu : non-Cu ratio

2.41

RRR of Cu matrix

155*

Number of filaments

396

Filament diameter

20 urn

Filament twist pitch

18 mm

Surface treatment

bare

( measured at CRPP-FT)

3.1.2 The Cable
The cable is made of 1152 strands twisted in five stages around a central channel, which has
an outer diameter of 12 mm. The first stage consists of three strands. Four of these triplets are
twisted to form the second stage. The third stage consists of four twisted second stage cables.
The fourth stage is a combination of four third stage sub-cables, whereas the fifth and final
stage consists of six fourth stage sub-cables. The twist pitch lengths of the individual cabling
stages are listed in Table 3.2. The cabling process was performed by Europa Metalli. A total
length of 20 m was produced with four different kinds of central channels changing every 5 m
of cable length. A picture of the cabling line can be seen in Fig. 3.2. The final cable was
wrapped with an overlapped stainless steel strip of 4 cm width and 0.1 mm thickness. The
outer wrap was intended to protect the cable during handling and jacketing and provides
dimensional stability during spooling.
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Table 3.2: Cable twist pitches1

Cabling Stage

Configuration

Twist pitch

Tolerance

[mm]

[mm]

1st

3

45

±5

^nd

3x4

85

±5

ord

3x4x4

125

±5

3x4x4x4

160

±10

3x4x4x4x6

410

±10

4

th

5th

Figure 3.2 : Cabling line at Europa Metalli. On the right hand side the caterpillar
pulling the completed cable can be seen. On the left hand side in the background
two of the six supply reels delivering the sub-cables of the last-but-one stage are
visible.
The cable was then cut in four pieces, each conductor containing one type of central channel.
Each cable was enclosed in a stainless steel jacket (type: 316 LN) having a 51 mmx51 mm
square outer profile and a circular inner bore, using a pull-through and compaction process.
The jacketing was performed by Ansaldo (Italy). A photograph of the conductor cross section

Data provided by Europa Metalli s.p.a.
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is shown in Fig. 3.3. The cable diameter after jacketing was 38.4 + 0.1 mm. The main
parameters of the conductor are summarized in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3 : Main conductor parameters
Number of strands

1152

Cable configuration

3x4x4x4x6

Void fraction in the annular strand region

38.5% ±0.5%

Cable diameter

38.4 mm*

Total strand area

643 mm2

Total He area in annular region

402 mm2

Total He area in central channel

79 mm2

Jacket area

1406 mm2

wrapping of the last-but-one cabling stage

not present

wrapping of the cable

present

( measured at CRPP-FT)

'

I

l-l"

••:!!••• I 1 ! - " I T

5 cm
Figure 3.3 : Conductor cross section. The central channel in the center is
enclosed by the (annular) strand region. At the outer circumference of the
cable, the stainless steel wrapping is partly visible. The cable is enclosed by
the stainless steel jacket.
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The dimensions of the central channel of all four conductor samples are the same, being
10 x 12mm (IDxOD). The only distinction of the four specimen is their different ability to
allow a coolant exchange between the central channel and the cable space (also called annular
or bundle region). It is expressed in terms of a porosity K, which is the ratio between the open
lateral area, where the helium can pass through, to the total lateral area. As one extreme, one
of the samples contains a smooth steel tube, i.e. it is not allowing any radial helium transfer at
all, expressed by K = 0. The other extreme is a sample whose central channel is formed by a
spiral strip as shown in Fig. 4.4 (top). This type of central channel is foreseen for the ITER
magnets [17]. The porosity amounts to K = 47 %. The third and fourth sample contain stainless
steel tubes which are perforated with a different number of laser drilled holes of 0.2 mm
diameter. In order to prevent blocking of the tiny holes by the strands, the holes are placed in
0.4 mm deep grooves cut azimuthally around the circumference of the tube. A cross section of
a groove with a hole is sketched in Fig. 3.5. The distance between two adjacent grooves is
10 mm for both samples. Fig. 3.6 shows a photograph of a specimen of the perforated tube.
One sample has four holes per groove placed equidistantly every 90°, whereas the other
sample contains a tube where only one hole is placed in each groove, with two adjacent holes
moved by 90° on the tube circumference. Accordingly, the porosities are K = 3.3-10~2% and
K = 8.3-10"3 %. The porosities were chosen according to the theoretical considerations made in
chapter 2.3.4. In Table 3.4 the distinct features of the four conductors are summarized.

.ill;s.iI!.ii!I : *:1:11jIii | r i . ^ . , :,
0
1
2
3
4

5cnt

Figure 3.4 : The photograph displays two different kinds of central channels used in
our experiments. Top: Spiral strip with 6 mm width (K = 47%). Bottom: Perforated
tube. Either one or four holes ( 0 0.2mm) are placed inside each groove (K = 8.3-10"3 %
or K = 3.3-10"2 %, respectively). The distance between adjacent grooves is 10mm.
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Table 3.4: The different porosities of the four conductor samples
Sample

Central Channel

Diameter (ID/OD)

Porosity

A

perforated tube w. 4 holes/groove

10/12

3.3-10-2%

B

perforated tube w. 1 hole/groove

10/12

8.3-10-3%

C

spiral

10/12

47%

D

smooth tube

10/12

0%

groove

1.0 mm

outer surface

0.4mm

E
o

inner surface

0.2 mm

laser cut hole
Figure 3.5 : Sketch of a cut through the central channel wall showing one
groove and a laser cut hole

|

5cm

Figure 3.6 : Photograph of a specimen of the perforated central channel. On
top of the tube, inside each groove a tiny hole ( 0 0.2 mm) is visible. The
vicinity of each hole is slightly coloured due the excessive heat applied
during the laser drilling. Four holes are drilled in each groove.
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3.2 Sample Configuration
The test samples for SULTAN consisted of two 3.6 m long straight conductor pieces which
were short circuited at the lower end and connected to the bus bars of the superconducting
transformer at their upper ends forming a loop circuit with the transformer's secondary
winding. In order to sustain the large repulsive electromagnetic forces (up to 600kN/m) the
conductor pair was tightly clamped together by means of strong stainless steel clamps bolted
over the full length of the sample. The conductor legs were cooled in parallel with helium
entering through the lower joint and exiting through the upper joints. The coolant mass flow
in each conductor could be controlled independently by means of two control valves between
0 - 1 1 g/s. The helium supply lines were fitted with 80 W adjustable heaters, allowing different
temperatures in each conductor. Additionally, flexible foil heating elements (3 x 20 W) were
mounted on the conductor jackets in case extra heating was required. Fig. 3.7 shows a sketch
of the cross section of the sample configuration.
Due to the modular design of the joints (see following chapter) the four sample conductors
could be paired in any combination. Table 3.5 summarizes the conductor combinations which
were used for the experiments.

conductor

He supply line

clamps

Figure 3.7 : Cross sectional sketch of the sample configuration consisting
of two 3.6m long straight conductors tightly clamped together. All
dimensions are given in millimeters.
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Table 3.5 : The test arrangements consisting of different conductor pairs
Test

Combination of

Arrangement

Sample

and

#1

A

B

#2

C

D

#2a

C

D

#3

C

B

Remarks

Sample

c. channel of sample D blocked

3.2.1 Joints
The transport current enters or leaves a conductor via the joints located at both conductor
terminations. The joints of our conductor samples were made of monolithic 50 cm long copper
blocks which were soldered to the ends of the superconducting cable. The contact surface area
was 500 cm2. In order to keep the contact resistances as low as possible, thin Indium foils
were placed between all contact surfaces providing a good electrical contact when pressed.
Beside the aspect of a low resistance, the conductor joints were designed under the special
requirement of having only a minimum impact on the coolant flow pattern within the cable in
order to maintain the flow conditions over the full length of the conductor including joints.
The preparation of a joint was carried out as follows: After cutting the conductor to the
desired length, the last 50 cm of the conduit and of the cable wrapping were carefully stripped
off the bundle of strands. Then the strands were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath, before the outer
surface of the cable was coated with soft solder. Once the bundle was inserted into the solder
plated hole of a soft copper block (clearance about 0.5 mm), the block was compressed by
about 1 mm to obtain good electrical contact between the strands and the copper.
Subsequently, the joints were heated up to 220 °C in order to melt the solder ensuring a good
electrical connection between the outer strands and the copper. Since the joint length (50 cm)
is larger than the largest twist pitch length (41cm) each strand should come at least once to the
surface and, therefore, should be in good electrical contact with the copper. Fig. 3.8 shows a
cross section through a joint which was manufactured for a pre-test. By comparing with
Fig. 3.3, it can be noted that the conductor geometry in the joint is not seriously altered, so that
the coolant flow is not significantly disturbed.
The picture in Fig. 3.9 shows two conductor legs before the assembly. In the foreground the
copper joints are visible with the contact surfaces turned upwards.
During the experiments the joint resistances were measured. It turned out that they were all
rather similar except one. At zero background field and with a transport current of about 50 kA
they were found to be in the range of 2.0 nQ ± 0.5 nQ, which are reasonable values as compared to other similar joints measured in SULTAN [55]. The one exception was the lower joint
of test arrangement #2 consisting of samples C and D. This resistance was measured to be as
high as 8.6 nQ at zero background field (increasing to 9.5 nQ at 4.5 T). The reason for this
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unusual high joint resistance is not clear, as it was supposed to be fabricated in exactly the
same way like all other joints. This high joint resistance caused substantial additional Joule
heating, resulting in undesired temperature rises of up to 1.5 K depending on the mass flow
rate.

Figure 3.8 : Photograph of the joint cross section (manufactured for a pretest). The dimensions are 50 mm x 100 mm. The length of the joint is
500 mm. The contact surface is at the bottom.

Figure 3.9 : Photograph of a pair of conductor samples prior to assembling.
In the foreground the 50 cm long copper joints are visible with the contact
surfaces turned upwards. The contact area is 500 cm2.
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3.2.2 Sensors
Each sample was equipped with a number of diagnostic sensors. Seven voltage taps were
attached by spot welding to the jacket of each conductor. The location of the voltage taps is
shown in Fig. 3.10 for test arrangement #1, i.e. for legs A and B. In all experiments where the
voltage in the high field region had to be observed (quench and stability measurements), the
voltage tap pairs V-A5/V-A6 and V-B5/V-B6 were used, which were placed symmetrically
with respect to the center of the high field region. They had a distance of 420 mm, which
corresponds roughly to the twist pitch length of the last cabling stage.

2424mm
2236mm
1818mm
1605mm
938mm

840mm

T * - 518mm H"~

54mm

; 420mm

(V-B2 )

420mm
(V-B4)

(V-B3 )

(V-B5 )

(V-B6J

(V-B

(upper joints)

(lower joint)

(V-Al )

(V-A3 )

(V^A?)

3605mm

O
magnetic
center

(V^AT)

high field
region

Figure 3.10 : Location of voltage taps on test arrangement #1 (Legs A and B).

On each sample 4 Cernox™ thin film resistance temperature sensors were installed being in
direct contact with the helium flowing in the annulus region. They were inserted into small
holes drilled carefully through the jacket. After insertion, the jacket was sealed again helium
tight by glass-epoxy resin. Cernox sensors are especially suitable for low temperature
measurements, since they are highly sensitive at temperatures below 20 K due to their strong
non-linear, negative temperature coefficient. In addition the magnetic field induced errors are
very low (below 1 % for fields up to 10 T). Due to their small mass of 0.03 g their thermal
response time is in the order of some tens of milliseconds. Each sensors had its own,
individual calibration curve provided by the company, which had to be programmed to an
EPROM on the corresponding temperature transmitter board.
For measuring the absolute helium pressure in the cable, piezoresistive pressure gauges were
directly mounted in the high field region of the samples. This kind of pressure sensor
(Siemens KPY45A, 0 - 1.2 MPa) can operate at cryogenic temperatures, which has the
advantage of fast response times and that thermal oscillations can be avoided. The pressure
sensors were calibrated at 4.2 K in a liquid helium (LHe) bath, customized with special
fittings and brazed to capillaries leading to the center of the high field zone.
The pressure drop across the samples was monitored with cold differential pressure sensors,
which measured the pressure gradient between inlet and outlet of the conductor. Also for these
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sensors piezoresistive gauges (Siemens KPY33R, 0 - lOkPa) were used which were
calibrated individually at LHe temperature prior to installation.
In the middle of the high field zone between the conductor legs a Hall probe was mounted for
measuring the pulsed magnetic field.
An instrumentation scheme, exemplary for test arrangement #1, is shown in Fig. 3.11.

magnetic
center

high field
/ region

-G53D(TB2)
(upper joints)

(lower joint)

(LAD

pulsed field
coils

1003mm"
(ED

Temperature Sensor

G E D Absolute Pressure Sensor

435mm

1007mm
(EpT^)

Differential Pressure Sensor

(jj—•)

Hall Probe

Figure 3.11 : Instrumentation scheme of a test sample

3.3 SULTAN Facility
Within the frame of the EURATOM Fusion Technology Program, the high field
superconductor test facility SULTAN (Supraleiter Testanlage) was built as a common venture
of PSI1 (Switzerland) and ENEA2 (Italy) at PSI site in Villigen. The facility is primarily
devoted to qualification tests of full-size cable-in-conduit conductors. SULTAN is offered by
the European Community as a contribution to the world-wide development program of ITER.
Fig. 3.12 shows a general view of the SULTAN test facility. The facility started operation
successfully in May 1992 [56]. Since 1994 the facility is run by the Centre de Recherches en
Physique des Plasmas (CRPP) of the Ecole Polytechnique Federate de Lausanne, where all
Swiss fusion related research activities are concentrated now.
The facility generates a background field of up to 11.2 T within a bore of 58 cm in diameter by
means of six superconducting solenoid magnets. The high field central region of the coil
system is accessed radially. In order to be able to change samples rapidly, a special sample
insertion unit has been built to allow radial sample insertion without warming up SULTAN's
background field magnets. This unit consists of a telescope-like movable cowl placed on top

1

Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI), 5232 Villigen PSI, Switzerland

2

Centro Ricerche Energia Frascati, 00044 Frascati, Rome, Italy
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of the facility, a 100 kA superconducting transformer and the test sample (see Fig. 3.13). The
insertion unit has a separate vacuum container and cryogenic system permitting changing of
the sample without interference to the magnet cooling system. To remove the sample, the
transformer together with the sample is lifted by crane. During this process, the transformer
and the sample are kept in a helium atmosphere by the telescopic cowl. When the sample is
completely outside the tank, the vacuum container is closed off by a large vacuum-tight
shutter, which is placed just above the SULTAN vessel, and the vacuum container can be
evacuated. The cylinders of the telescope cowl can now be lifted to allow access to the sample
for dismounting.

p --if

Figure 3.12 : General view of the SULTAN test facility. The vacuum tank
is opened for demonstration purposes only. Inside the tank one of the two
coil packages are visible, which are generating the background field. On top
of the facility the sample insertion unit can be seen.
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superconducting
transformer

superconducting
magnets

Figure 3.13 : Schematic view of the sample insertion unit. The dashed lines
show the sample in the inserted position, whereas the solid lines show it in
the removed position.
The magnets with their current leads and support structure are enclosed in a 2.5 m diameter
vacuum tank with the axis of the magnetic field oriented horizontally. The vessel is covered
internally by a 80 K gas-cooled copper shield. The cryogenic system of SULTAN consists of a
LHe cryostat equipped with 12 heat exchangers, two helium transfer lines from the
refrigerator and two separate cooling circuits for the magnet system and the sample (incl.
transformer) respectively. The refrigerator of the facility has a cooling power of 1.2 kW at
4.7Kand6kWat85K.
The main features of the SULTAN test facility are described briefly in the following subchapters. Details of the facility are published in [57].
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3.3.1 Magnet System
The SULTAN magnet system consists of six superconducting coils arranged in two sets
forming a so-called split coil system. Each set of coils is made of three concentrically
mounted solenoid magnets. In order to withstand the axial compressive forces they are
separated by a system of central flanges and two large semicircular spacers, leaving a vertical
sample shaft of 94 mm x 144 mm cross section and a length of 2.1 m for the samples. The coil
system of SULTAN is symmetrically arranged with respect to the vertical mid-plane, as
shown in Fig. 3.14.

Figure 3.14 : Configuration of split coils of the SULTAN facility
The outer coil pair is made of 40 NbTi double-pancakes. The middle and inner coil pairs are
'react and wind' Nb3Sn coils. All coils are cooled by forced flow supercritical helium at 4.5 K.
The cool down procedure of the magnet system takes about 5 weeks, because of the large
mass of the coils of about 201 and because of the boundary condition of 50 K maximum
temperature gradient across each coil, which is necessary to avoid dangerous thermal stresses
inside the coils.
The coils are equipped with 190 diagnostic sensors measuring voltage, temperature, mass
flow, pressure and magnetic field. A computerized control system is continuously monitoring
and recording all data as well as ensuring fully automatic cool-down, operation and warm-up
procedures by means of 14 software controllers.

3.3.2 Superconducting Transformer
The superconducting transformer used in the SULTAN facility to energize the samples is able
to generate currents of up to 100 kA. It consists of two inductively coupled, concentric superconducting coils: a high-turn primary and a low-turn secondary circuit which comprises the
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test conductors. By energizing the primary coil, a current will be induced in the secondary
turns. Fig. 3.15 shows the equivalent circuit of the transformer.

Rp

Figure 3.15 : Equivalent circuit of the superconducting transformer
The governing equations for the circuit are
(3.1)

dlp
dt

~dt

V,=0

(3.2)

with Lp and Ls being the self-inductances of the primary and secondary, respectively; Li being
the load inductance of the secondary; Rp and Rs being the resistances of the primary and
secondary, respectively; M being the mutual inductance between primary and secondary; E
being the charging voltage of the primary and Ip and Is being the primary and secondary
currents, respectively. Assuming a linear ramp-up of the primary, Ip{f) = kt, and, for the case
that the time constant of the secondary x = (Ls+Li) /Rs is much larger than the charging time of
the primary (which is fulfilled for all practical cases, since the secondary resistance is typically
in the order of 5 nQ, yielding a time constant of about 1 h), the currents of the primary and
secondary coils can be related by [58]:
(3.3)

where K = M / JLp Ls is the coupling coefficient between primary and secondary. This
equation reflects a unique feature of superconducting transformers with low resistive and low
inductive loads: the secondary current Is is directly proportional to the primary current Ip in
contrast to conventional transformers where Is is proportional to the derivative of Ip. That
means the secondary current which can be generated is a function of the current increase in the
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primary. In case of the SULTAN transformer a secondary current of lOOkA can be achieved
by ramping up the primary coil by about 400 A.
The transformer consists of a layer-wound indirectly cooled superconducting primary solenoid
and six superconducting secondary turns wound on the outside of the primary coil. The 3370turn primary uses a multifilamentary NbTi wire. The secondary coil is made of a rectangular
cable-in-conduit conductor containing 294 NbTi strands. It is cooled by forced flow
supercritical helium of 4.5 K. Details of the lOOkA superconducting transformer can be found
in [14].
The current in the secondary coil is measured by a pre-calibrated Rogowski coil. This is a
small toroidal coil surrounding the secondary conductor measuring its self field. The current is
obtained by integrating the voltage induced in the coil. In addition, the secondary conductor is
fitted with a pair of Hall probes which is used for long-term measurements. To allow heating
of the secondary coil for keeping it normal conducting during the first primary charging phase,
a resistive heater is wrapped around the conductor.
The primary coil of the transformer is connected with a ± 300 A bipolar power supply. An
example for a typical transformer run is presented in Fig. 3.16. The primary current was
gradually ramped down to -175 A while the induced secondary current was cancelled by
heating the secondary conductor above its current sharing temperature. Then, the secondary
was cooled down to 4.5 K and the primary was swept from -175 A to +225 A inducing a
current of 100 kA in the secondary circuit.
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Figure 3.16 : Typical transformer operation showing the primary and
secondary current. The secondary current is ramped up to 100 kA.
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By switching into another controller mode it is also possible to keep the secondary current
constant at any desired level, while the primary is automatically ramped up with the
appropriate ramp rate to compensate exactly the current decay in the secondary. This mode is
named 'secondary mode', in contrast to the so-called 'primary mode', where the primary
current is controlled.

3.3.3 Pulsed Field Coils
Two pulsed field coils are installed in the high field section of the SULTAN facility to apply
time varying magnetic fields to the conductor samples. The pulsed field is oriented
perpendicular to the sample conductor axis and to the SULTAN background field. The coils
are wound as race track coils from a copper wire of 1.6 mm diameter and are designed to
operate in a single pulse mode. They are electrically connected in series. The geometry of the
coils and their orientation is shown in Fig. 3.17 and the main data are summarized in
Table 3.6. The coils have a 20 mm x 43 mm rectangular cross section and are fully embedded
in glass fibre reinforced epoxy resin to guarantee sufficient mechanical stiffness against the
large Lorentz forces acting on the energized coils in presence of background fields. The coils
are placed outside the test well and tightly fixed to the stainless steel cylinder enclosing the
magnet bore.

B

SI LTAN

B

I

Figure 3.17 : Pulsed field coils with a section of the test well
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A thyristor controlled capacitor bank (39.3 mF, 1000 V) is discharged on the coil pair,
providing either a half wave or a full wave pulse at the resonating frequency (10.1 Hz) of the
LC loop. For that, first the capacitor is charged to a voltage selected by the operator. When the
pulse is triggered the thyristor switch closes so that the discharging current of the capacitor
bank is energizing the pulsed field coils. According to the mode selected by the operator,
either after 50 ms or 100 ms, just when the current is again at zero, the switch opens, so
terminating the oscillation.
When energized, the pulsed field coils are heating up considerably due to the resistance of the
copper wire (37m£2 at 20 K) and the large current (up to 2400 A). In order to operate the
pulsed field coils safely and under constant conditions, they have to be re-cooled before the
next pulse can be triggered. The temperature is continuously monitored. To restrict the recooling time to about lOmin, the pulsed coils are actively cooled by 4.5 K helium. For that
reason, race track shaped cooling plates made of copper with cooling channels brazed onto
them are incorporated in the coil structure close to the windings. The coolant mass flow rate
can be controlled by a valve and is typically set to about 3 g/s. A special interlock electronics
ensures that the coil temperature must be below 18 K before the next pulse can be triggered.
The maximum field on the axis of the conductor samples is about 0.8 T when the capacitor
bank is charged up to the maximum nominal value of 1000 V yielding a current amplitude of
2400 A. The spatial distribution of the pulsed field along the sample axis is shown in Fig. 3.18
[59] exemplary for an excitation current of 1250 A. The field distribution is symmetric with
respect to x = 0, the magnetic center of the SULTAN background field coils.
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Figure 3.18 : Pulsed magnetic field distribution along the axis of the
conductor sample (the same for both conductor legs) [59]. In this example
the excitation current is 1250 A.
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Table 3.6: Main parameters of pulsed field coils
Number of turns per coil

93

Total self inductance

6.6 mH

Total resistance at 10 K

37 mQ

Max. charging voltage

1000 V

Max. current at 1 kV

2400 A

Capacitance of capacitor bank

39.3 mF

AB at sample for 1 kV pulse

1.59 T

Average dB/dt at sample (1 kV pulse)

32 T/s

Resonating frequency

10.1 Hz

3.4 Cryogenic System
As mentioned above, the cryogenic system of the SULTAN magnet system is completely
separated from the cryogenic system of the sample insertion unit comprising the
superconducting transformer and the test conductors. The layout of the cryogenic system for
the sample insertion unit is shown in Fig. 3.19. Supercritical helium at 4.5 K and 10 bar is fed
to the transformer and to the test sample via a flexible transfer line connected to one of the
three ports of the SULTAN refrigerator through a valve box. Due to the heat load on the
transfer line the supplied helium has a temperature of about 5.5 K. It is re-cooled to 4.5 K in
the heat exchangers HX1 and HX8 and distributed in parallel to the superconducting
transformer and the test conductors. About 8 g/s are needed for the cooling of the transformer.
Primary and secondary coil are cooled in series. Also connected in series are the transformer
busbars and the sample terminations. Eventually, the helium is liquified by the JouleThomson valve CV950 into the cryostat. The cryostat contains 8 heat exchangers (HX1 - 8),
which are kept to 4.5 K by the liquid helium bath. The evaporated helium is used to cool the
conventional part of the binary (NbTi/Cu) current leads. The mass flow in the current leads is
regulated by valves.
The helium mass flow can be varied individually for each leg between 0 and 11 g/s by means
of the regulating valves CV970 and CV980, respectively, which are located downstream of
the conductor legs. Two 80 W heaters (R951 and R952) placed upstream of the samples are
used to operate at enhanced temperatures. The helium leaving the samples is directly fed into
the helium return line bypassing the cryostat in order to avoid an additional heat load on the
cryostat. The helium inlet temperature is measured by carbon-glass low temperature sensors
directly mounted in the helium stream (TI951G and TI952G). The same applies to the two
sensors monitoring the sample outlet temperatures (TI953G and TI954G).
Cool-down of the superconducting transformer and the test arrangement takes about 30 h. The
same amount of time is also needed for warm-up.
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To SULTAN Ballon

Figure 3.19 : Schematic layout of the cryogenic circuit of the superconducting transformer
and the test samples. All components that are mentioned in the text are marked in bold .
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3.5 Data Acquisition
All signals coming from the sensors of the sample are read, processed and stored by a PCbased data acquisition system (DAS). In addition, the DAS is able to display the data
graphically online in order to enable variation of certain experimental parameters during the
experiment. The DAS reads a maximum number of 80 analogue voltage signals of up to
+ 10V and converting these voltages into digital data for further processing. Many sensors
like the temperature and pressure sensors require special transmitters, which supply the sensor
with a certain current and, in parallel, pick up the sensor output signal and convert it into an
analogue voltage being proportional to the physical quantity measured by the specific sensor.
Only the voltage taps can be directly connected with the DAS, but are often running first
through an electronic filter to suppress unwanted noise and through an amplifier to amplify
the voltage to a level more suitable for the DAS. All transmitters are located as close as
possible to the DAS in order to reduce pick-up noise.
The voltage signals produced by the transmitters are connected to special conditioning
modules (PCI-5B modules from Intelligent Instrumentation™) of the SULTAN DAS. The
purpose of these modules is to maximize the sensitivity of the DAS depending on the input
signal amplitude. Thus, depending on the module type, the input voltages can range between
± lOmV and +10 V. The analogue output voltage range of all modules is ±5 V. Concerning
filtering two different kinds of modules are available with a bandwidth of either 4 Hz or
10 kHz. 4 Hz modules are much more effective for suppressing unwanted noise, but can
obviously used only for slowly varying signals.
The signal processing unit, based on a PCI 200098-C-F3 board from Intelligent
Instrumentation, digitizes up to the 80 input signals with a resolution of 12 Bit and an overall
sampling rate of 100 kHz. The board is fully software controlled and built in an industrial
standard PC running under NT 4.0. The software is based on the application development
tool-kit Visual Designer™ from Intelligent Instrumentation.
Two principal operation modes are possible. For experiments with slowly varying parameters,
e.g. critical current measurements, 'analog input' routines are used. They provide the
capability of converting the signals online into physical data and displaying them immediately
on the display. The physical data can be stored in ASCII file format, which is convenient for
off-line data analysis. The ASCII files can either be written to a writable CD or transferred via
Internet for further analysis on any other computer. The maximum sampling rate depends on
the number of signals to be visualized and can be manually adjusted up to about 10 Hz. For
most of the experiments performed here the sampling rate was set to 5 Hz. A total number of
35 signals were recorded.
For pulsed field experiments, with fast varying signals, the so-called direct memory access
(DMA) mode was used. In this mode the samples are directly stored in the memory of the
computer without any intervention from the computer program. The software only initialises
and starts the acquisition process, then the data acquisition board together with the DMA
controller of the PC handles the recording of the raw data. For most of the pulsed field
experiments 40 signals were recorded for 3 s with a sampling rate of 2 kHz. During acquisition
neither displaying nor converting the data to physical data is possible. The generated data file
has a binary format and must be converted to physical values, after the DMA process has
stopped. This is done off-line by a suitable Visual Designer program written for the specific
application.
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The signal processing route of the data coming from the experiments in SULTAN is
schematically summarized in Fig. 3.20.
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Figure 3.20 : Schematic outline of the data processing of sample data in the SULTAN facility

3.6 Measuring Techniques
3.6.1 Quench Current Measurements
The testing procedure for the quench current measurements of the conductor samples in the
SULTAN facility was performed in two different ways: either in the current ramping mode or
in the temperature ramping mode.
a.

Once the background field was established (typically 3 - 8.5 T),
any residual current in the secondary circuit of the transformer and hence in the sample was
cancelled by means of a resistive heater mounted on the secondary conductor of the
transformer. The two conductor legs were heated individually to different temperatures
(AT- 1 K) in order to determine in which of the two legs the superconducting to normal
transition should occur first. In this way each conductor sample could be measured
independently. When the temperatures of the samples had been stabilized at the desired
value the current in the sample was gradually increased with a typical ramp rate of 250 A/s
(max. possible 500 A/s) until an electric field of at least 1 u.V/cm was detected in the high
field region of the active, i.e. the warmer leg. Since usually the critical current of the
conductor is determined with this type of measurement, it is normally called critical current
(Ic) measurement.
CURRENT RAMPING MODE.
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b.
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At constant background field and at low temperature the
current in the sample was ramped up to the desired value. As soon as the desired current
was reached, the transformer was switched to the secondary mode to keep the current
constant at this level. Then, the temperatures of the two legs were slowly increased until
current sharing started in the active leg, followed by a quench. Accordingly, this type of
measurement is called current sharing temperature (Tcs) measurement.
TEMPERATURE RAMPING MODE.

During both types of measurements all voltages, all temperatures, the mass flow in each leg
and the current in the sample were continuously recorded. The mass flow in each leg was set
to a value between 3 and 11 g/s.

3.6.2 Stability Measurements
For all stability measurements the pulsed field coils in connection with the capacitor bank
were used. Thus, the thermal disturbance was either caused by a single full sinusoidal field
sweep of 100 ms duration or by a single half sinusoidal field sweep with 50 ms duration. The
disturbance strength was adjusted by means of the capacitor charging voltage, which was
varied in increments of 25 V, corresponding to steps differing by 19mT or, as referred to the
maximum pulse field, by 2.5 %. At constant background field, the operating temperature and
the operating current were adjusted before a field pulse was applied. The appearance of a
resistive voltage across the heated region within 1 s after pulsing was the criterion whether the
conductor was unstable. Starting with very small disturbances, the pulse energy was step-bystep increased in consecutive experiments until the conductor eventually quenched. For each
experiment the operating temperature and current had to be adjusted anew, because a waiting
time of at least lOmin between two consecutive experiments had to be met, in order to allow
re-cooling of the pulsed field coils and of the sample.
Although the field pulse was always applied to two conductors at once, it was possible to
assess the stability behaviour of both legs independently by operating the investigated leg at a
slightly higher temperature than the other leg. Thus, this conductor should reach its stability
margin first, because of the smaller temperature difference between operating and current
sharing temperature. The operating temperatures were adjusted by the combined variation of
the mass flow and the heating power of the resistive heaters.
All data of the stability experiments were recorded in the DMA mode because of the short
pulse times which required fast data acquisition. A sampling rate of 2kHz was used and the
data of a time interval of 3 s (in some experiments 6 s) after triggering the pulse were
recorded. At this high sampling rate, obviously only electronic filters with sufficiently high
cut-off frequencies had to be used with the consequence of a larger noise level on all signals.
In particular for the DAS only conditioning modules with 10 kHz filters were used. A total
number of forty signals was recorded including the current and the voltage of the pulse coil.
Stability experiments were performed at background field levels between 4.5 and 8.4 T. The
operating current was set to levels between 10 and 70 kA and the operating temperatures
ranged between 4.6 and 6.3 K with the majority being between 5 and 6 K.
All stability experiments were performed in the primary mode of the transformer. The
procedure was as follows. The operating current was ramped up to a value of about 1 - 2 kA
above the desired current and kept constant (in the secondary mode) for a while to establish
equilibrium thermal conditions in the sample. Then the transformer was switched into primary
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mode with the primary current kept constant at the momentary level, so the secondary current
began to decay with its natural time constant being of the order of 1 h. Shortly later, when the
sample current reached the desired level, the capacitor bank was discharged producing the
pulse field. If the conductor quenched, the quench detection system of the transformer reacted
by switching off the current source powering the transformer, resulting in a rapid discharge of
the primary circuit of the transformer to protect it from overheating.
If field pulses would have been applied while the transformer was in the secondary mode
keeping the sample current constant, the quench detection system could trigger the discharge
process even when no real quench was created. This was due to the fact that in the secondary
mode the inductive noise level measured by the quench detection electronics, was much
higher, thus making the detection system much more vulnerable against additional inductive
signals caused by the pulse, which - if the total voltage reached a certain threshold - were
misinterpreted as quench signals. Therefore reliable stability experiments were possible only
in the primary mode of the transformer.

3.6.3 Heat Slug Measurements
In order to study the heat transfer of a full-size ITER conductor, the pulse field coils were used
as inductive heaters for the generation of a heat slug at zero magnetic field and zero transport
current. The measurements were performed on test arrangement #2, i.e. with samples C and
D. Due to the AC losses produced in the superconducting strands, the helium temperature in
the heater region was increased. While the warm helium propagated along the conductor it
exchanged heat with the cold helium flowing at higher velocity through the central channel
and with the cold strands downstream of the heated zone. The heat slug propagation was
observed as a function of time by the three Cernox thermometers T-C3, T-C2 and T-Cl and
T-D3, T-D2 and T-Dl, respectively. Sensors T-C3 and T-D3 were placed in the middle of the
heated zone whereas the other sensors were located downstream. For the location of the
sensors see Fig. 3.11 (in this figure test arrangement #1 is presented, but the sensor locations
of #2 are the same). All sensors were in direct contact with the helium in the strand region.
The mass flow in both legs was adjusted to 3g/s. A full sinusoidal pulse of 100 ms duration
with a pulse amplitude of 0.8 T was applied. In order to avoid distortions from thermal
coupling with the busbars of the secondary coil of the transformer, the active cooling of the
busbars had been stopped for the duration of the experiment. The data were recorded with a
sampling rate of 2 Hz over a measuring period of some 600 s.
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Experimental Results and Discussion
4.1 Quench Experiments
In order to quantify the current carrying capacity of the conductor specimen, the critical
current was determined for both single strand and full-size conductor. Common to all
measurements of this type is that the experiments start with the conductor being in its
superconducting state. Then, preferably only one of the three parameters magnetic field,
temperature or current (which are sufficient to describe the superconducting phase) is
increased until the superconducting to normal phase transition occurs. At that instant a normal
conducting zone appears in the conductor, which normally grows rapidly leading eventually to
a quench of the whole conductor.

4.1.1 Critical Current of Single Strand
The single strand measurements were performed in a bath cooled superconducting laboratory
magnet. For the determination of the critical current Ic of a single strand, several wires of
about 10 cm lengths from different petals of a spare conductor piece were extracted. The
strand Ic was measured at 4.2 K and background fields between 2 and 7 T using the 1 u.V/cm
criterion. The results are plotted in Fig. 4.1. From this data a non-copper critical current
density of j c = 3163 A/mm2 at 4.2 K and 5 T could be deduced.
Between 2 and 5 T the data fit well with the commonly used formula for NbTi given in [60].
For high field levels between 5 and 9T a linear function is apparently the best fit. The
following formula has been used throughout this chapter to calculate the critical current of a
single strand at 4.2 K:
-5

for£<5T
(4.1)
Ir()-94.16A-\——

- 51

for5T<5<9T

with / c0 = 478A (=/ c at 5T, 4.2 K) and a = 0.835. This scaling formula is also plotted in
Fig. 4.1. When the current approaches its critical value a resistive transition appears displaying
the typical voltage increase according to F « / w with a transition index n ~ 35 at 5 T. The V
versus / characteristic measured at B = 5 T is shown in Fig. 4.2. A transition index of n ~ 35 is
a normal value for NbTi confirming a good homogeneity of the filaments.
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Figure 4.2 : Electric field versus current of a single NbTi strand extracted
from one of the conductors. The applied field is B = 5 T and the operating
temperature is 4.2 K.
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4.1.2 Critical Current of the Conductor
All experiments for the determination of the critical current of the full-scale conductor were
carried out in the SULTAN facility. Due to the hairpin configuration of the samples the self
field produced by the transport current is not negligible and contributes to the total field Btot
according to the following relation:
B

tot(J) = Bsultan + Bseif(I) = %suhan + Kfc ' J

(4-2)

where ksj-c = 1.4914-10~2 T/kA is the self field coefficient (for the determination of the self
field coefficient see Annex B). Thus, for the calculation of the expected critical current of the
conductor, if, the total field has to be taken into account:

lf(B,T) = lf(Btot(lf),Top)

.

Since this is an implicit function it has to be solved for each set of Top and Bsu[tan numerically.
The self field correction plays a significant role in regions where the expected critical current
is high. Example: Bsuitan = 4.5 T;
Top = 5K resulting
in Bsey=2JT
and
If1 (Btot,Top) = \S 1.5kA whereas If1 (Bsultan,Top)

= 450.2kA yielding a discrepancy of

148 %.
The expected critical current of the conductor, if, at given field and temperature can be
derived from the critical current measurements of the single strand. For this, the Ic of the
single strand is multiplied by the number of strands, N, with the underlying assumption that no
strands are damaged (or broken) and that the current is distributed homogeneously among all
strands. The expected critical current can be scaled to the actual operating temperature Top
[60] and any given magnetic field level B using the following relation:

N-Ic0-a^lesla

lf(B,T0V)

=<

c0

J

—^—^

°2-

for£<5T

TC(B) - 4 . 2 K

(4.3)
TC(B)-TOD

TC(B)-4.2K

for5T<5<9T

where N= 1152 is the number of strands in the cable; /co = 478 A is the measured strand Ic at
4.2 K and 5T; a = 0.835 and

(

B ^°' 59

TJB) = 9.2K- 1
^ 14.5 7)

is the field dependent critical temperature of NbTi according to [61].
Critical current measurements and current sharing temperature measurements (Tcsmeasurements) were performed with all four conductor samples at various field levels
between 2.5 T and 8.5 T. Again the 1 u,V/cm criterion was applied. In the majority of the
experiments the conductors did not display the usual current sharing behaviour when they
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approached their critical current but quenched with an instantaneous resistive voltage take-off.
A typical example of the voltage evolution during a 7^-measurement at U = 5.5T and
/ = 50 kA is shown in Fig. 4.3.
By comparing the measured quench currents with the expected critical currents it becomes
clear that the conductor samples are quenching prematurely in most of the experiments. In
Fig. 4.4 the quench results of all four samples at various background fields levels and
operating temperatures are shown versus the expected Ic. The performance of all four
conductor samples appears to be rather similar. The solid symbols represent the measurements
where a resistive transition with current sharing was observed whereas the open symbols stand
for the measurements with sharp voltage take-offs. This behaviour cannot be explained simply
by degradation of the superconducting strands (e.g. broken strands, high temperature heat
treatment, etc.) since the results from extracted single strands do not display the same
reduction in current carrying capacity and in some of the experiments the critical current was
apparently reached.
From the plot it is rather obvious that two principle regions can be distinguished. The first
region is located at low transport currents. Here a current sharing can be observed and the
measured quench current is close to the expected critical current or even reaches the critical
current. The second region spans the high transport current range where only sharp voltage
take-offs were observed and where the measured quench current is up to 60% lower than the
theoretically expected critical current. These results suggest that, at least for the Icmeasurements, the Lorentz force acting on the strands might be a possible cause of the
premature quenching. Therefore, in Figs. 4.5a - d the Lorentz force per unit length, Btot • I ,
acting on the cable in the moment when the sample quenches is plotted separately for the four
samples. Only the results obtained from the Ic measurements are shown. The dotted lines in
the plots give an indication which measurements were obtained at which background field.
The plots show consistently that for forces of up to about 250 - 300 kN/m the current sharing
regime and the critical current of the conductor could be reached. On the other hand, for
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Figure 4.3 : Voltage and temperature evolution in the high field region of
sample B at 5.5 T and 50 kA (T^-measurement)
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Figure 4.4: Measured quench currents of all four samples versus
theoretically expected Ic. The solid symbols represent the measurements
where a current sharing was observed whereas the open symbols stand for
the experiments which showed an abrupt voltage take-off.
forces above some 300kN/m the expected critical current was never attained. In Fig. 4.5d
there was current sharing observed in Sample D despite a Lorentz force of -400 kN/m at 7 T
and -350 kN/m at 8 T. These results were obtained with blocked central channel (smooth
tube) and a massflow of 9 g/s so that all helium was forced to flow in the cable space resulting
in a larger heat transfer coefficient (see chapter 2.3.2) and therefore in better stability against
thermal disturbances.
Strand slippage under Lorentz force creates friction heat. It is a known source for localized
thermal disturbances in CICCs [25] which might trigger a quench. Strand movements may
account for some of the premature quenches encountered during Ic measurements of the four
conductor samples considered in this work. A typical example where several strand movements
are suspected is shown in Fig. 4.6. During this measurement the current in Sample D was
ramped up to 73.8 kA in a background field of 4.5 T. The expected critical current at an
operating temperature of 5.92 K is 111.9kA. Several sharp voltage spikes appeared during the
current ramp-up which may be associated with strand movements within the cable bundle until
the conductor eventually quenched prematurely. The voltage spikes were detected independently by several voltage taps covering the high field region of Sample D (whereas no such
spikes were seen in the parallel Sample C) and were not reproducible. This can be explained by
an irreversible deformation of the cable bundle where the affected strands move into a new,
mechanically more stable position. Strand movements have been observed in some experiments with reduced scale conductors (<200 strands) [62,63]. The likeliness of the appearance
of strand movements increases with increasing void fraction. In reference [62] quenches due
to strand movements were observed on a 162 strand CICC with a void fraction of 40 %, which
is very close to the void fraction of the conductor specimen investigated in this work.
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Figure 4.5a : Lorentz force per unit length acting on Sample A when the
quench current is reached (full symbol: with current sharing / open symbol:
voltage take-off). Only the results of the Ic measurements are shown.
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Figure 4.5b : Lorentz force per unit length acting on Sample B when the
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voltage take-off). Only the results of the Ic measurements are shown.
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Figure 4.5c : Lorentz force per unit length acting on Sample C when the
quench current is reached (full symbol: with current sharing / open symbol:
voltage take-off). Only the results of the/ c measurements are shown.
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Figure 4.6 : Voltage across high field region of Sample D at 4.5T versus
transport current
However, these mechanical disturbances can certainly not account for the majority of the
premature quenches because the experimental results showed good reproducibility, i.e. under
the same conditions the same results were obtained, which can not be explained with the
rather random occurrence of strand slips. Furthermore, in many Ic measurements no voltage
spikes were observed prior to the quench and, even more important, the conductors did not
show better performance in Tcs measurements as compared to Ic measurements. During Tcsmeasurements the Lorentz force acting on the strands was constant, since background field
and operating current were not changed during the entire experiment.
Fig. 4.7 shows the quench currents of both all Ic and all Tcs measurements obtained at a
background field of 4.5 T versus operating temperature. Again, the solid symbols represent the
measurements where a current sharing could be observed whereas the open symbols correspond to sudden voltage take-offs. Together with the experimental data the expected critical
current (including current dependent self-field contribution) is plotted as a solid line showing
that the measured quench currents are coming close to the expected ^ only in the lowcurrent/high-temperature region at the bottom right corner of the plot. At temperatures below
6.5 K however, the samples quenched up to 60 % below their expected critical currents. Also
plotted as a dashed line is the (upper) limiting current Ium [40,41] which separates the
'transition' from the 'ill-cooled' regime (cf. chapter 2.3.1). Operating at currents above the
limiting current, i.e. in the ill-cooled regime, means that the energy margin, which describes
the maximum disturbance energy which can be deposited in the conductor without quenching,
is governed only by the (very small) enthalpy of the strand material. As derived in
chapter 2.3.1, the limiting current is defined by:
I

!im(B'Top)-

Pw-h-Acu-(Tc(B)-T0V)
J

cu

(4.4)
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where Pw = 2.44 m is the wetted perimeter of the cable; h is the heat transfer coefficient
between strand and surrounding fluid; Acu = 46%mm2 the cross section of the stabilizer
material and pcu its resistivity; Top the operating temperature and Tc is the critical temperature
of the superconductor. Since the heat transfer coefficient can not be determined exactly in
large CICCs due to the large number of complicated flow paths within the cable bundle, a
more practical approach has been chosen instead introducing an effective heat transfer
coefficient. The limiting current plotted in Fig. 4.7 uses an effective heat transfer coefficient of
/?=1800Wmr2K-1. This is a reasonable value in comparison to the effective heat transfer
coefficients derived from other stability experiments on small scale CICCs, as reviewed by
Lue [64]. For Tcs measurements the situation is equivalent because here the temperature
approaches the 'limiting temperature' which can be deduced easily from eq. 4.4,
Pcu ' *o

T

lim(

)~TC

(4.5)

Pw-h-Ac

rather than the current sharing temperature Tcs.
The limiting current appears to be an upper limit for the transport current in the samples, since
no experiment could be performed where it was possible to exceed the limiting current.
However, in many experiments the samples quenched at currents below this line, indicating
that the limiting current is not the same in all experiments but varies with the operating
conditions. Furthermore, there seems to be also a lower boundary for the quench currents,
below which the conductor never quenched. A possible explanation for this observation is that
different current distributions with a varying number of current carrying strands are
responsible for the scattering of the quench currents. The minimum number of involved
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Figure 4.7 : Measured quench currents from lc and Tcs experiments of all
samples (scatter points) together with the theoretically expected critical
current (solid line) and limiting current for different heat transfer
coefficients at Bs = 4.5 T
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strands was found to be N~ 700. The dotted line in Fig. 4.7 corresponds to the limiting current
if only 700 strands are involved in carrying the transport current.
Fig's. 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10 prove that the same situation applies also for background field levels of
5.5 T, 7.0 T and 8.4T, respectively. Furthermore, these plots show clearly that all experiments
which displayed current sharing are experiments where the limiting current comes close to or
even exceeds the critical current, so that the critical current might be reached before the
conductor enters the ill-cooled regime where the slightest disturbance is sufficient to quench
the conductor. This becomes particularly obvious in Fig. 4.10 where at a background field of
8.4 T nearly all quench experiments above 5K showed a resistive transition with current
sharing whereas below 5 K the samples quenched with an abrupt voltage take-off. If a heat
transfer coefficient of h= lSOOWm^K"1 is assumed then for temperatures above 4.9 K the
critical current is reached before the limiting current, for temperatures below 4.9 K it is vice
versa.
Only recently it has been found that premature quenches in CICCs can be caused also by nonuniform current distributions among the strands. Since then, non-uniform current distributions
have become a widely acknowledged phenomenon in multi-strand superconducting cables
with a large number of strands and have been observed by several researchers (e.g. [27 - 30]).
The current distribution among the strands is largely determined by the resistance distribution
in the joints, the transverse resistivity of the cable and, during current ramp, by variations in
inductive coupling between individual strands [31]. It should be mentioned explicitly, that the
overall joint resistance does not affect the distribution, only the relative values to different
strands are important. A low resistive joint can produce as much (or more) non-uniformity
than a high resistive joint [26].
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Figure 4.8 : Measured quench currents from Ic and Tcs experiments of all
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Figure 4.9 : Measured quench currents from Ic and Tcs experiments of all
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For our samples the most likely cause of a non-uniform current distribution is an inhomogeneous contact resistance distribution in the joints, as we will discuss in the following
chapter. As pointed out in [26], the number of strands carrying a significant current depends
on the applied voltage, i.e. the current ramp rate (for /^measurements) and on the time the
current redistribution is in progress since the transport current has been kept constant (for Tcsmeasurements). This becomes clear if we consider a very simple two-strand circuit model
with one strand having a 'good' and one having a 'bad' contact as sketched in Fig. 4.11. The
'good' strand being connected at each end with a contact resistance of Rg = 0.\ jiQ, the 'bad'
strand with Rb=\ ]\!D.. For the sake of simplicity we assume that both strands have the same
inductance Ls. A voltage is applied to produce an overall current of 200 A and it is assumed
that none of the strands is critical. In Fig. 4.12 the currents flowing in the strands are plotted
for the case of a fast ramp rate (large voltage) and for the case of a slow ramp rate (low
voltage) illustrating that the difference in strand current is smaller if the ramp rate is higher.
As soon as the current ramp has finished and the overall current is kept constant (as in Tcsmeasurements) the influence of the inductive resistance is decreasing and the current
distribution is slowly adjusting according to the ratio of the ohmic resistances. The deviation
in current is growing with time.
This qualitative argumentation could be an explanation why the current distributions, and so
the number of 'involved' strands, are varying from experiment to experiment. In particular for
the ^-measurements the time between end-of-ramp and voltage take-off was varying from 1
to 12min depending on the actual operating conditions. As shown in the simple circuit model,
the higher the ramp rate the more uniform the current distribution. So, one would expect
larger quench currents for higher ramp rates and this was confirmed by experiment. At a
background field of 5.5 T, several /^.-measurements were carried out with different ramp rates
ranging from lOOA/s to 470 A/s. The experiments in question are indicated in Fig. 4.8 with
their corresponding ramp rates showing that with higher ramp rates indeed larger quench
currents are obtained.
The above mentioned results are strong indications that for these conductor specimen the
premature quenching problem is related to the fact whether the conductor is operated in the in
the ill-cooled regime or not. As soon as the conductor approaches the limiting current only the
heat capacity of the strands determines the stability margin which is as small as 0.2 Jkg^K" 1
at 4.5 K, thus making the conductor extremely vulnerable against disturbances. This is
particularly important for NbTi superconductors since the temperature margin, TC(B)-Top, is
relatively small as compared to M^Sn, due to a much lower critical field BC2 (BC2 = 11.5 T for

good" strand
L

R.

'bad" strand
R,

R,

Figure 4.11 : Equivalent circuit of a simple two-strand model with
two differently well connected strands
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150
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Figure 4.12 : Strand current evolutions for different ramp rates followed by
a constant overall current
NbTi as compared to Bc2 = 28 T for Nb3Sn) and critical temperature Tc (Tc = 9.2 K for NbTi as
compared to Tc= 18.3 K for Nb3Sn). For Nb3Sn the temperature margin is 2 to 3 times larger
leading to a 40 % - 70 % larger limiting current.
Nevertheless, even when operating in the ill-cooled regime a certain thermal disturbance must
be present to drive the strand temperature locally above Tcs leading subsequently to a quench.
In addition, in order to initiate a quench either Tcs must be exceeded simultaneously in a
substantial number of strands or the interstrand resistance between adjacent strands must be so
high that it prevents an effective current sharing among the strands whenever a strand exceeds
Tcs. Both aspects must be investigated in detail in order to find a plausible explanation for the
premature quenching problem by assessing possible disturbance sources and the interstrand
resistance. The following sub-chapter is dedicated to this investigation.

4.1.3 Possible Disturbance Sources
There are many possible sources which can in principle 'disturb' the normal operation of
superconductors. They are usually distinguished between transient and continuous
disturbances because of their largely different time scale. Continuous disturbances are caused
by quasi steady heat loads like overloads from poor joints, normal operation AC losses,
nuclear radiation, heat conduction or radiation from surrounding warm structures, etc. These
kinds of disturbances are usually rather predictable and can be avoided or reduced in most
cases by careful design. The transient disturbances on the other hand take place on the time
scale of milliseconds and are far less predictable. Their nature is not fully understood up to
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now [25]. In CICCs with sufficiently small filament diameter, which prevents flux jumps, they
are generally thought to be of mechanical origin, i.e. sudden strand movements due to the
electromagnetic forces acting on the cable bundle. As discussed in the previous chapter they
are responsible for some of the instabilities observed with the samples investigated here. But,
as outlined before, mechanical disturbances can certainly not account for the majority of the
premature quenches.
A reason for premature quenches in CICCs with a large number of strands can be a nonuniform current distribution among the strands. Several researchers reported on the observation of this effect ([27 - 30]). The current distribution among the strands is largely determined by the resistance distribution in the joints and the transverse resistivity of the cable.
Since the joints of the four sample conductors tested here are not filled with solder but have
only a very thin solder coating on the outside of the cable (see chapter 3.2.1) an uneven
contact resistance distribution between the strands and the copper termination is very likely.
Once a current distribution is established, any change of this distribution causes inevitably an
additional heat generation in the cable since current has to pass the normal conducting matrix
on its way from one superconducting strand to another. A current redistribution can become
dangerous in terms of stability when the transfer current flowing in the strand matrices
produces more Joule heat than can be removed via the strand surfaces by the coolant. This
becomes the case if the affected strand is in the ill-cooled regime and the transverse resistance
inhibits an effective current sharing between the strands.
A current redistribution can be forced by either time-varying or static conditions. Timevarying conditions, applicable to the test set-up considered here, are:
1. Increasing transport current, while keeping the background field and the operating
temperature constant, i.e. /c-measurement. Due to the non-uniform current distribution
some strands are loaded with their critical current already at low transport currents. So an
increasing current causes these strands to pass the excess current through the copper into
other, less loaded strands.
2. Increasing operating temperature, while the transport current and the background field
are kept constant, i.e. T^-measurements. Since the critical current is decreasing with
increasing temperature, the strands which are loaded with the largest current have to
distribute the excess current, Iop-IC(T), to other strands when the operating temperature is
increased and the condition Iop = Ic(T) is reached locally in a strand.
Static conditions under which a permanent current re-partition takes place are:
1. Magnetic Field gradient along the conductor. Due to design reasons of the SULTAN
facility the distance between the middle of the high field region and the far end of the lower
joint of the sample is about 1 m. Along this length the field varies from practically 0 T up to
the operating field level. Fig. 4.13 shows the field distribution along the conductor axis at a
field level of 8.4 T together with the longitudinal extension of the bottom part of the
sample. The field is symmetric with respect to the magnetic center at r = 0. The field
gradient at the conductor-joint connection is roughly 14T/m. It has been shown [65] that
voltages occur along the superconductor which originate from the current redistribution
across the matrix metals (caused by the magnetic field dependency of the critical current)
in the region where the magnetic field changes largely assuming an initial non-uniform
current distribution.
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Figure 4.13 : Distribution of the SULTAN background field between the
magnetic center and the lower joint at a field level of 8.4 T

2. Effect of Joint. The presence of a normal conducting joint or current lead forces the whole
current to enter (or to leave) the superconductor. This process is called current transfer. The
current transfer does not take place in a single spot but is distributed over a more or less
large length minimizing the total transfer resistance. This length, determined for single
superconducting wires by the ratio between transverse and longitudinal conductivity [66],
is called the current transfer length. Thus, voltages are usually observed along a
superconductor in the vicinity of a joint.
Voltage measurements across several superconducting sections of the samples at constant
transport current revealed substantial resistive voltages along the conductor spreading well
into the high field region. This is a proof that current redistribution processes are indeed
taking place under static conditions in the specimen regarded here. Fig. 4.14 shows
schematically the measured voltages at different sections of sample B and C at a background
field of 8.4 T and a transport current of 35.9 kA. Since the distribution of the current flowing
in the copper matrix is caused by the combined influence of different effects, an empirical
approach has been chosen to describe the current versus distance from the joint quantitatively.
The best agreement with the measured data of sample C, for which the most data are
available, could be found with the following exponential relationship (similar as in [3]):
Im(x) = 199.5 A • exp(-x / 0.168m)

(4.6)

where Im is the current flowing in the copper matrix and x the distance from the joint. Then,
the voltage V(xj,X2) measured across a certain length, X2~xj, of the superconductor is given
by:
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Figure 4.14 : Measured voltages across different section of two samples at 8.4 T
and 35.9 kA (test arrangement shown schematically)

(4.7)

where xj, %2 are the positions of the voltage taps between which the voltage is detected, Am is
the matrix cross section of the cable and pm is the matrix resistivity. Table. 4.1 shows that the
calculated voltages are in good agreement with the measured voltages from sample C. A
similar relationship can be found also for the other three samples.
Table 4.1: Measured and calculated voltages across different
sections of sample C in the vicinity of the lower joint for an
experiment performed at a background field of 8.4 T and with
constant operating current of 35.9 kA.
Xl

'meas

Vcalc

AV

[mm]

[mm]

[|1V]

\m

[%]

0

840

39.25

33.72

-14

110

315

11.24

12.44

11

210

630

8.65

8.94

3

420

528

1.37

1.33

-3

In order to get an idea about the amount of heating power produced in the conductor due to
the static current redistribution effects, the ohmic losses in the cable close to the joint can be
calculated by

&L.\ll(x)dx

(4.8)

yielding about 3.4 mW, which is negligible in terms of additional heating as compared to the
several Watts produced by the joints. However, it is not evenly distributed among the total
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strand volume and could increase the strand temperature locally, depending on the local
cooling conditions.
Non-uniform current distributions in large CICC conductors do not inevitably lead to a
premature quench of the whole cable as soon as anyone of its strands is approaching its
critical value. It is a question whether the quenching strand can transfer its current quickly
enough to the neighboring strands which are less loaded. It has been shown [67] that the
ability of current redistribution among strands is governed by the contact resistance and the
thermal conductivity among the strands. From the viewpoint of stability against local
disturbances it is preferable to have a small contact resistance and small thermal conductivity.
Since the interstrand contact or transverse resistance plays such an important role, it has been
experimentally assessed on a 40 cm long spare piece of conductor C which was investigated at
the Applied Superconductivity Centre of the University of Twente (NL) [68].
The strand-to-strand contact resistance was measured at 4.2 K with a four-wire-method by
applying currents up to 50 A to the selected strands. Twelve strands from all five cable stages
were selected according to the schematic view depicted in Fig. 4.15. All resistances were
measured with respect to one strand (strand no.l). The resistance between strands was
measured on one side of the jacketed cable, while the other end of the cable was cut by
electric erosion. A DC background field was also applied in order to investigate its influence
on the total resistance in the current loop. The interstrand resistance Rc is calculated by

[On]

(4.9)

where Fis the measured voltage; /the applied current through the selected strand combination
and / = 40 cm is the length of the specimen. Although they have the same units Rc is not
identical with the transverse resistivity pj_ used for the calculation of AC losses. Rc is the
transverse resistance for a unit length.

12

Figure 4.15 : Schematic view of the cabling geometry and the strands which have been
contacted for the interstrand contact resistance measurements
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The contact resistance is independent of the sample current in the range of 10 to 60 A, i.e. far
below Ic. From Fig. 4.16 it can be seen that the contact resistance for strand combination 1-3
with 7=50 A increases linearly with a slope of 3.5 n£2m/T when the background field is raised
from 0 to 1.33 T. This effect can be qualitatively attributed to the magneto-resistance of the
copper stabilizer. In Table 4.2 and Fig. 4.17 the results of all Rc measurements at 0T are
gathered. An interstrand resistance result is the average of two measured Rc data. The
interstrand resistances are increasing from 422 nQm in the first stage triplet up to 1068 nQm
in the last stage (inter-petal) which corresponds to an increase of 150 %. The role of the inner
spiral for current redistribution effects is completely negligible as the contact resistance
between strand no.l and the inner spiral is a factor of more than 6000 larger than the
interstrand values.
In order to assess these Rc results they have to be compared with the data of other
experiments. There are only a very few Rc data available for large NbTi CICCs. Most of the
publications deal with single crossing interstrand resistances (e.g. [69-71]) and/or chromium
plated wires. The only results on a multi-strand bare NbTi cable with comparable configuration and geometry (but only 36 strands) have been published in [72]. Despite a high resistive
Cu/Ni barrier around the filamentary zone the authors found an interstrand resistance of only
42.6 nQm for the first cabling stage which is about 10 times lower than the value found in the
conductors used for this experiment. Even in comparison with the NbsSn CIC conductor
produced for the 1TER central solenoid model coil, which has the identical conductor
geometry and number of strands as our conductor specimen but the strands are coated with a
2 |im thick high resistive chromium layer, the average intra-petal interstrand resistance of the
cycled conductor without load [73] is about 10 % smaller than the resistance which was found
for our bare NbTi conductor. From this comparison it can be seen that the interstrand
resistance of the NbTi conductor samples considered here is very high. Since neither internal
barriers nor any surface plating are present the most likely reason for the high Rc is a copper

428
measured data

427

- linear fit (R2=0.97)
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425
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R = 3.46 nQ m/T * B + 421.2 nn m
418
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Figure 4.16: The contact resistance for strand combination 1-3 versus
applied DC magnetic field with a strand current of 50 A
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Table 4.2: Average interstrand contact resistance for different
cabling stages in absence of a DC background field
Stand combination
1 -2
1 -3
1 -4
1 -5
1-6
1 -7
1-8
1-9
1-10
1-11
1 - 12

Cabling stage
1
1
2
2
3
4
4
5
5
5
5

Rc [nOra]
422
579
502
644
681
814
634
947
1068
942

oxide layer on the strand surface. The amount of natural oxidation on bare NbTi wires can
have a large influence on the interstrand resistance as observed by several researchers [71,72].
A high degree of oxidation on the strand surface was not only observed by visual inspection
but also quantitatively confirmed by Auger electron spectroscopy [68]. Fig. 4.18 shows the
atomic concentration of four elements versus depth from the surface of the conductor. The
data in the plot are an average of measurements from two different positions on one piece of
strand. The material analyses prove that the concentration of oxygen is quite high up to a
considerable depth of the copper. Highly remarkable is the presence of zinc. The amount of
Zn could be one of the reasons for the relatively high amount of oxygen also deeper inside the
copper stabilizer because Zn is known to be a better binder of oxygen than copper [68]. The
reason for the zinc contamination is not clear yet and still under investigation at the
manufacturer. It was probably introduced during the wire drawing process.
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Figure 4.17: Contact resistances for topologically different strand
combinations
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Figure 4.18: Result of the Auger analysis in atomic concentration
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Figure 4.19: Contact resistances for different strand combinations
before and after heat treatment
It has been shown [74] that the interstrand contact resistance of multi-strand cables with bare
Cu matrix can be reduced by roughly one order of magnitude by exposing the conductor to a
heat treatment under vacuum. The authors verified that the contacts between strands close
hermetically under pressure. Micro-contacts are flattened and oxygen easily diffuses from the
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contact surface deeper inside the matrix. As no additional oxygen can reach the contact, the
concentration of oxygen in the contact area drops and so does Rc.
For that reason the conductor sample used for the Rc determination was heat treated at 100 °C
for 1 h in vacuum at Twente University. Right after the heat treatment the Rc measurement
was repeated yielding only a 25 % decrease of the interstrand resistance. Fig. 4.19 shows the
contact resistance before and after heat treatment at B = 0T for all strand combinations. It
seems that a heat treatment temperature of 100 °C is not effective to reduce the Rc
significantly. It is assumed [68] that a considerable decrease of Rc can be achieved only by
increasing the heat treatment temperature up to more than 150 °C, i.e. above the softening
temperature of the stabilizer. It should be mentioned that such a heat treatment was not
possible for the four conductor samples tested in SULTAN, because it would have damaged
the sensors.
Based on the assumption that the large interstrand contact resistance prevents a substantial
current sharing among the strands it is interesting to investigate what happens to a single
strand of a CICC which is reaching its maximum current, i.e. its critical current, long before
the cable Ic is reached due to a severe current non-uniformity among the strands. A further
increase of the cable transport current leads to a further increase of the current in the
considered strand forcing an increasing fraction of the current to flow in the Cu matrix. The
excess current produces Joule heating within the strand, thus rising the strand temperature
which then causes a decrease of the critical current, i.e. forcing more current to flow in the
resistive matrix which again increases the strand temperature still further. This may eventually
cause an avalanche of heat generation if the produced heat cannot be conducted away fast
enough by the surrounding helium. This process can be thought of as a positive feedback loop,
which is similar - but of different origin - to the effect of flux jumping within a
superconductor (described in [3]).
In order to see whether a single quenching strand can be stabilized by the surrounding helium
let us consider one typical measurement as an example: In an Ic experiment carried out at a
background field of 5.5 T the quench occurred in sample B at / g = 63.0kA with the sample
temperature just before quench being at 4.77 K. The current ramp rate was dl/dt = 363 A/s and
the expected critical current is 149.2 kA. The critical current of a single strand at 4.77 K and
Btot = 6.52 T is 250 A. Let us assume a linear current ramp in the strand
=

(4.10)

c •t

with c = 1.44 A/s derived under the assumption that all strands involved in the current
transport, in this case 252, were carrying their critical current when the conductor quenched.
The current in the superconducting filaments does not generate any losses, it is only the excess
current, lst{t)-Ic{T), flowing in the copper matrix which produces Joule heating. Since in most
practical cases the critical current IC(T) is a linear function of the temperature, the heating
power per unit strand volume can be written
0

if

Is!(t)-IC(TO)-

q(t,T) =
Pa

\-:

Ist(t)<Ic(T);T<Tc

if IJt)>IC(I)

cs

;TCS<T<TC(B)

if Ic(T) = 0; i.e. T>Tc(B)

(4.11)
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where pcu and Acu are the matrix resistivity and matrix cross section, respectively; Ast is the
strand cross section; To is an arbitrary temperature below T and Tc is the critical temperature at
the given field level. The bottom equation assumes that the current flows solely in the copper
matrix, since the normal state resistivity of NbTi is much larger than the one of copper.
The heating power must be removed via the strand surface into the surrounding helium.
Temperature gradients within the strand cross section are completely negligible due to the
good thermal conductivity of copper and the small dimensions of the strand. This fact is
confirmed by the magnitude of the dimensionless Biot number Bi, which describes the ratio
between the thermal resistance to conduction within the solid and the resistance to convection
across the fluid boundary layer:
hi

Bi = ^

k

A

~3-\0-4

(4.12)

where h is the fluid heat transfer coefficient, k is the thermal conductivity of a solid body and
Lc is the so-called characteristic length of the solid, defined as the ratio of the solid's volume
to surface area. As the Biot number is much smaller than ~0.1 the lumped capacitance method
(e.g. [45]) is applicable which assumes a spatially uniform temperature distribution radially in
the strand. Assuming a constant helium temperature which always stays at
77/er^ = ^7/e(^= 0) = 4.77K (which implies in fact a very large flow velocity or an infinite
heat capacity which is a fair approximation here because the heat capacity of He is about 400
times larger than the specific heat of copper at 5 K) the transient heat conduction problem can
be simply described by a zero-dimensional differential equation based on energy conservation:
cp-~
at

+ h-^T-(T-THe)

= q(t,T)

(4.13)

ACU

where cp is the volumetric specific heat of NbTi/Cu; h is the heat transfer coefficient (assumed
to be constant) and Pw is the wetted perimeter of the strand. Since q contains a quadratic term
and changes its functional behaviour (see eq. 4.11) the above equation has to be solved
numerically. Fig.4.20 shows the evolution of the strand temperature for h= lOOOWrrr^K"1
with / = 0 being the moment when the strand reaches its critical current. For roughly the next
2.8 s the strand temperature remains nearly constant and then jumps quasi instantaneously (see
inset) up to 33 K. Fig. 4.21 shows the corresponding evolution of the strand current, as well as
the current flowing in the superconductor and the current in the copper matrix. The strand
current increases linearly starting at Ist(t = 0) = Ic(4JlK).
Due to a small but continuous
increase of the strand temperature the current flowing in the superconducting filaments is
decreasing and eventually dropping abruptly to zero. In the meanwhile, the current flowing in
the copper matrix starts a t / w ( ? = 0) = 0A increasing faster and faster until it approaches the
strand current when the current in the superconducting filaments drops to zero.
The time when the strand quenches depends on the current ramp rate and on the value
assumed for the heat transfer coefficient but varies only between 1.1s and 4.2 s when the heat
transfer coefficient is varied within the reasonable range of 400 - lSOOWm^K"1. It is
interesting to see from this example calculation that it takes a current of less than 4 A (ranging
between 1.6 A and 5.5 A when varying h) flowing as transfer current in the matrix (which is a
fraction of 1.6 % of the strand current in the case regarded here) to fully quench the strand and
to raise its temperature to a level where the neighboring strands will quench too due to heat
conduction. These considerations demonstrate that, if a quench is initiated in a single strand
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and the excess current cannot be distributed effectively, i.e. fast enough, to neighboring
strands due to a high contact resistance, it is possible that it will trigger a (premature) quench
of the whole cable.
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If we summarize the above discussion on the different disturbance sources being present in
our test set-up, it can be concluded, that strongly inhomogeneous current distributions in
combination with
a) high interstrand contact resistances preventing an effective current transfer between the
strands
b) a current transfer length reaching into the high field region caused by the vicinity of the
lower joint
c) a strong field gradient causing additional current transfer
cause very likely thermal disturbances which are responsible for the observed highly unstable
operation of the conductor as soon as the limiting current is approached.
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4.2 Pulse Field Experiments
In order to assess the stability limits of our conductor samples, thermal disturbances were
applied to the strand bundle over a length of about 40 cm. The energy deposition was
performed inductively by means of a pulsed magnetic field applied to the conductor section.
The amount of disturbance energy was increased successively from experiment to experiment
until the disturbance was large enough to cause a quench.
All pulse field experiments carried out in the SULTAN facility were performed with the pulse
field coils which produce a time-varying magnetic field perpendicular to the conductor axis. In
connection with a large capacitor bank either a single full sinusoidal field pulse of 100 ms
duration or a single half sinusoidal field sweep of 50 ms duration can be produced. An example
is shown in Fig. 4.22 for both pulse types where the measured excitation current of the pulse
field coils and the applied voltage is given as a function of time. A slight attenuation of the
amplitude can be seen for the full sine pulse, which is caused by an ohmic loop resistance of
37mQ (at temperatures below 20 K). The amplitude of the pulse current is proportional to the
charging voltage of the capacitor bank. Since the pulse field amplitude is a linear function of
the excitation current given by the geometry of the pulse coil, the pulse field amplitude Bpu is
proportional to the capacitor charging voltage VCh :
Bpu =7.946-10-*-Vch

(4.14)

with Vcfj in Volts and Bpu in Tesla.
The changing transverse magnetic field produces mainly two types of electromagnetic losses
which are specific for multifilament/multistrand superconductors [75]. First of all there are the
hysteresis losses. They are explained in the frame of the critical-state model (Bean model [76])
due to the occurrence of magnetic field history dependent flux density profiles across the
superconductor. A second source for losses are the coupling current losses. The time-varying
magnetic field causes eddy current loops. The induced currents flow partly along the
superconducting filaments and partly across the resistive matrix, where Joule heat is generated.
If the coupling currents are flowing within an individual strand the losses are called intra-strand
coupling losses in contrast to inter-strand coupling losses if the loss mechanism is referred to
coupling currents flowing between different strands. Due to their eddy current nature the
coupling current losses per cycle vary with the frequency of the AC field as well as with the
transverse resistivity of the copper matrix and the interstrand contact resistance, respectively.
Due to the relatively small filament diameter and the large twist pitch of the last cabling stage,
the coupling losses are the dominant effect in modern large multi-strand cables as we will see
in the following sub-chapter. The eddy currents produced in the normal conducting
components of the conductor such as the stainless steel conduit and the central channel are
negligible due to the relatively high resistivity of steel at cryogenic temperatures. Additional
flux-flow losses called dynamic resistance losses, are created in presence of a substantial
transport current caused if the critical current density is locally exceeded. This leads to a
current re-partition between the filaments as well as between the strands of a cable creating
further losses in the normal conducting current transfer region characterized by the current
transfer length.
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4.2.1 AC Loss Measurements
In order to examine the hysteresis and coupling current losses of our conductor in detail, a
spare 40 cm long piece of conductor C (spiral as central channel) has been sent to the
University of Twente , which is equipped with the appropriate facility to perform calorimetric
boil-off measurements for an accurate AC loss evaluation on large superconducting cables. The
experimental set-up as well as the description of the specimen and the results are described in
detail in [68]. Here only the most important results are outlined.
All measurements were carried out at liquid helium temperature (atmospheric pressure bath). A
sinusoidally changing field was applied perpendicular to the specimen axis with an amplitude of
J5 a =400mT. The tests were performed in a constant background field of 5^ c =l T oriented
also perpendicularly to the sample axis. No transport current was applied. By measuring the
amount of evaporated helium under equilibrium conditions the AC power loss could be
determined calorimetrically.
The AC loss per cycle was assessed as a function of the frequency at constant amplitude of the
applied AC field. The results are presented in Fig. 4.23. At very low frequencies, as used in
these experiments (co t < 0.2), the coupling loss per unit volume of strands and per cycle
increases linearly with the frequency / = co/(27r) and the square of the amplitude of the AC
magnetic field Ba:
n• Bn • co• nx
—

Mo

\TI
J/,
J/

L

((

m

3
•

where Ba -sin(cot) is the applied field and n is the shape factor, with n = 1/(1 — Z)). The
demagnetization factor D is 0.5 for a wire with circular cross-section in a uniform transverse
field [75]. Thus, the shape factor amounts to n-2. The fraction of the strand volume involved
in the loss creation is supposed to be included in n [77]. The time constant r is the decay time
constant of the induced coupling currents. For a round multifilament wire in a perpendicularly
applied field the time constant is written as

AfV]2

2-Pl

(4.16)

\2K)

where Lp is the twist pitch and p± is the effective electrical resistivity in the transverse
direction. The slope a of the linear section of the qCpi(f) curve at low frequencies provides
the characteristic nrvalue :
(4.17)
For small values of Ba the nrvalue can be used for AC loss calculations only in the low
frequency range with co t < 0.2. For larger COT, the coupling currents show a skin effect-like
behaviour shielding more and more of the interior of the conductor from the applied field
leading to a strongly non-linear dependence of coupling losses. For larger Ba values, eq.'s 4.15
and 4.17 remain valid only for small dBa/dt. With increasing dBjdt more and more filament
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Figure 4.22-a: Single foil sinusoidal field pulse.
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Figure 4.22-b: Single half sinusoidal field pulse.
The solid line represents the evolution of the excitation current flowing in
the pulse coil (ref. left axis). The dashed line shows the according voltage
measured across the pulse coil terminals (ref. right axis). The current
shown here produces a magnetic field with an amplitude of 0.8 T.
layers are saturated by the coupling currents leading to the saturation losses, which become
eventually frequency independent.
The best linear fit for the total loss is also displayed in Fig. 4.23. It can be obtained simply with
linear regression and was found to be
q(ot = a • f +18.484 mJ/cm3 .
(4.18)
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With a = 339.34 mJ/(cm -Hz) and eq. 4.17 the coupling current time constant of the whole
cable amounts to
T

= 67.5 ms

,

thus yielding an nr value of
« r = 135ms .
As pointed out in [77] in case of multistage cables many different current loops are created by
strand-to-strand crossover contacts everywhere in the cable. In general there exists a large
number of different coupling current loops having different time constants and each linking a
different volume fraction of the cable. Under the simplifying assumption that all the strands and
successive stages running side to side inside the conductor experience a uniform contact
resistance along the length of the cable, it has been shown by [78] that the overall n rvalue at
low frequencies is the sum of the nxi related to each individual cabling stage i
N

(4.19)
i=0

where «r 0 characterizes the time constant of the single strand and N is the number of cabling
stages of the conductor. Since the measured effective nrvalue of the cable has been
determined at the low frequency limit it can be considered as the summation of the n rvalues
of all cabling stages.
The cabling configuration of the conductor regarded here is identical to the full-size NbaSn
conductor of the ITER central solenoid model coil (CS1.1) which has also been tested at
Twente [73,77]. The intra-petal contact resistance of the ITER conductor, which has been
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Figure 4.23: Calorimetrically measured total AC loss per cm3 strand
volume and cycle versus the frequency of the applied transversal field for
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subjected several times to a transverse mechanical load, varies between 560 and 814nQm
(without applied load) [73] and is therefore comparable with the intra-petal contact resistance
of our NbTi conductor (see chapter 4.1.3). However, the inter-petal contact resistance Rc of
the CS1.1 conductor varies in the range between 37 and 41 jj.Qm which is roughly 50 times
larger than measured for the corresponding resistance of our conductor. The n rvalue of the
CS1.1 conductor was found to be «2" = 33ms, that means about 4 times smaller than in our
case, although the intra-petal Rc is in the same range for both conductors. This can be
attributed to the absence of the high resistive stainless steel tape wrapping around the last-butone cabling stage of our conductor. With other words, the coupling loss of the last cabling
stage of the NbTi conductor is responsible for the drastic increase in the total nz and
therefore for the coupling current losses by a factor of 4. The dominant role of the last cabling
stage in terms of coupling losses is plausible because of the large twist pitch of 410 mm which
is about 3 times larger as compared with the second largest cabling stage twist pitch. From
eq. 4.16 it can be seen that the time constant increases with the square of the twist length.
Since the transverse resistivity increases only by roughly a factor of 2 while Lp increases by a
factor of 9 as compared with the last-but-one cable stage it becomes obvious that the last cable
stage contribution dominates the total losses. By contrast, for the ITER conductor with a high
resistive steel tape wrapped around the last-but-one stage, the inter-petal coupling loss is
almost completely cut off.
From the experimental result we can also deduce the hysteresis loss qhyS [J/(m3 cycle)] by
extrapolating the total loss to f—> 0 yielding
qtys «18.5mJ/cm 3 .
With this experimental determination of the hysteresis loss the effective filament diameter deff
can be derived. The effective filament diameter dejf is a measure of filament coupling due to
bridging or proximity effects. Since the AC loss measurements were carried out at very low
frequencies so that no shielding effects of the cable are present, the hysteresis loss calculation
for a single filament is applicable. Since the penetration field Bp for a round filament in a
perpendicular applied field with
Bp=^-Vo-defrJc(Bdc>Top)*0.\6T

(4.20)

for Bdc - I T and Top=4.2 K is smaller than the peak-to-peak pulse amplitude Bm of the applied
field being Bm - 2 • Ba - 0.8 T, the hysteresis loss per unit filament volume can be expressed
by [79]

[j/(m3-cycle)] . (4.21)
With the experimentally determined value for q^,s an effective filament diameter of
deff<v 32 jam
can be derived. This value is of the same order as the geometrical filament diameter of 20
provided by the manufacturer, confirming that the NbTi wire is indeed able to remove the heat
generation produced by flux motion, which means that no flux jumping will occur (cf.
chapter 1.1, p. 10).
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The AC losses increase when in addition to alternating external fields a stationary transport
current is flowing through the conductor [80,81]. Possible contributions to the increase are:
• increased hysteresis losses due to the modification of the flux density profiles by the
transport current
• dynamic resistance losses which are generated where the superposition of transport and
screening currents exceeds the magnetic field dependent local critical current density
• the enhanced inter-strand coupling loss due to a decreased contact resistance caused by the
Lorentz force acting on the contacts of the cable

4.2.2 Pulse Energy Calibration Measurements
In order to estimate the energy which is deposited when a transverse field pulse is applied to
the samples, several calibration measurements have been carried out in SULTAN. The pulse
energy Ep deposited in a sample is determined calorimetrically by integrating the product of
mass flow and enthalpy increase of the coolant:
CO

Ep = \m(t)ih(t)-h0)dt
o

(4.22)

where m(t) is the mass flow rate; h(t) the actual enthalpy of the helium being at temperature
T(t) and ho the helium enthalpy before the pulse. The enthalpy is calculated by using the
software routine HEPAK [82]. For the temperature measurement the CGR temperature
sensors TI954G and TI953G were used (see Fig. 3.19). They are located behind the manifold,
downstream of the sample sensing the 'common' temperature of the total amount of helium,
i.e. the equilibrium temperature of the helium of the annular space and the helium of the central
channel which might be different as the energy deposited in the strands is removed only by the
helium in the annular space. In normal operation the sample is cooled with the He-inlet being at
the lower joint. The helium and therefore also the heat leaves the conductor via the upper
terminations which are in thermal (and electrical) contact with the separately cooled copper
terminals of the superconducting transformer. This would lead to a drastic underestimation of
the deposited energy since part of the heat is removed by the transformer cooling circuit. For
that reason the cooling of the transformer terminations has been stopped during the calibration
experiments. The effectiveness of this action has been verified by using the special situation of
sample D when the central channel was blocked so that all helium had to pass the annular
region. In this single-flow case the temperature sensors T-D2 and T-Dl measure the
temperature of all helium 80 cm and 180 cm, respectively, behind the heated zone, but in front
of the upper termination. The energy measured with T-D2 and T-Dl showed a deviation of
only 4% in comparison with the results obtained with TI 953.
Fig.'s 4.24 to 4.27 show separately for each sample the measured pulse energies Ep as a
function of the applied pulse amplitude Bpu for both full and half sine pulses. Neither a DC
background field nor a transport current was applied in these experiments. Since the coupling
current loss — which dominates the total AC losses, as shown in the previous subchapter —
increases with the square of the amplitude of the magnetic field the measured data points have
been fitted with square functions of the type kf • Bpu where k/ is the fitting parameter. The
functions are also presented. They match well with the experimental results. The best fitting
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parameters kf are printed close to the corresponding curve. By comparing the results of the
four samples, differences in the pulse energy of up to 18 % between the different samples can
be observed. The main reason for the deviations is most likely the large local scattering of the
interstrand resistance due to an uneven oxidation process of the strand surfaces. Since the
coupling current losses are inversely proportional to the transverse resistivity (see eq.'s 4.15
and 4.16), this has a strong influence on the overall AC losses.
Often the disturbance energy is expressed in terms of deposited energy per unit strand volume
for better comparison with the results of other stability experiments. Obviously, only the strand
volume which is exposed to the alternating field has to be considered. The pulse field
distribution along the sample axis is presented in Fig. 3.18 in chapter 3.3.3 showing that a
length of about 40 cm is subjected to the non-homogeneous pulse field. Since the AC losses
vary with the field amplitude the energy density is not constant over the affected length but
drops from a maximum value at the center of the pulse coil to zero at the outer regions. What
can be measured by calorimetric means is only the spatial integral of this energy distribution.
Thus, as an approximation, an effective heated length If, is defined as the length over which all
energy with a constant energy density is deposited. As shown before, the coupling current loss
is the dominant source of the total AC losses for our conductor at a pulse frequency of 10 Hz.
Therefore, as a good approximation the deposited pulse energy can be taken as being proportional to the square of the pulse field amplitude. The spatial distribution of Bpu is shown in
Fig. 4.28 as a solid line. The effective heated length lh is derived by the determination of the
B2udx (which is proportional to

width of an equivalent rectangle comprising the same area I
J—GO

^

the coupling current loss in Joule) and having the same height as the

distribution in the
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Figure 4.24: Results of the calorimetric pulse energy calibration of sample
A and best fits for both half and full sinusoidal field pulse with no applied
background field and no transport current
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center region. The rectangular distribution is plotted as a dotted line. The equivalent length
was found to be
lh= 335.4 mm .
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Figure 4.25: Results of the calorimetric pulse energy calibration of sample B
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Figure 4.26: Results of the calorimetric pulse energy calibration of sample C
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Figure 4.27: Results of the calorimetric pulse energy calibration of sample D
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Figure 4.28: Squared pulse field distribution along the sample axis (solid line) and
the equivalent rectangular distribution comprising the same area (dotted line)
Now, the results of the calorimetric measurements can be compared with the theoretical
predictions, if some simplifying assumptions are being made. If we assume that the majority of
the coupling current losses are created by the last cabling stage due to its large twist pitch, so
that the losses can be associated with a single nr value of nz = 135ms, we can consider the
cable as a single round multifilamentary strand with an equivalent critical current density being
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the critical current density averaged over the total cable cross section. Then, a uniform external
time-varying field, Be(t), produces screening currents of cosine distribution within the cable.
The resulting internal field B\(t) is also uniform and is linked to the external field by the
following differential equation [3]

Bi^Be-T'Bi

(4.23)

where r is the coupling current time constant. For a single sinusoidal external field pulse
[BDU- sin(co t)
Be(t) = \
[0

for 0 < t < 2KICO
(4.24)
otherwise

the above mentioned differential equation can be solved analytically yielding the internal field
/T

+ sin(coi)-{(0^)' - cos(a>i) 1 for 0 < t < 2x1co
(4.25)

Bt(t) =
_ . x ~
1 + CO2T2

, w

for t > 2x1co

v

The energy density ep dissipated in a round conductor (strictly speaking in a round strand) by
the coupling currents can be expressed by [3]:
00

e =2 — -\Bfdt
Mo 0J

.

(4.26)

The hysteresis losses must be also taken into account. Since screening currents play a significant role (<2>r«4for a pulse frequency of 10 Hz) the hysteresis loss is not frequency
independent anymore but is reduced to about 30 % of its low frequency value according to
[83] due to the skin effect-like screening behaviour of the coupling currents. The expected
results for the AC losses on the basis of the measured time constant and the above mentioned
assumptions for a single full sinusoidal field sweep as described by eq. 4.26 are shown in
Fig. 4.29 as a solid line. For comparison, the calorimetrically measured pulse energies gained
from a single full sinusoidal field sweep scaled to the effective heated volume are also plotted
exemplary for sample C. Despite some simplifying assumptions the theoretical and
experimental results agree reasonably well.
The AC loss dependence on the background field level has been investigated in some
experiments. For example, in case of sample C, the measured pulse energies for three different
pulse amplitudes (1000V, 800V and 600V full sine pulse) are plotted in Fig. 4.30 as a function
of the background field level. There was no transport current applied. A strong decrease of the
deposited energy with increasing field can be observed. At equal pulse conditions the deposited
energy declines by a factor of ~2.7 when the background field level is raised from 0 T to 5.5 T.
This tendency can be explained with two effects. First of all, the resistivity of the copper matrix
is increasing by a factor of 3.2 at cryogenic temperatures due to the magnetoresistance when
the field is raised from 0 T to 5.5 T. Since the coupling current losses are inversely proportional
to the transverse resistivity according to eq.'s 4.15 and 4.16 an increase of the transverse
resistivity must result in lower losses even though the transverse resistivity is not only
determined by the copper resistivity but also by the resistivity of the contact surfaces.
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Figure 4.29: Comparison of the theoretically expected total AC losses
created by a single full sinusoidal pulse sweep (solid line) and the
calorimetrically measured total AC losses scaled to the effective heated
volume (solid circles) exemplary for sample C
Secondly, the hysteresis losses (for Bm»Bp)
also decrease by roughly a factor of 3 due to a
reduced penetration field Bp (see eq.'s 4.20 and 4.21) because the critical current density is
declining with increasing field.
If, in addition to a background field, a transport current is flowing in the sample when a
transverse field pulse is applied, the situation again changes. Due to the presence of the
transport current two additional loss mechanisms occur. These two losses are the
magnetization and the dynamic resistance loss [80]. They are powered by the power supply
generating the changing field and the DC current source, respectively. It has been shown [80]
that the effect of the DC transport current on the total transient field losses qtot at sufficiently
fast field change rates (which is the case for our experiments vnthf= 10 Hz) is approximately
given by

with i being the ratio Illc between transport and critical current.
A pulse field experiment with a half sinusoidal field sweep of amplitude Bpu = 0.8 T applied to
sample C in a background field of 5 ^ = 5 . 5 T and carrying a DC transport current of 7=50 kA
yielded a pulse energy of 91J. For comparison, the same field pulse applied to the conductor at
the same background field level but without transport current resulted in an energy deposition
of only 60 J, i.e. in presence of a 50 kA transport current the losses increased by 50 %. With an
operating temperature of 4.7 K and eq. 4.3 a critical current of 158.2 kA is expected at this
background field level yielding z'=0.32, so a total loss increase of about only 10% would be
expected according to relation 4.27. This large discrepancy is another indication that the
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Figure 4.30: Pulse energy dependence on the background field level
exemplary shown for sample C in absence of a transport current
current is not uniformly distributed among the strands (cf. chapter 4.1.3), but some strands are
carrying a current far above average, so that their IIIC ratio is much closer to 1 resulting in
larger losses.
As the strong dependence of the AC losses caused by transverse field pulses on the transport
current is probably caused by an uneven current distribution among the strands, the correlation
cannot be expressed accurately. An individual calibration of each sample for all field pulse
amplitudes and shapes at each background field and transport current level was not possible
within the given tight experimental period of time. Thus, the disturbances (= field pulses)
applied for the stability experiments described in the following chapter are, whenever possible,
expressed in terms of the peak-to-peak pulse amplitude AB rather than the energy. The pulse
field amplitude AB is an adequate measure as it describes unambiguously the size of the
disturbance. Wherever it is necessary to express the disturbance in terms of an energy density
an extrapolation based on the available data is used.

4.2.3 Dynamic Resistance Measurements
During pulse field experiments in presence of a transport current, an additional, time varying
resistance was observed in the conductor. This resistance was indirectly detected by its
influence on the current decay time. The change of the transport current, AI, is monitored by
means of the Rogowski coil. By integrating the Rogowski voltage the change of the transport
current can be measured. The pulse field experiments were carried out in the primary mode of
the transformer (see chapter 3.6.2). For that the transport current was ramped up first to a
certain value /#. Then, while keeping the primary current of the superconducting transformer
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constant, the secondary current, i.e. the current in the sample, decayed with the natural time
constant zd of the system. The time constant xd was determined by the ratio of the
inductance L of the circuit and the total loop resistance RQ. About 300 ms after the decay had
started a field pulse was applied. Fig. 4.31 shows the temporal change in current of a series of
experiments at i?^ c =4.5T and an initial transport current of 7o=4OkA (at ?=0). Single full
sinusoidal field pulses with increasing pulse amplitude Bpu were applied until the conductor
eventually quenched, which is represented by the lowest curve. Until t» 400 ms the usual
current decay with rd «953s was observed given by the inductance Z = 18u.H (mainly
determined by the inductance of the secondary coil of the transformer) and the joint resistances
i?o=18.9nQ. Then, when the pulse was applied, the current decreased rapidly by an amount,
which depended on the pulse field amplitude. The upper five curves show experiments where
the conductors recovered from the disturbance, i.e. they either remained in or regained the
superconducting state. The temporary decrease of the decay time can be explained by a
temporary occurrence of an additional resistance Ro{t)- After about 0.9 s, the resistance has
disappeared and, consequently, the current decays again with its 'usual' time constant. By
contrast, the bottom curve shows an experiment where the conductors did not recover but
quenched from the field pulse resulting in a fast current decay due to a rapid growth of the
normal zone.
This additional resistance appearing in a current carrying superconductor in an alternating
transverse field can be of two different origins. Firstly, the AC losses create a thermal
disturbance which increases the conductor temperature locally above Tcs resulting in the
appearance of an additional resistance until the conductor temperature drops again below Tcs
(recovery). Secondly, when a superconductor is placed in an alternating external field whose
amplitude is larger than a certain threshold value, a DC transport current causes extra magnetic

-100

Figure 4.31: Evolution of current changes, AI = I(t) - 7 0 , for a series of
pulse field experiments at 5 ^ = 4 . 5 T and 1Q=40 kA with different pulse
amplitudes Bpu. All curves but the lowest represent experiments where the
conductors recovered from the disturbance.
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flux motion, which results in a voltage opposing the transport current. This effective resistance
is called dynamic resistance and has been described and measured by [80,84]. Both effects
might be present but cannot be distinguished reliably by this kind of experiment. Just for
simplicity reasons, let us call this additional temporary resistance in the following dynamic
resistance.
The temporal behaviour of the dynamic resistance can be determined directly, if the current
decay obeys the following simple differential equation:

L-dI/dt+R(t)-I = O

(4.28)

where L is the inductance and R(f)=Ro+RD(i) is the total resistance (incl. dynamic resistance)
of the current loop. Then the dynamic resistance Roit) can be expressed by:
L dI/dt

'

K

D(V-

(4.29)

with Ro being the sum of all joint resistances. The dynamic resistance RD, was evaluated for all
experiments presented in Fig. 4.31. The results are shown in Fig. 4.32. The lower five curves
represent the experiments where no quench was initiated, whereas the largest pulse amplitude
of Bpu=0.95 T (dotted curve) was able to create a quench which can be seen by the resistive
run-away. The slight undershooting of the resistances below zero at / « 0.8 s can be attributed
to the additional energy deposited in the conductor by the pulsed field power supply.
The peak values of the dynamic resistances range between 70 nQ and 170nQ which are of the
same order as the normal state resistance of the pulsed cable section, which is about 200 nQ. It
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Figure 4.32: Calculated dynamic resistance evolution for different field
amplitudes Bpu
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should be explicitly mentioned that the observed dynamic resistance is in fact the sum of two
dynamic resistances because the current loop always contains two samples which are both
subjected to the alternating field.

4.2.4 Stability Experiments
The most reliable criterion for all stability experiments to distinguish whether a sample is stable
or not against an applied disturbance is to monitor the voltage evolution across the high field
zone of the conductor. In case of a disturbance below the stability limit no voltage was seen
after the end of the pulse. An example is shown in Fig. 4.33a. The pulse itself is clearly visible
as an inductive voltage. By contrast, Fig. 4.33b shows the voltage across the other sample (in
the same experiment), which is not stable against the same disturbance. After the pulse a
steadily increasing resistive voltage can be observed as the quench propagates along the
sample. The inductive signal (negative slope) after 1.8 s is caused by the fast discharge of the
sample current which is triggered by the quench detection system of the transformer as soon as
the resistance rise exceeds a certain level. The resistance increase is accompanied by a
temperature increase in the sample as shown in Fig. 4.34, because more Joule heat is produced.
For comparison, the voltage evolution is also plotted. Although the temperature sensor (T-A3)
is in direct contact with the helium in the middle of the heated region, a delay of ~1.5 s can be
seen as compared to the voltage signal. This is caused by the time the helium needs to warmup and to reach the sensor as well as due to some thermal inertia of the temperature sensor
(see also chapter 4.3.4). Therefore, the voltage signal, which is free from such thermal delay is
used as quench criterion.

voltage induced
by field pulse

1.0

Time [sec]

Figure 4.33a: Example for the voltage evolution of a conductor being
stable against a pulse field disturbance
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Figure 4.33b: Example for the voltage evolution of a conductor being
not stable against a pulse field disturbance but quenching subsequently.
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Figure 4.34: Temperature evolution in the heated region of two
samples subjected together to a 200mT half sine pulse at 5^ C =5.5T
and 7qp=40kA. Sample A is unstable and quenches whereas sample B
remains superconducting. For comparison the voltage across the
heated region of sample A is also plotted.
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The stability experiments were mainly performed at three different background field levels,
namely 4.5 T, 5.5 T and 8.4 T. The measurements at 8.4 T are of particular interest as at this
field level the samples can be loaded up to their critical currents at operating temperatures
above 5 K (cf. chapter 4.1.2) rather than quenching prematurely when approaching the limiting
current.
The influence of the imposed coolant flow on the stability has been investigated in detail at
Bdc = 8.4 T and lop = 25 kA. The temperature margin was set constant to Tcs - Top = 0.45 K. The
helium mass flow was varied between 3 g/s and lOg/s. At each mass flow level a number of
pulse field experiments with increasing pulse amplitude AB (of half sine shape), and thus
disturbance energy, were carried out to determine the maximum disturbance amplitude up to
which the conductor remained stable. This maximum disturbance will be called disturbance
margin. The pulse amplitude was increased in steps of 20 mT. Fig. 4.35 shows the experimental
results obtained with sample B (perforated tube). The solid circles indicate the experiments
when the sample quenched after the application of the disturbance, while the hollow circles
stand for the experiments when the sample recovered. The dashed line is thought only as a
guidance to separate the stable from the unstable region. The disturbance margin was found to
rise by some 17% when the imposed mass flow is increased from 3 g/s to 10 g/s. As shown in
chapter 4.2.2, the pulse energy is proportional to the square of the pulse amplitude. Thus, a
17% rise in the disturbance margin corresponds roughly to a 37% increase in the energy
margin. This result can be explained qualitatively [85] by the increase in the heat transfer
coefficient h, which depends on the flow velocity if the heat transfer is considered as a steadystate heat transfer to a turbulent coolant. Then, the Dittus-Boelter-Giarratano correlation [44]
can be applied predicting that h is proportional to the 0.8 power of the flow velocity. A similar
dependence of the energy margin on the imposed flow velocity has been observed by some
researchers [47,86].
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Figure 4.35: Disturbance margin versus imposed helium mass flow.
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For the estimation of the transient heat transfer, which is a key parameter in all stability
simulations, an approach is commonly chosen which considers three components [54]: the
Kapitza value % the transient heat transfer coefficient ht and the steady state heat transfer
coefficient hs (cf. chapter 2.3.3.3).
Heat transfer experiments showed an early initial peak in the heat transfer coefficient below
1 ms. At later times, in the range between a few and about one hundred milliseconds, the initial
peak decreased approximately with the inverse of the square root of time. This behaviour can
be explained in terms of the heat diffusion into the helium boundary layer. It can be
approximated by diffusion into a semi-infinite body with a step in the boundary temperature.
The solution of the heat diffusion equation gives the transient heat transfer coefficient
(4.30)
where k, y and cp are the helium thermal conductivity, density and specific heat at constant
pressure respectively and th the heating time. Eq.4.30 describes the heat transfer properly for
times longer than a millisecond and until the thermal boundary layer is fully developed [1]. At
earlier times eq. 4.30 tends to predict an exceedingly high heat transfer coefficient, consistent
with the assumptions of the analytical solution. However, in reality at times well below lms the
heat transfer was found to be limited by the Kapitza resistance at the contact surface of the
strands. Heat transfer dominated by the Kapitza conductance is expressed by
hk =200-(Tw+THe).(T^+Tl)—^
N
' mK

(4.31)

with Tw being the wall temperature and Tfje the helium temperature.
At later stage, usually around 10 to 100 ms, the thermal boundary layer is fully developed and
the steady state value hs of the heat transfer coefficient is approached asymptotically. The
steady state component is calculated by
h=Nu—
Dh

(4.32)

with Dh being the hydraulic diameter. The dimensionless Nusselt number Nu is calculated
apcording to the Dittus-Boelter-Giarratano correlation [44]:
(T ^
Nu = 0.023Re o g Pr O A \ ^ M

(4.33)

where Re is the Reynolds number, which is proportional to the flow velocity, and Pr is the
Prandtl number. The total heat transfer coefficient h consists of these three components, which
are combined with respect to their stationary or transient characteristics:
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Since it is only the steady state component hs which depends on the mass flow, the right term
of the sum in eq. 4.34 is the same for two stability tests with the same pulse amplitude but
different mass flows even without the precise knowledge of the heating time th and the wall
temperature Tw. Thus, in our experiments h is influenced only by a change of hs. The Reynolds
number can be calculated by
^

(435)

where /, 77 and v are the density, the viscosity and the flow velocity of the coolant,
respectively. The hydraulic diameter for non-circular cross sections is calculated by

Dh=^4^

(4-36)

where Ane is the cross sectional area of the annular region occupied by the coolant and Pw is
the wetted perimeter. For laminar flows with fully developed conditions, i.e. for Re <2000,
the Nusselt number becomes a constant with 7Vw«4 (e.g. [45]). Thus, it is common procedure
for stability simulations of CICCs to limit the Nusselt number in the bundle region for small
Reynolds numbers to a minimum value of 4 in order to take also the laminar region into
account [42]:

(

(T

I

Nu = Max 0.023Re 0B PrOA\ =J&-\

1
,4 .

(4.37)

By treating the central channel of sample B as a smooth tube (which is certainly a good
approximation because is has only one hole of 0.2 mm diameter per cm length), the average
flow velocity in the bundle region can be estimated as we will discuss in detail in chapter 4.3.2
yielding a flow velocity in the annular region between 10.5 mm/s for 3 g/s and 43.6mm/s for
10 g/s. With these flow velocities Reynolds numbers in the range between 210 and 870 can be
deduced indicating that the flow should be considered as being laminar. This means that the
Nusselt number is constant and, consequently, so is the heat transfer coefficient h. However,
this would lead to an energy margin which is independent of the massflow, which is in
contradiction to what we have seen in the experiment. Thus, the results indicate that for small
mass flow rates it seems that the helium flow in the cable space has to be treated as turbulent
although the average Reynolds number is below 1000. One possible explanation is that the
Reynolds number is locally enhanced due to cable inhomogeneities, so that the helium flow is
locally in the turbulent, or at least in the transient regime where the Nusselt number is
influenced by the mass flow rate.
The stability margin with respect to the imposed mass flow was also assessed for sample C
(spiral). Although this sample had to be operated at slightly enhanced temperatures leading to
somewhat smaller temperature margins Tcs-Top the same tendency could be observed, i.e. the
higher the mass flow the larger the stability margin. This is what is expected because, due to
the fact, that the spiral has a ~2.5 times higher surface roughness as compared to the smooth
tube [87], the Reynolds number is smaller leading to a larger mass flow fraction and, therefore,
a higher flow velocity in the cable bundle. Thus, with equal mass flows the turbulent regime
should be reached earlier with the spiral conductor than with the conductor containing a
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smooth tube. Therefore, the heat transfer coefficient, and hence the stability margin, becomes
sensitive earlier to the mass flow rate.
We can comprise that at least for small mass flows in large CICCs the presently used
correlation for the steady-state heat transfer coefficient describes the experimental results
insufficiently. For a better understanding of the complicated heat transfer processes taking
place in large CICCs some dedicated experiments would be desirable.
In order to ensure that the investigated leg quenched first, many stability experiments were
performed at slightly enhanced temperatures. The Joule heat produced in the joints by the
transport current also increased the operating temperature depending on the current level.
Therefore, the experiments for the assessment of the stability margin as a function of the
operating current were performed by taking the temperature margin Tcs-Top as an additional
parameter. Fig. 4.36 shows the results of the stability experiments of sample C (spiral) taken at
8.4 T versus the temperature margin. For all experiments the helium mass flow rate was kept
constant being 8 g/s. Different symbols stand for different operating currents, as indicated in
the plot legend, ranging from 12 to 37 kA. Open symbols indicate the experiments where a
recovery was observed, whereas the solid symbols stand for experiments at which the
conductor quenched. From the plot it becomes obvious that the stability margin (here
expressed in terms of the disturbance field AB) sharply drops with increasing operating current.
Furthermore, the stability margin also decreases when the temperature margin becomes
smaller. Both qualitative correlations are in agreement with the predictions of the theory (cf.
chapter 2.3.4). The same applies to the results obtained with sample D (smooth tube) under the
same conditions, as shown in Fig. 4.37.
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Figure 4.36: Results of the stability experiments performed at
with sample C (spiral) presented by the disturbance field AB as a function of
the temperature margin for different operating currents. The same mass flow
rate of dm/dt = 8 g/s was used for all experiments.
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Figure 4.37: Results of the stability experiments performed at
with sample D (smooth tube) presented by the disturbance field AB as a
function of the temperature margin for different operating currents. The same
mass flow rate of dm/dt = 8 g/s was used for all experiments.
A direct comparison of the performance of the two samples was possible for lop = 31 kA,
where the results for both samples were obtained with the same temperature margin TcsTop « 0.49 K. The maximum disturbance field where the conductor remains stable lies for both
conductors at 4 5 ^ ^ = 0.149T±0.01 T. Assuming that the ratio kf/kf
of the energy
density/pulse field amplitude-coefficients (cf. chapter 4.2.2) for both conductors at zero field
and current does not change for 8.4 T and 31 kA, the maximum disturbance energy for both
conductors is equal within + 19%.
The stability experiments carried out at a background field level of 4.5 T have been analyzed at
each operating current level with respect to performance differences between the conductors.
Since the experiments were made at various operating temperatures, a normalized disturbance
energy AE* has been introduced, in order to compare the results. AE* is the ratio of the
pulse field energy at zero background field and zero operating current, kf • Bpu, and the
energy needed to heat up the ambient helium from Top to Tcs:

V Top) = kf B2pu / (cp AT MHe)

(4.38)

where AT = Tcs - Top is temperature margin, cp is the average specific heat (at constant
pressure) of helium between Top and Tcs and Mne is the helium mass in the heated volume, kf
denotes the conversion factor, which describes for each sample and pulse form the relation
between the pulse field amplitude Bpu and the pulse energy at 5 ^ = 0 T and 7op=0A. Let us
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define AEmax as the maximum normalized disturbance energy, i.e. the energy up to which the
conductor is able to recover from the thermal disturbance.
For a given background field level and operating current, the normalized disturbance energy is
given as
B•pu

(4.39)

c AT MHe
lop

For all four conductor samples the ratio kf\Bdc=0,Iop=Oj/kABdc,Iop\

is the same at a

given field and a given operating current. Therefore, the results obtained from different
samples can be compared with each other by forming the ratio of the maximum normalized
disturbance energies.
Fig. 4.38 shows the comparison between sample C (spiral) and sample D (smooth tube), which
are the two extreme cases in terms of the central channel porosity for operating currents
between 30 and 60 kA. Stability measurements at operating currents above 60 kA were not
possible as the samples quenched prematurely. At each current level the two normalized
maximum disturbance energies were determined for the same mass flow rates. The results
show no significant difference for transport currents of up to 50kA, as the ratio is very close to
1. However, at 60 kA sample D seems to be 25 % more stable against disturbances than sample
C. These results have to be compared with the results of the theoretical considerations, which
are also presented in Fig. 4.39. The two curves show the simulations with (dashed line) and
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Figure 4.38: Performance differences between samples C (spiral) and D
(smooth tube) at J5^C=4.5T versus operating current. Together with the
experimental results the corresponding results of the simulation are plotted.
The solid line represents the case where no helium depletion in sample C is
assumed. The dashed line shows the simulation under the assumption of a
helium mass reduction.
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Figure 4.39: Performance differences between samples C (spiral) and D
(smooth tube) at !$&=4.5T versus operating current. Together with the
experimental results the corresponding results of the simulation are plotted.
Here, the maximum disturbance energies are normalized with respect to the
helium enthalpy between Top and Tum.
without (solid line) the assumption of a helium depletion in the cable space of sample C. The
results are in better agreement with the simulation, where no helium depletion is assumed.
The results of sample A (4 perf./cm) and sample B (1 perf./cm) are not so clear as the
measurements were carried out mostly at largely different mass flow rates, thus making a
comparison of the results difficult. Only at 50 kA, samples A and B were measured with the
same mass flow rate as samples C and D. The results of all four samples with a transport
current of 50kA and a mass flow rate of 5 g/s are summarized in Table 4.3. The numbers in the
table correspond to the ratio ,d£(Sample Numerator) /zi£(Sample Denominator) where AE is
given by eq. 4.39.
Table 4.3: The maximum normalized disturbance energy ratios of all four conductor
samples determined at a transport current of 50 kA with a mass flow rate of 5 g/s.

Numerator

Denominator

Sample B

Sample C

Sample D

Sample A

1.14±0.05

1.09 ±0.06

1.27 ±0.09

Sample B

—

0.95 ±0.03

1.10±0.09

Sample C

—

—

1.17±0.10
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It must be mentioned that the assessment of the results at 60 kA is difficult due to the fact that
the samples could not be operated up to their critical current but quenched without any applied
disturbance between 60 and 70 kA at an operating temperature of 5.6 K (for comparison:
r C5 (70kA, 4.5T) = 6.5K). This was the minimum achievable temperature as it was mainly
determined by the Joule heating of the joints. Even at 60 kA only a very small disturbance was
necessary to quench the conductor indicating that we were operating in the ill-cooled regime.
Taking 60 kA as the limiting current an effective heat transfer coefficient of h = 800 W/(m2K)
can be deduced according to eq. 4.4. However, superconducting cables can usually be operated
safely in the ill-cooled regime if it is ensured that the conductor is not exposed to any
significant thermal disturbance and an effective current sharing among the strands is allowed
(i.e. a low contact resistance), which is advantageous in terms of a homogeneous current
distribution. For example, this is the case for the NbTi cable-in-conduit conductor used for the
secondary winding of our superconducting transformer, which can be operated at 4.5 K up to
currents exceeding 80 kA, whereas the limiting current is as low as 52 kA even if a heat
transfer coefficient of 1400 W/(m2K) is assumed.
Due to the specific quenching behaviour of the CICC samples used here, we additionally
investigated the case when the maximum absorbable energy is given by the helium enthalpy
between Top and the limiting temperature Tum, which is the temperature where the operating
current becomes the limiting current. All stability experiments at 4.5 T have been re-analyzed
with respect to this reduced maximum absorbable energy assuming a heat transfer coefficient
of h = 800 W/(m2K). The ratio of the results of samples C and D is presented in Fig. 4.39,
confirming that between 30 and 50 kA no significant performance difference between both
samples can be observed. The ratio at 60 kA, however, shows a 60 % worse performance of
sample C as compared to sample D. This discrepancy is roughly twice as large as predicted by
the simulation suggesting that the normalization with the helium enthalpy between Top and Tcs
is more appropriate.
To calculate the stability margin in terms of an energy density, we have to make some
estimations how the deposited energy scales with the transport current and the background
field. According to the results of the pulse energy calibration measurements performed at 4.5 T
background field and zero current the pulse energy seems to be reduced by some 60%
compared to the results at zero field and no current, as shown in Fig. 4.30. The current
dependence is assumed to be quadratic, as explained in chapter 4.2.2. The pulse energy
calibration experiment carried out with field and a transport current of 50 kA revealed an
increase of 50 % in energy as compared to the corresponding experiment with the same pulse
amplitude and the same background field but without transport current. Combining both
effects, one yields the following scaling formula:
AE(Bpu,Iop,Bdc=4.5T)

= 0A-kf -B2pu • (l +2.075-10" 4 -I2op)

[J]

(4.40)

with Iop in kA and Bpu in Tesla. In order to make the measurements performed at different
operating temperatures Top comparable with each other, all energy margins Aemax are scaled
to 4.5 K by:
T
! £

-^

°P

[mJ/cm 3 ]

(4.41)
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with Ast being the total strand cross section, //, = 335.4 mm being the effective heated conductor
length and AEmax being the estimated maximum pulse energy up to which the conductor is
stable at a given operating temperature Top.
In Fig. 4.40 the maximum disturbance energy per unit strand volume is displayed exemplary for
sample D together with the expected energy margin from the simulation. Up to 50 kA, the
measured and the expected energy margins are in reasonable agreement, whereas at 60 kA the
measured value is much lower than the corresponding expected Aemax. This discrepancy is
probably connected with the particular premature quenching behaviour of our conductor
samples. Premature quenching can be caused by a strongly inhomogeneous current distribution
as indicated by a recently developed theoretical model [26]. This model demonstrates that for
an a priori assumed inhomogeneous current distribution there exists indeed a so-called cut-off
current, above which the conductor is completely unstable, i.e. quenches without additional
thermal disturbance. To give qualitatively an idea how severe this effect might become,
Fig. 4.41 [26] shows the expected stability margins for a uniform and a non-uniform current
distribution as a function of the normalized operating current for a full size NbTi ITER cable.
The conductor is exposed to a thermal disturbance of 10 ms duration in a 6 T background field.
The interstrand contact resistance is assumed to be 200 nQm. Although the stability margin in
the plot is much lower in absolute values as observed in our experiment due to the fact that the
energy is deposited in 10 ms rather than 50 ms, the plot shows qualitatively that a strongly nonuniform current distribution (solid line) leads to a much sharper drop of the stability margin
than a perfect uniform current distribution (dashed line). In this example the stability margin
drops to zero at Iop/Ic = 0A5. In the case of the non-uniform current distribution, the strands
are assumed to carry either critical current or none and are distributed in a way to yield
maximum non-uniformity, i.e. so that the resistance between those strands with critical current
and those with zero is at maximum.
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Figure 4.40: Measured energy margin (in mJ per unit strand volume) of
sample D at JS^C = 4.5T (scaled to 4.5 K) in comparison with the expected
results from the simulation and the maximum available helium enthalpy.
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Figure 4.41 : Stability margin variation with current distribution
showing the stability cut-off current [26]

Similar experiments were performed at 5 ^ = 5 . 5 T. Within all these experiments the mass flow
was not an independently selectable parameter but had to be varied according to the desired
operating conditions. As a consequence, a systematic investigation of the maximum normalized
disturbance energy as a function of the current was not performed.
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4.3 Thermohydraulic Experiments
4.3.1 Pressure Drop Measurements
In large coils with long flow paths (for the ITER coils for example of the order of lkm length)
the mass flow rate in the coil is an important parameter as it governs the heat removal
capabilities. The mass flow rate for a given conductor length is determined by the allowed
pressure drop between inlet and outlet of the coil and the hydraulic impedance of the flow
path. Since the maximum pressure drop is normally given as a constraint of the cryoplant,
which supplies the cold helium, the maximum available mass flow depends on the hydraulic
impedance of the conductor.
The ITER cable-in-conduit conductors are designed with a central cooling channel, which
provides a second, low hydraulic impedance flow path for the supercritical helium coolant in
parallel to the helium flow in the cable bundle. The central channel decreases the pressure drop
per unit length thus allowing larger mass flows and shorter residence times of the coolant in the
cable. For thermohydraulic calculations it is essential to know how the total coolant flow will
split among the bundle interstitial spaces and the central channel. Although the helium tends to
flow much faster in the central channel, where the ratio of wall friction to hydraulic diameter is
substantially lower than in the cable bundle, the helium cross section in the bundle region is
about 5 times larger than in the central channel, yielding the consequence that neither
contribution can be neglected a priori. In order to calculate the flow ratio, the experimental
assessment of the pressure drop on full-size samples under relevant flow conditions is an
important task.
Due to the fact that one of our samples contained a smooth tube as central channel preventing
any mass exchange between the central passage and the bundle region, it was particularly
suitable for pressure drop measurement. Up to now, pressure drop measurements on short
lengths of full-size ITER cables have only been performed at room temperature with the
OTHELLO facility at CEA-Cadarache (France) [87].
Two types of measurements have been performed with sample D. The first pressure drop
experiment was carried at room temperature with nitrogen gas exploring the Reynolds number
range of up to about 1000. The second experiment was performed in the SULTAN facility
using supercritical helium at 10 bar and 4.5 K providing the possibility of measuring the
pressure drop in a Reynolds number range between 1000 and 3500.
The experimental set-up of the N2 experiment is sketched in Fig. 4.42. The experiments were
performed at room temperature on a nearly 5 m long piece of conductor D. The central channel
was blocked at both ends forcing all gas through the bundle interstices.
For the pressure drop experiment in SULTAN with cold helium, the central channel of sample
D was also blocked. The piezoresistive differential pressure sensor (see chapter 3.2.2)
measured the pressure drop across a conductor length of 2445 mm. The mass flow was
measured by means of orifice FI953 (see Fig. 3.19).
With a measured void fraction of v— 38.5 ± 0 . 5 % within the annulus region a helium cross
section of A # e =402.3 mm2 is assumed. The wetted perimeter has been approximated by 5/6 of
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Figure 4.42 : Schematic set-up for the pressure drop measurement with
nitrogen gas at room temperature using conductor D (smooth central tube)
the perimeter of all strands plus the outer perimeter of the central tube plus the inner perimeter
of the jacket amounting to P w =2.601m. This yields a hydraulic diameter of D/j=0.619mtn
according to eq. 4.36.
The pressure drop of a flow path of length / is given by
Dh

m2
2yA2He

(4.42)

where/is the dimensionless friction factor1 and y the fluid density. A general formula for the
friction factor of the bundle region has been proposed by Katheder derived from a standard
formula used for pebble beds [88] :
-0.72

19.5
+ 0.051
Re 0.88

(4.43)

where v is the void fraction in the cable bundle. Based on the results obtained from a pressure
drop experiment on a 5 m piece of ITER conductor, Nicollet has slightly modified the formula
[87]:
-0.72

]^53 + 0 H

(4.44)

Fig. 4.43 shows the measured pressure drops as a function of the Reynolds number obtained
with supercritical helium in SULTAN (square symbols). Together with the experimental data

1

The European definition of the friction factor is used throughout this work. The definition used in the US
differs by a factor of four from the European definition because in the US for the basic definition the pipe
radius and in Europe the pipe diameter is used. fEU = 4 •
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Figure 4.43 : Pressure drop across the bundle region of sample D as a
function of the Reynolds number measured with supercritical helium at 10 bar
and 4.5 K. The central channel is blocked. The solid and dashed lines are the
expected dependencies according to eq. 4.43 and eq. 4.44, respectively.
the expected pressure drops based on eq.'s 4.43 and 4.44 are plotted. In particular for larger
Reynolds numbers, Re> 1500, the modified formula from Nicollet appears to fit better to the
measured values than Katheder's equation. For Reynolds numbers below 1000 both formulas
do not differ very much from each other and are in good agreement with the results we
obtained from the pressure drop experiment with nitrogen gas, as can be seen from Fig. 4.44.
The friction factor can be derived directly from the measured pressure drops and mass flows by
using eq. 4.42. The results of the experiments both with He and N2 are presented in Fig. 4.45
together with the predicted values from eq. 4.44. The calculated results are in good agreement
with our measurements.
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Figure 4.44 : Pressure drop across the bundle region of sample D versus
Reynolds number measured with nitrogen gas at room temperature. The
central channel was blocked. The solid and dashed line are the expected
dependencies according to eq. 4.43 and eq. 4.44, respectively.
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Figure 4.45 : Friction factor of the bundle region of conductor D as a
function of the Reynolds number. The correlation used in eq. 4.44 is also
shown.
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4.3.2 Flow Ratio
As we have seen the pressure drop in the bundle region can be well described by eq. 4.42 in
combination with eq.4.44. For samples A, B and D the central channel can be approximated
with good accuracy by a smooth tube. Since the pressure drop for steady turbulent flow in
smooth pipes of circular cross section is a common problem in fluid dynamics, it has been
intensively investigated for many decades and well established formulas are available. For the
fully developed turbulent flow region the implicit Karman-Prandtl equation has been found to
be a very good approximation [50]:
1

=2

- 0.8

(4.45)

being the friction of the round pipe. Since this is an implicit function some numerical
effort is necessary. The pressure drop as a function of the Reynolds number in the central tube
(diameter: 10 mm) is shown in Fig. 4.46 for supercritical helium at 4.5 K and 10 bar.
In a CICC with a porous central channel the two fluid flows in the annulus region and in the
central channel are in pressure equilibrium at any point under steady state conditions:

where pan and pcc are the pressures at location x in the annulus region and the central channel,
respectively. Since both flow paths are in parallel, the pressure drop between inlet and outlet is
the same:
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Figure 4.46 : Expected pressure drop in a smooth pipe of 10 mm diameter
for supercritical helium at 4.5 K and 10 bar according to the Karman-Prandtl
equation
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Apan(i) = Apcc(i)

(4.47)

where / is the length of the conductor. Because the pressure drop is a function of the mass
flow, see eq. 4.42, we can write:
(4.48)
with man and mcc being the mass flow rates in the annulus and the central channel region,
respectively. By inverting the function Apan{fnan), yielding man(Apan), the mass flow in the
annulus region can be expressed as a function of the central channel mass flow:
) = ™an(™cc)

(4A9)

In Fig. 4.47 the mass flow in the annulus region (solid line) and the central channel mass flow
(dashed line) are plotted as a function of the total mass flow mtot = man + mcc The ratio
between central channel and annulus flow varies between 3.8 and 2.2 when the total mass flow
rate is changed between 5g/s and 40g/s. For total mass flow rates greater than lOg/s the
mtot I man -curve is approximately a straight line. Therefore, we can express the annulus mass
flow in terms of the total mass flow by the following linear relationship:
= °-334• mtot -0.987

for mtot > lOg/s

(4.50)

for mtot > 10 g/s

(4.51)

and, accordingly, the mass flow in the central channel as:
mcc (mtot) = 0.666 • mtot +0.987
with man, mcc and mtot in g/s.
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Figure 4.47: Correlation between annulus region (solid line) and central
channel (dashed line) mass flows and the total mass flow. A smooth central
pipe is assumed.
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The flow velocity in the annulus region, van, then becomes for supercritical helium at 4.5 K and
10 bar:
v™ = 5.6 • mtot -16.55

(4.52)

for mtot > 10 g/s

with mtot in g/s and vaw in mm/s.
For conductors with a spiral as central channel, like sample C, the Karman-Prandtl equation
has to be modified, as the spiral has an enhanced wall roughness leading to substantially larger
friction factors. The best correlation for the friction f a c t o r ^ of the spiral channel with an
inner diameter of 10 mm was found to be the adjusted Colebrook-White formula [87]:
1

3
• = - 2 - l g 1.89-10~ +-

2.51

(4.53)

Since the flow impedance in the spiral channel is larger than for a smooth channel, the flow
distribution between central channel and annulus region becomes more even as shown in
Fig. 4.48. Here, the ratio between central channel and annulus flow varies between 1.8 and 2.4
when the total mass flow rate is changed between 5 g/s and 40 g/s.
In case of the central spiral, the annulus mass flow can be correlated to the total mass flow by :
= 0.487• mtot -1.607

(4.54)

for mtot > 10g/s

with man and mtot in g/s.
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Figure 4.48 : Correlation between annulus region (solid line) and central
channel (dashed line) mass flows and the total mass flow, for the case, where
the central channel consists of a spiral.
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For supercritical helium at 4.5 K and 10 bar the flow velocity in the annulus region, van,
becomes:
van = 8.l7-mtot -26.95

for mtot > lOg/s

(4.55)

with mtot in g/s and van in mm/s.

4.3.3 Pressure Rise
Fig. 4.49 shows the pressure increase in the middle of the heated region of sample C during and
just after a full sine pulse has been applied. The six curves correspond to different pulsed field
experiments with increasing field amplitude. The initial cooling conditions were supercritical
helium at 9.1 bar and 5.0 K and a mass flow rate of 7 g/s. The experiments were carried out
with a transport current of 40 kA in a background field of 4.5 T.
The pressure is measured directly in the middle of the heated zone, where the maximum
pressure rise is expected. The initial pressure rise coincides very well with the pulse duration of
100 ms. The amplitude of the pressure rise is correlated with the pulse field amplitude and,
hence, with the pulse energy. The lower five curves corresponds to experiments where the
conductor recovered from the thermal disturbance. Immediately after the energy deposition has
stopped the local pressure increase relaxes not only because the pressure wave propagates
towards the end of the conductor but also because of a recooling effect of the ambient cold
helium. Accordingly the pressure decreases with a time constant of about 0.8 s. The largest
disturbance, however, was able to quench the conductor. After the initial pressure increase and
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Figure 4.49 : Pressure increase in the middle of the heated region of sample
C after applying a full sine pulse. The experiments were carried out with a He
mass flow rate of 7 g/s at 9.1 bar and 5.0 K and a transport current of 40 kA
in a background field of 4.5 T.
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a subsequent decrease the pressure rose again due to Joule heating in the resistive zone. As the
normal zone is growing, more and more energy is transferred into the helium leading to a
nearly linear pressure rise. After 2.3 s the quench detection system triggers a fast ramp down of
the sample current resulting in a pressure decrease due to reduced Joule heat production. The
shape of all initial pressure rises are very similar independently whether the conductor
quenched or recovered, indicating that the amplitude of the initial pressure rise is determined
by the deposited pulse energy.
The measured pressure increases are of the same order of magnitude as expected by the shocktube approximation for a finite heated section in an infinitely long hydraulic path (see
chapter 2.3.3.1). For example, if we take the experiment with Bpu=0.79T and estimate according to Fig. 4.26 - a pulse energy of 155 J taking also Joule heating into account, we
would expect a pressure increase of 0.11 bar. This is of the same order of magnitude as the
measurement where a pressure increase of 0.54 bar was observed. The discrepancy can be
explained by the simplifying assumption of the model, which neglects the frictional retarding
force which certainly plays a role for pulse times of the order of 100 ms . Due to the friction a
larger pressure increase can be expected. If we - by contrast - would consider the heat
deposition as an isochoric process, we would expect a huge pressure increase of 17.4 bar.

4.3.4 Heat Slug Measurements
Due to the presence of an additional central cooling channel, a dual channel CICC is expected
to show a different thermohydraulic behaviour than an ordinary (= single channel) CICC. This
was confirmed experimentally in the QUELL experiment [33], where a subsize dual channel
CICC was investigated. However, since the QUELL experiment was made of a single
conductor type, no direct comparison of the thermohydraulic behaviour between a dual
channel and an ordinary CICC was possible. With the samples investigated here, it was
possible for the first time to assess the thermohydraulic behaviour of a full size ITER-like dual
channel CICC and, in addition, to compare directly the differences of single and dual channel
CICCs by blocking the central channel of sample D, so that all helium was forced to flow
through the cable interstices.
In order to study the heat transfer between the different flow paths the pulsed field coil was
used as an inductive heater for the generation of a heat slug at zero magnetic background field
and zero current. The heat slug propagation was investigated on samples C and D, with the
central channel of leg D being blocked. The heat slug was observed by means of three Cernox
temperature sensors as a function of time. All data were recorded with a sampling frequency of
2 Hz. The experimental conditions are listed in Table. 4.4.
The temperature evolutions for both legs are shown in Fig. 4.50. Temperature sensor T-C3 (TD3, respectively), which is located in the middle of the heated zone, showed the fastest
response after the pulse was applied, followed by the downstream located sensors T-C2 (TD2) and T-Cl (T-Dl). With increasing distance from the initially heated zone the temperature
pulse height becomes more and more attenuated and its width broadened, which reflects the
presence of substantial longitudinal thermal conduction and, in case of sample C, the presence
of an additional central channel flow. The exact location of the thermometers is shown in
Fig. 3.11. The total input energy was measured calorimetrically with the temperature sensors
TI953G and TI954G, respectively.
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Table 4.4 : Experimental conditions of the heat slug measurement
#2 (Samples C & D)

Sample arrangement
Central channel of Leg D

blocked

Mass flow rate

3.1 g/s (LegC)
2.9 g/s (LegD)

Conductor temperature

4.5 K

Inlet pressure

9.5 bar

Pulse form

single full sinusoidal

Pulse duration

100 ms

Pulse energy

266J (LegC)
229J (LegD)
no

Cooling of transformer terminals

An interesting observation was that the heat slug behaviour between a full-size dual channel
(sample C) and a single channel (sample D) CICC was not utterly different as it propagates
along the conductor. A substantial spreading of the temperature pulse was also seen in the dual
channel CICC of the QUELL experiment [33], where it was attributed solely to the presence of
the central channel. That we observed the spreading of the heat pulse also for a single channel
CICC, can be explained by the fact, that for a full size CICC the copper cross section is about
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Figure 4.50 : Heat slug propagation after applying a 0.8 T full sinusoidal pulse
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7 times larger than for the sub-size conductor used in the QUELL experiment, so that the
longitudinal thermal conduction through the copper matrix plays indeed an important role.
In order to understand the heat slug propagation quantitatively in a dual channel CICC a
relatively simple, quasi two-dimensional model has been developed based on the energy
conservation equation for an unsteady incompressible fluid flow. As an initial condition, the
temperature of the strands and the helium is taken to be 4.5 K at t=0. A delayed response of
the temperature sensors is assumed, determined by the heat conduction through the helium
which fills the space between the strand bundle and the actual sensor location. The following
simplifying assumptions have been made:
• incompressible flow (no pressure dependence); because helium is supercritical, small
temperature changes (AT<2 K) cause only very small changes in density
• longitudinal heat conduction in helium neglected; thermal conductivity of helium is very
small as compared to that of the strands
• adiabatic process (AQ=0); sample is thermally insulated from the 4.5 K surroundings
• heating power is generated by coupling current losses only; as shown in chapter 4.2.1, the
coupling courrent losses are the dominant loss contribution
• heat produced by the pulsed field is deposited in the strands only; due to the relatively high
resistivity if the steel jacket and the central channel, no significant eddy current heating is
produced in these structures
• no mass exchange between annulus and central channel, heat exchange only. The heat
removal process from the annulus region into the central channel is described by a constant
heat exchange coefficient. This is a strongly simplifying assumption, but it seems reasonable
for the relatively small disturbances considered here.
• heat exchange coefficients are constant over time and along the conductor; for the long
transient time considered here ( t » l s) a constant steady state heat transfer coefficient can
be assumed.
• heat exchange processes in the strands, the annulus helium and the central channel helium
are regarded as a one-dimensional process; the radial dimensions are very small as
compared to the axial dimension, so radial and azimuthal gradients are negligible
In terms of partial differential equations, the energy conservation equations for a transient
incompressible flow in one dimension can be written as
for the strands:

for the fluid in the annulus region:
^

(

)

(

)

0

(4.57)
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for the fluid in the central channel (if applicable):
:0

(4.58)

where Tst, Tan and Tcc are the temporal and spatial varying temperatures of the strands, the
helium in the annulus region and the helium in the central channel, respectively. q(x, t) is the
heating power density. The other coefficients are:
g

_

t * v>,st

Pst ' cp,st

' A-sx

with hstr being the heat transfer coefficient between strands and annulus helium, PWiSt being the
wetted perimeter of the strands and psh cp<st and Ast the density of the strand material, the
strand specific heat and the total strand cross section, respectively.
h
o _

•P

str x w,st
Pan
an ' ^p,an

where pan, cPiCin and Aan are the density, the specific heat and the cross sectional area of the
helium in the annulus region, respectively.
h
_

He

-P
w,cc

an ' ^p,an

' •"•an

where hne is the heat transfer coefficient between the helium in the annulus region and the
central channel.
c_

h

He

•l P
w,cc

Pec ' cp,cc ' -"-cc

where pcc, cp>cc and Acc are the density, the specific heat and the cross sectional area of the
helium in the central channel, respectively.
Since the temperature sensors are installed in a hole drilled through the conductor jacket, a
small amount of helium is trapped inside the hole, so that the heat from the annulus region
reaches the sensors by heat conduction through a thin stagnant helium layer. This heat
conduction process can be simply described by:
=0

(4.59)

with boundary condition Tse(r=0):=Tan(t,xse) where Tse is the temperature at the sensor
location xse. kne, PHe and cp>He are the thermal conductivity, the density and the specific heat of
the stagnant helium in the vicinity of the sensor, respectively.
A schematic of the model is sketched in Fig. 4.51 showing the heat exchange and heat
conduction processes, which were considered to describe the heat slug propagation in a dual
cooling channel CICC, like sample C.
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heated
zone

Figure 4.51 : Schematic of the thermohydraulic model describing the heat slug
propagation in sample C
It has been assumed that the heating power is generated by coupling current losses only. The
heating power per unit strand volume, q(x, t) had to be considered carefully, since q is spatial
and time dependent. The simplest approach, just a rectangular heat deposition with 100 ms
duration is too coarse because:
• coupling current losses are neither constant in time (over the pulse time interval) nor in
space (over the pulse coil region)
• the non-physical 'corners' of the rectangular pulse shape cause numerical problems, like
oscillations, which might affect the reliability of the results.
The coupling current losses per unit strand volume can be expressed by [3]:
.

IT

r>2

[w"3

Lm .

(4.60)

where x is the conductor time constant and Bt is the internal field change. The internal field
can be described by the differential equation
Bt(x, t) = Be(x, t)~r- Bt(x, t)

(4.61)

where Be is the external field. This equation has been solved in chapter 4.2.2 for an external
single full sinusoidal field pulse. With eq.4.25 the heating power q can be written as
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where Bpu(x) is the spatial dependent amplitude of the external field change. The above
equation describes the time evolution of the power density deposited in the strands by coupling
current losses with partly shielded interior. It is shown graphically in Fig. 4.52 for a point in the
center of the heated region (x = XQ) and Bpu-0.S T.

100
Time [msec]

Figure 4.52 : Temporal evolution of the heating power density at x=xo for Bpu = 0.8 T
The spatial distribution of the heat pulse is governed by the square of the magnetic field
distribution Bpu(x) produced by the pulsed field coils as presented in Fig. 4.26. The spatial
distribution of Bpu(x) can be approximated rather precisely by a central plateau being at B^,
and a symmetric Gaussian field decrease centered around XQ '.

for x - x 0 <8cm

Bi
-7C\

with x in cm.

|x-x o |-8
17.6

(4.63)
for |x-x o |>8cm
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The approximated spatial distribution of B2pu(x)

has been fitted to the "true" spatial

distribution with respect to the area : I Biu dx=\ B2pu dx. The square of the pulse field
distribution together with the approximation described by eq. 4.63 is shown in Fig. 4.53.
The coupled set of partial differential equations describing the model was solved numerically
on a PC and the results were compared with the experimental results to validate the model. For
sample D eq. 4.58 was omitted since the central channel was blocked, forcing all fluid to flow
through the annulus region. Fig. 4.54 shows the calculated results as solid lines together with
the measured data, which are plotted as small dots. The agreement between simulation and
measurement is very good, indicating that the above mentioned equations are sufficient to
describe the heat exchange processes between strands and the ambient fluid correctly. The
pulse amplitudes and the timing of the peaks are very accurately reproduced. The heat transfer
coefficient between strands and helium was assumed to be fixed to 1000W/(m2K), but the
results were not very sensitive to variations between 800 and 1200 W/(m2K). For the thermal
conductivity of the strands that of copper at 4.5 K was taken. The main parameters are listed in
Table 4.5. The distance between the thermometers and the helium flowing in the annulus
region was determined parametrically. For the two sensors located downstream of the initial
heated zone this thickness of 1.1 mm agrees very well with the geometrical distance between
the inner perimeter of the jacket and the sensor location which was designed to be between 1
and 2 mm. For T-D3 the effective helium layer thickness was found to be 0.5 mm which is also
a reasonable number taking into account that in the middle of the initial heated zone the
turbulences in the annulus helium are at their maximum causing possibly a decrease of the
effective thickness of the stagnant helium layer.
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Table 4.5 : Main parameters used for the heat slug propagation
simulation of sample D
Input energy \\qdxdt

^29 J

Heat transfer coeff. hst

1000 W/(m2K)

Strand thermal conductivity kst

1400 W/(mK)

Wetted perimeter of strands PWiSt
Annulus flow velocity van

2.6 m
50 mm/s

Helium thermal conductivity kne

0.0244 W/(mK)

Thickness of stagnant He layer T-Dl

1.1mm

T-D2

1.1mm

T-D3

0.5 mm

The results of the simulation describing the heat slug propagation of sample C with its dual
coolant flow are presented in Fig. 4.55. Again, the agreement with the measurements (dots) is
excellent. The timing of the peaks is very accurate and the maximum difference between
measurement and simulation is below 0.1 K. The same effective stagnant helium layer thickness
as for the simulation of sample D was used. The main input parameters for the simulation of
sample C are summarized in Table 4.6.
Table 4.6 : Main parameters used for the heat slug propagation
simulation of sample C
266 J

Input energy jtacic^
Heat transfer coeff.

strands <-» He^ hst

1000W/(m2K)

Heat transfer coeff.

He^ 4-> Hecc hne

1000W/(m2K)
1400W/(mK)

Strand thermal conductivity kst
Wetted perimeter of strands PWtSt

2.6 m
13 mm/s

Annulus flow velocity van
Central channel flow velocity vcc

200 mm/s

Helium thermal conductivity % e

0.0244 W/(mK)

Thickness of stagnant He layer T-Dl

1.1mm

T-D2

1.1mm

T-D3

0.5 mm
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Figure 4.54 : Simulation of heat slug propagation in Sample D with blocked
central channel, i.e. a single cooling channel CICC
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Figure 4.55 : Simulation of heat slug propagation in Sample C, i.e. a dual
cooling channel CICC
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From the model used to describe the heat exchange processes in sample C some interesting
aspects can be learned. First of all, there exists practically no temperature difference between
the helium in the annulus region and the strands for times greater than -500 ms, as indicated in
Fig. 4.56. This is also true for much larger mass flow rates like 30g/s. The surface of the
strands is so large, that with a heat transfer coefficient of 1000W/(m2K) any temperature
gradient is equalized almost immediately.
Fig. 4.56 shows the temperature distribution of the annulus and the central channel helium
along the length of the conductor for three different time instants. As soon as the heat pulse
has increased the helium temperature in the bundle region, some heat is transferred into the
central channel. As the helium in the central channel has a larger flow velocity, the heat slug in
the central channel travels much faster than the heat slug in the bundle, with the effect that the
heat slug in the central channel is ahead of the heat slug in the bundle and, thus, warming up
the cold helium in the annulus. This can be seen particularly well in the middle plot showing the
situation after 5 s. Between 0 and ~0.8 m the annulus helium transfers heat into the central
channel, whereas for x>0.8m the situation is reversed: here the central channel fluid is heating
up the helium in the annulus. By doing so the central channel fluid is re-cooled, which leads to
the effect that the heat slug in the central channel travels with a lower speed than the fluid
itself. On the other hand, due to this heat exchange, the heat slug velocity of the helium in the
annulus is faster than its flow velocity.
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Figure 4.56: Temperature distribution along the conductor with a total mass
flow rate of 3 g/s for three different times. Both the helium temperatures of the
annulus region (solid line) and of the central channel (dashed line) are plotted
together with the strand temperature (solid squares). For the time scale shown
here, there is no temperature difference between the helium in the annulus region
and the strands.
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Fig. 4.57 shows the position of both heat slugs for different times. While the heat slugs are
moving downstream, they are decreasing in amplitude and growing in width due to longitudinal
thermal conduction in the strands and heat exchange between bundle and central channel
region. We can calculate the heat slug velocity for both fluid flows from the maxima of the heat
slugs. The heat slug in the annulus moves with about 30mm/s for the first 10 s, whereas the
central channel heat slug velocity is 45 mm/s. These numbers have to be compared with the
fluid flow velocities of 13 mm/s and 201 mm/s, respectively, indicating that the heat slug
propagation velocities are much different from the fluid flow velocities. After about 30 s both
heat slugs have nearly the same speed of some 45 mm/s, which remains constant at this level
from now on. This corresponds very well to the overall flow velocity, which is the helium
velocity averaged over the total conductor cross section comprising the central channel and the
bundle region. It can be concluded, that this result implies that the heat removal capabilities in
long conductors are determined only by the overall flow velocity or the overall mass flow rate,
respectively, independent on the ratio between the helium flow velocity in the bundle and in the
central channel. In other words, in order to increase the heat removal capabilities, the total
mass flow rate in the conductor has to be increased. An increase of the central channel flow on
expense of the annular flow has no effect due to the multiple heat exchange processes between
the two fluids.
In particular for small mass flow rates the good thermal conductivity of the copper matrix in
the strands plays an important role, like in our experiment, because it can conduct the heat
faster than the helium flow moves the heat slug downstream. This can be seen in Fig. 4.57
where some heat is moving upstream towards the inlet, i.e. opposite to the helium flow
direction. This effect is not present at higher mass flow rates, e.g. 30g/s.
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Figure 4.57 : Calculated propagation of both heat slugs in the central
channel and the bundle region (with a total mass flow rate of 3 g/s)
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Conclusions
In this work the quench, stability and thermohydraulic behaviour of dual cooling channel NbTi
CICCs with full-size ITER geometry was experimentally assessed for the first time.
The quench experiments with all four test samples revealed that abrupt transitions into the
normal state accompanied by sudden voltage take-offs far below the expected critical current
occurred without displaying any current sharing regime. In some current-ramp experiments
voltage spikes could be observed in the high field regime which could be attributed to sudden
strand movements under increasing Lorentz-load (see Fig. 4.6). Premature quenching due to
strand slippage is a well-known phenomenon for CIC conductors with relatively large void
fraction (-40 %). However, in case of our conductor samples this 'training'-effect can certainly
not account for the majority of the quenches, as the voltage take-offs occurred independently
whether critical current or current sharing temperature measurements were performed. During
current sharing temperature measurements the Lorentz force is constant, as only the
temperature is varied. It was found that the quench currents might be related to the limiting
current, which describes the boundary above which only the marginal heat capacity of the
strands can be utilized. Together with the observation of resistive voltages in the high field
region, these results are interpreted as an indication that thermal disturbances are continuously
generated. As soon as the operating current approaches the limiting current where the
stabilizing effect of helium cannot be utilized anymore, the conductor becomes unstable and
quenches. The continuous generation of thermal disturbances could be explained by a largely
inhomogeneous current distribution over the cable cross section. Non-uniform current
distributions in CIC conductors with a large number of strands have already been reported by
other authors. Due to the relatively small temperature margin between Top and Tc this effect is
more severe in the case of NbTi conductors than for Nb3Sn, which could be an explanation
why premature quenching has not been observed in ITER-type Nb3Sn conductors tested in
SULTAN. Inhomogeneous current distributions can be created by uneven contact resistance
distributions in the joints and large interstrand contact resistances. The latter inhibit an effective
current redistribution towards equilibrium. For our conductor samples the joint design was
optimised with respect to hydraulic aspects (same void fraction as in the conductor) rather than
to particularly small and homogeneous contact resistances. Measured joint resistances between
2 and 9 nQ are confirming this statement. Very high interstrand contact resistances were found
in the conductor, which are unusual for NbTi strands with a bare copper surface. The reason
for these large resistances was found to be a thick oxide layer, which covered the surface of all
strands. This oxide layer was created unintentionally by the supplier during the production
process of the strands or due to the storage conditions. An oxide layer can provide an
uncontrolled distribution of interstrand contact resistances which prevent effective current
transfer.
A further implication of a largely non-uniform current distribution is the fact that the scattering
of the quench currents could be explained by varying the number of current carrying strands
depending on the applied voltage (i.e. ramp rate) or on how long the redistribution process is
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in progress (i.e. for how long the current is kept constant). With this explanation a minimum
number of 700 (out of 1152) involved strands could be deduced.
From the quench measurements the following recommendations can be made for future large
NbTi CICCs:
• The oxidation status of bare NbTi strands must be controlled carefully.
• A good joint design in terms of a contact resistance distribution being as uniform as possible
must be paid the utmost attention. This could be accomplished, for instance, by filling cable
space in the joint region with solder, which would have the additional effect of a lower total
joint resistance and thus of less Joule heating by the joint.
• The void fraction should be kept well below 40 % in order to avoid premature quenching
due to Lorentz force induced strand slippage.
The results of stability experiments being performed at a background field level of 4.5 T have
been analyzed in detail. Since the experiments had to be performed at different temperatures,
for a comparison of the results it was necessary to normalize the pulse energies with respect to
the available helium enthalpy between Top and Tcs. No significant differences in stability
between the four conductor samples for currents up to 50 kA could be found. This result is in
fair agreement with the predictions derived from a zero-dimensional analytical model, which
has been developed in order to estimate theoretically the influence of the different central
channel porosities on the stability margin. At 60 kA, however, a larger stability margin seems
to appear for the conductor with the smooth central tube than for the conductor with the
spiral, as expected also by our model. This result suggests that for the kind of disturbances
applied in our experiment and currents exceeding 50 kA the heating induced helium flow starts
to become effective. In order to confirm this tendency it would have been necessary to perform
stability experiments at higher current levels, since the difference in stability margin should
increase with increasing transport current (stronger induced flow due to more Joule heating).
As mentioned above, stability test at currents above 60 kA were not possible because the
samples always quenched prematurely.
The experiments showed no indication that the helium depletion into the central channel caused
a significant decrease of the amount of helium available for stabilization.
The ITER PF coils - the only coils of the ITER magnet system which will be made of NbTi will operate under similar conditions as in our experiment, namely at a nominal current level of
45 kA in a field of 5 T (see Table 1.3). Assuming that the segregated copper strands can be
fully utilized in terms of current transfer, the present results indicate, that for the range of
disturbances used in this work, the stability performance of the PF conductors will not be
reduced when using a central spiral instead of a (less perforated) tube. For disturbances
distributed over shorter lengths than applied in our experiment, like strand (or sub-cable)
movements, it is even more unlikely that the heating induced flow will significantly enhance the
stability margin.
In order to verify the stability results obtained for the first time on a full size ITER-type CICC,
it would be useful to perform further experiments. The following suggestions should be taken
into account:
• longer heated zones to increase the effect of heating induced flow
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• higher mass flow rates (of the order of 20 g/s, like in the ITER), to reduce the dependence
on the imposed mass flow rate (see chapter 4.2.4) and to operate in the fully developed
turbulent regime
• improved joint design to ensure a more homogeneous current distribution
• experimental assessment of the current distribution by means of small pick-up coils placed
around the conductor
• the interstrand contact resistance should be kept as low as possible to allow better current
transfer and thus a more uniform current distribution
• the joint should be placed as far as possible from the disturbance region in order to reduce
the influence of current transfer effects generated by the joints
• full size NbTi CICCs with different void fractions in order to investigate premature
quenching possibly triggered by strand movements
The stability experiments indicated that for small mass flow rates (<10g/s) it seems that the
helium flow in the cable space has to be treated as turbulent although the average Reynolds
number lies in the range characterizing the laminar flow regime. This observation confirms the
results of thermohydraulic experiments made by Long [89].
AC loss measurements were also performed in the frame of this work on a 40 cm long
conductor piece [68]. The coupling current time constant was found to be T=67.5 ms. The
results indicated that the twist pitch of the last cabling stage dominates the AC losses because
the subcable wrapping is omitted. This result might be of particular interest within the frame of
current discussions which are suggesting to remove the planned subcable wraps because of
their negative effect on the radial mass exchange of coolant [90].
Transient thermohydraulic performance of the ITER conductor was investigated by means of
heat slug measurements. A simple, quasi two-dimensional model was developed describing the
heat exchange and heat conduction processes governing a two-fluid flow system. The
predictions were in good agreement with the experimental results, indicating that the model
describes correctly the main thermohydraulic processes involved in a dual cooling channel
CICC. These are the heat transfer between strands and the flowing coolant in the annulus
region, the heat transfer between the coolants in the annulus and central channel region
travelling with different velocities and the axial heat conduction in the copper matrix of the
strands.
The results of the heat slug measurements and the corresponding model calculations implied
that the heat removal capabilities in long conductors are determined only by the overall flow
velocity or the overall mass flow rate, respectively, independent on the ratio between the
helium flow velocity in the bundle and in the central channel. In other words, in order to
increase the heat removal capabilities, the total mass flow rate in the conductor has to be
increased. An increase of the central channel flow on expense of the annular flow has no effect
due to the multiple heat exchange processes between the two fluids.
Pressure drop measurements were performed in the Reynolds number range between 100 and
4000 to assess the friction factor of the bundle region of the ITER conductors. A recently
proposed empirical correlation [87] was confirmed by the achieved results.
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APPENDIX A

One-Dimensional Nonlinear Wave Equation and the
Method of Characteristics
A comprehensible description of the method of characteristics as a way to solve a special kind
of partial differential equations can be found, for example, in [52,91]. Here only the basic
principles are outlined.
The simplest nonlinear homogeneous partial differential equation of first order of hyperbolic
type for a function u of two independent variables t and x is given by (nonlinear wave
equation):
du

x(

x

du

-

.

(-/(«)— = 0
x
dt
' dx

for

n

-oo<jt<oo;f>0

where f{u) is a given function of u. It should be mentioned, that unlike linear differential
equations, the principle of superposition cannot be applied to find the general solution of
nonlinear partial differential equations. Furthermore, the effect of nonlinearity can change the
entire nature of the solution.
For along any curve /"in the (x,f) plane we consider u and x to be functions of / so that the
total derivative of u is

, du , du ,
du = —dt +— dx
dt
dx
Then, dx/dt represents the slope of Fat any point P on 77 Thus, the above equation becomes:
du _du
dt dt

(dx\ du
\dt) dx

From this result follows that a partial differential equation can be regarded as the ordinary
differential equation
du
=0
dt r
along any member of the family of curves F which are the solution curves of
dx
dt

= c(u
K

These curves /"are called the characteristic curves of the partial differential equation. Thus, the
solution of the partial differential equation has been reduced to the solution of a pair of
simultaneous ordinary differential equations.
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— = 0 implies that u(x, f) = const, along each characteristic curve F and each c(u) remains
dt r
constant on F. Therefore, the characteristic curves form a family of straight lines in the (x, t)plane with slope c{u). Each line with slope c(u) corresponds to the value of u on it. If the initial
point on the characteristic curve /"is denoted by <£"and if one of the curves /"intersects t= 0 at
x= Q then u(0)=f(Q on the whole of that curve F. Thus, we have the following characteristic
form on F:

These constitute a pair of coupled ordinary differential equations on F. The upper equation
cannot be solved independently because c is a function of u. However, the lower equation can
readily be solved to obtain u = const, on /"and hence u-f{Q) on the whole of F.
The set of partial differential equations discussed in chapter 2.4.3,
| (

) |

at

(

)

l

(1)

ax

and

ff

-l

(2)

is particularly simple, v and p are the changes in velocity and pressure, respectively. For t= 0
v=p=0

=> u(x,t=0) = 0

Equation (1):
— =1
— =1
dt

,

u(x,t= 0) = 0

,

x\t_Q = S

=> F has slope 1

, i.e. u has constant slope of 1 on the characteristic curve F

Integration yields the path of F:

x=t+S
=> u(x,t) = t

Equation (2):
— = -1
dt
du'
= -1
dt

,

,

x| ; = 0 =iS"

u'(x,t = 0) = 0

Integration yields the path of/?

=>/" has slope -1

,Le. u' has constant slope of -1 on F

x=-t+S'
=> u(x,t) = -
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APPENDIX B

Determination of the Self Field Contribution
When performing critical current measurements on cables carrying high current, the problem
arises of how to define the critical magnetic field, i.e. the field experienced by the sample at the
transition. The magnetic field generated by the current flowing through the sample can be of
the same order of magnitude as the external field, and the resultant applied field at the cable
(vector sum) is strongly inhomogeneous. The magnetic self field generated by a round CIC
conductor with central channel can be expressed easily by the Biot-Savart law if we assume a
homogeneous current distribution:
0

if \r\<R.Lcc

B{r) =

if Rcc < r < Rcon

?2

if

(1)

r>R,

con

where juo=^TI-IO-"1 VsA^nr 1 is the magnetic permeability of vacuum, Rcc is the outer radius of
the central channel, Rcon is the radius of the cable and / is the current homogeneously
distributed in the annular cable region. For the ITER conductor geometry with Rcc = 6 mm,
Rcon= 19.3 mm and a transport current of 7=30kA the field distribution through the mid-plane
of the conductor is plotted in Fig. Bl.
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Figure B . I : Self field distribution of a dual channel CICC with ITER geometry
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The combined self field of pair of two conductors running parallel in a distance D with opposite current directions can be evaluated by the superposition of the self field of each conductor.
The geometry of the two conductors is sketched in Fig. B.2. The total self field for our test
arrangement along r at z=0 with Z)=52mm and opposite currents of 50 kA is displayed in
Fig.B3. It should be mentioned that the self field distribution is not centered symmetrically
around zero because the self field of each conductor leg creates a positive bias field at the
location of the other leg.

0—

Q

R

cc

R

con

D

Figure B.2 : Sketch of the geometry of the test arrangement

Figure B.3 : Self field distribution along the conductor mid-plane (z=0)
created by two dual channel CICCs with opposite current direction and
7=50kA
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In order to determine the effective self field for the conductor for a certain operating current
let us first look at the two extremes. Since the conductor is fully transposed, i.e. all strands
should in principle change places with each other along the length, each strands should 'see'
the same averaged self field along the strand path. We average the self field over the cross
section of one conductor by integrating numerically over the middle axis of the conductor,
R

con

B

,.»

\

by using eq. (1) for B](r) and ^ ( r ) . By doing the integration for different operating currents /
we found for the average self field as a function of the current:
^ e / / ( / ) = 4.04.10- 3 -/

[T]

with / in [kA]. This is certainly the minimum as it assumes perfect current transfer between the
strands. The other extreme is if we assume no current transfer at all. Then, the strand which
'sees' the largest field level determines the critical field of the whole conductor. In this case the
maximum self field has to be taken into account. The maximum value of the self field is at
(r=Rcon; z=0). For our geometry this amounts to
5™^(/) = 1.613-10"2-/

[T]

with / again in [kA]. In literature often this peak field assumption is used, mostly due to the
lack of a better criterion and because it gives good results in comparing measurements
performed by different experimental set-ups [1].
However, for our conductor samples the peak field criterion is certainly an overestimation of
the self field contribution, since a number of critical current measurements of the conductor
lead to critical currents which would be larger than the expected (maximum) critical current
derived from the measured critical current of the strand times the number of strands. Since the
latter can only be reached if the conductor is in perfect conditions, i.e. perfect homogeneous
current distribution and no damaged or broken strands, the expected critical current represents
the maximum obtainable current.
For that reason we have chosen a more pragmatic approach. We consider all critical current
measurements performed at 8.36 T, which have shown the usual current sharing regime. By
assuming that the expected critical current is reached in these cases and that the conductor
performance is comparable with the measured performance of the extracted strands (a
reasonable assumption for NbTi, since NbTi does not display strain induced degradation), we
are able to fit the best value for the self field contribution. Fig. B.4 shows the results of the
critical current measurements of legs B, C and D which showed current sharing together with
the best fit of the total field (background field + self field). We have found
U) = 1-4914 • 10"2 • /

[T]

with / in [kA]. This is a reasonable value as it is indicates that the strands are not completely
insulated from each other but current transfer is much restricted, which is in agreement with
the other observations reported in chapter 4.1. This value corresponds to the field located at
about 90% of the cable radius.
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Figure B.4 : Results of critical current measurements at 8.36T where current sharing was
observed. The best fitting self field correction coefficient is &$£= 1.4914-10"2 T/kA.
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Nomenclature

Nomenclature
A

area

Aan

cross sectional area of annulus region

Ace

cross sectional area of central channel region
cross section of copper stabilizer

Ah

total perforation area

AHe

helium cross section in annulus region

Am

matrix cross section of the cable

Ast

stabilizer cross section

B

magnetic flux density (magnetic field)

T

Ba

applied magnetic field

T

Be

critical magnetic field

T

BC2

upper critical magnetic field

T

Bdc

background field

T

Be

uniform external time varying field

T

internal field

T

Bi

Biot number

Bm

peak-to-peak pulse amplitude

T

Bp

poloidal field component

T

penetration field

T

BpU

pulse field amplitude

T

BSelf

self field

T

Bsultan

SULTAN background field

T

Bt

toroidal field component

T

Btot

total magnetic field

T

Bv

vertical field component

T

c

speed of light

ms

Cp

heat capacity (at constant pressure)

Cp

average volumetric heat capacity (at constant pressure)

Cp,an

helium heat capacity (at constant pressure) in annulus region
helium heat capacity (at constant pressure) in central channel region

"1
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Nomenclature

c

p,He

helium heat capacity (at constant pressure)

c

p,st

strand heat capacity (at constant pressure)

d

thickness

m

dgff

effective filament diameter

m

D

diameter

m

D

demagnetization factor

-

Dh

hydraulic diameter

m

e

elementary charge

C

e

specific energy

Jkg-1

ep

energy density generated by coupling losses

Jnr 3

E

energy

J

E

charging voltage of primary coil

V

E

electric

Ep

pulse energy

Vnr 1

field

/

J
s"1

frequency

/

friction

factor

fp

friction

factor of smooth pipe

fsp

friction

factor of spiral channel

-

fluid

Nkg"1

p

force per unit mass acting on

h

Planck constant

Js

h

heat transfer coefficient

Wnr 2 ]

h

helium enthalpy

Jkg"1

heff

effective heat transfer coefficient

%e

heat transfer coefficient between annulus and central channel fluid

hk

Kapitza heat transfer coefficient

hs

steady state heat transfer coefficient

Wm^K"1

ht

transient heat transfer coefficient

Wm^K"1

H

magnetic field strength (magnetizing

Hc

critical magnetic field strength

Am"1

Hcj

lower critical magnetic field strength

Am"1

HC2

upper critical magnetic field strength

Am"1

/

normalized operating current

/

current

field)

Am"1

A

Nomenclature

Ic
jxpt

him
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critical current

A

expected critical current of the conductor

A

limiting current

A

flaw
1
lim
jupp
1
Hm

lower limiting current

A

upper limiting current

A

Im

matrix current

A

lop

operating current

A

Ip

primary current

A

h

quench current

A

Is

secondary current

A

1st

strand current

A

jc

critical current density

Am-2

k

thermal conductivity of solid body
energy coefficient

JT-2

kHe

thermal conductivity of helium

Wm-'K"1

ksfc

self field coefficient

TA"1

kst

thermal conductivity of strands

K

coupling coefficient between primary and secondary coil

I

length

m

h

effective heated length

m

L

inductance

H

Lc

characteristic length of solid

m

LL

load inductance of secondary

H

LP

primary inductance

H

h

twist pitch

m

Ls

secondary inductance

H

mHe

helium mass

kg

™St

strand mass

kg

m

mass flow rate

gs"1

Kn

mass flow rate in annulus region

gS"1

™CC

mass flow rate in central channel

™tot

total mass flow rate in conductor

gS"1

M

mutual inductance between primary and secondary

H
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Nomenclature

helium mass in heated volume

kg

n

resistive transition index

-

n

shape factor

-

N

number of strands

-

Nu

Nusselt number

-

p

pressure, pressure rise

Pa

po

ambient pressure

Pa

pan

pressure in annulus region

Pa

pcc

pressure in the central channel

Pa

P

outer perimeter

m

P

ohmic power

W

Pr

Prandtl number

-

Pw

wetted perimeter

m

wetted perimeter of strands

m

coupling loss per unit volume of strand and per cycle

Jnr 3

qhys

hysteresis loss per unit volume of strand and per cycle

Jm"3

qtot

total AC loss per unit volume of strand and per cycle

Jnr 3

q

heating power per unit volume of helium

Jm"3

Q

heat

Wnr 2

Qp

thermal power (heating pulse)

flux

W

Qaccum accumulated heat

W

Qcooiing cooling power

W

Qjoule

Joule heating power

W

r, R

radius

m

R

resistance

Q

Ro

total resistance of all joints

Q

Rb

'bad'contact resistance of strand

Q

Rc

transverse interstrand resistance

Q

Rcc

outer radius of central channel

m

Rcon

cable radius

m

RD

dynamic resistance

Q

Re

Reynolds number

-

Rg

'good' contact resistance of strand

Q
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Nomenclature

RP

resistance of primary coil

Q

Rs

resistance of secondary coil

Q

s

specific entropy

Jk

t

time

s

tf

take-off time

s

th

heating time

s

tree

recovery time

s

T

temperature

K

1 an

temperature in annulus region

K

Tc

critical temperature

K

1 cc

temperature in central channel

K

Tcs

current sharing temperature

K

THe

helium temperature

K

Ti

initial temperature

K

Tlim

limiting temperature

K

•*op

operating temperature

K

J-rec

recovery temperature

K

•» se

temperature at sensor location

K

Tst

strand temperature

K

Tw
u

'wall' temperature

K

specific internal energy

+

u , ir

Riemann invariants in gas dynamics

V,

flow velocity

V

ms' 1

V

void fraction

V

average induced flow velocity

Van

flow velocity in annulus region

Vcc

flow velocity in central channel region

ms' 1

v

imp

imposed flow velocity

ms"1

Vind

heating induced flow velocity

V

voltage

V

VCh

capacitor charging voltage

V

vHe

helium volume

m3

cartesian coordinates

m

X,

Z
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Nomenclature

0Cst

Stekly parameter

fi

volume coefficient of thermal expansion

dm

mass flow through perforations per unit time

kgnrV1

A

penetration depth

m

AB

magnetic field change

T

maximum energy density (energy margin)

Jnr 3

AE*

normalized disturbance energy

-

AE

disturbance energy

J

Al

change in transport current

A

Am

helium mass loss in annulus region

kg

4w

maximum pressure rise in the fluid

Pa

Ap

pressure drop

Pa

AVmax

maximum heating induced flow velocity

ms"1

AT

temperature gradient

K

fluid viscosity

m2s"1

r

helium density

kgnr 3

K

central channel porosity

Klim

limiting porosity

u

sink strength

kgnrV1

kirn

limiting sink strength

kgnrV1

MO

vacuum permeability

MHe

dynamic viscosity

kgnrV 1

CO

angular frequency

s-1

®o

magnetic flux quantum

Wb

p

density

kgm"3

Pan

helium density in annulus region

kgm"3

Pec

helium density in central channel region

kgm"3

Pcu

copper resistivity

Q.

PHe

helium density

kgnr 3

Pm

matrix resistivity

Q

Pst

stabilizer resistivity

Q

PQ

copper resistivity

Q

Nomenclature
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pj_

transverse resistivity

Qm

q_

stress tensor

Nm"2

r

specific volume

m3kg"1

z

time constant

s

T

coupling loss time constant

s

td

natural time constant of secondary circuit

s

0

diameter

m
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